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Still the proper carp angler’s favourite read

To celebrate the lifting of what we hope will be the last lockdown and night
fishing ban this special ‘Back on the Bank’ issue takes a last look back at
some of success stories from this terrible period, from anglers that battled on
regardless, making the best of the worst of times and still managed to

Exclusive

30 Winter Success
By Matt Whalley

36 Reflections
By Mark Kerridge

conquer their nemesis.
The latest rules and guildlines from the Angling Trust, the Environment
Agency and Fish Legal can be found in this issue.
Cover shot this month is of course that angling legend Lee Jackson with
his second UK 60! Is there any achievement this guy cannot rise to?
And so, to this month’s superb line up. First up a welcome return to my old
mate Derek ‘Ladders’ Mallows with Part 1 of his new series on Fox Pool, a
venue which is still a force to be reckoned with.
Mark and Emma Rose are also back this month, quality writing and superb
photography make this another must read. Tom Robson joins us this month

42 Horton –
The Dream ,
The Journey,
The Obsession
By Tom Robson

54 Ladders on

with the first of a series of articles featuring his love affair with Horton, a love

Longfield

affair with a difference as ex-pat Tom was working and living thousands of

By Derek Mallows

miles away which meant infrequent trips combined with extreme effort – but
as you will see it had its rewards.
Mark Kerridge looks back at a life time of angling, generations of dedication
to his love of the sport. Matt Whalley winter in Cornwall was highlighted by a
huge pristine linear, here is how he did it. Christopher Evans recounts the
highs and the lows of his Covid Carping, once again making the most of the
hard times we all faced.
Last but not least Jamie Mann did not hang the rods up last winter but
braved the cold with great effect.
Add to these loads of carpy humour, all the latest Covid news from Fish
Legal, tackle reviews and carpy news and competitions – not bad for free!
I hope you have been enjoying our two free monthly carp magazines, Big
Carp and Free Line, see them both here – www.freelinemagazine.com
Now I need your help! Filling two magazines each month means I need
twice as many articles, some people say they want to write, but never do. If
you have had a successful start back after lockdown we would love to hear
your tale. There are no picture or word limits. Simply Email your article to

58 My COVID
Fishing
By Christopher
Evans

66 A Winter Hatrick
By Jamie Mann

70 Squabmoor
By Mark and Emma
Rose

Big Carp Promotions

29 Oak Lake
Fishery

info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
If you would like to join our FREE subscription list to be sent the mags as
soon as they come out Email FREE SUBBY to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
WITHOUT YOUR INPUT THERE WILL BE NO MAGS!
Have a great Spring friends, catch a monster and send us the story – be
part of the UK’s fantastic carp angling history!

Rob Maylin
PS We are doing some great ADVERTISING deals to help everyone through
the pandemic, drop me a line at info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk if you would like
to see the deals and our media information pack.
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Shockleader

ShockLeader

What’s happening, where and when in the carp scene

Angling to remain at Sevenoaks
Anglers in Kent are celebrating the
decision of Kent Wildlife Trust to allow
angling to continue on their site at
the Sevenoaks Wildlife Reserve.
Angling Trust CEO Jamie Cook and
Head of Policy Martin Salter met with
Bromley (Kent) & District Angling
Society (BDAS) officers and Directors
o f Ke n t Wi l d l i f e Tr u s t ( K W T ) o n
Wednesday to agree a way forward.
Mike Harris, Chairman of BDAS, welcomed the news saying:”The collective support received from the wider
local community, bird watchers, MPs,
Otter Trust, Beaver Trust and especially the Angling Trust, has been
greatly appreciated. The Angling
Trust have provided much expertise
and enabled the BDAS Committee to
come to a collective initial agreement
in principal with KWT.
This in turn has opened the way
forward for a meaningful and productive discussion for the future of
angling on the Reserve.”Following the
meeting to explore options, this joint
statement was issued:Angling to be
an important part of future plans for
Sevenoaks Wildlife Reserve A meeting
today (Wednesday, 24th February)
between senior managers at Kent
Wildlife Trust, Bromley (Kent) & District Angling Society and the Angling
Trust agreed to produce a joint vision
to incorporate angling into the future
long term plans for Sevenoaks Wildlife
Reserve.
The meeting followed an initial
decision by KWT to terminate the
licence for the angling club who have
been present on the site for over 70
years. Their continued presence on
the reserve has been supported by
the Sevenoaks bird watching group
and the Beaver Trust.Following a useful exchange of plans, KWT, BDAS
and the Angling Trust have committed to working together to secure the
long-term future of angling on the
reserve in alignment with the wider
plans to offer more of the community
access to nature through the
Sevenoaks site.
The draft proposals from BDAS and
the Angling Trust have been shown to
align far more closely with the ambitions and vision of KWT for the site
6 Big Carp

prompting an agreement to work up a
joint document upon which a new
licence can be drawn for the longer
term involvement of BDAS to provide
angling opportunities on the reserve.
Paul Hadaway, Director of Conservation at KWT, said:“Angling is an
important part of what we do at
Sevenoaks and we want to see
angling take a more active part in the
visitor experience onsite to ensure
more people can engage with nature.
Our plans for wilding, including the
reintroduction of beaver to the site,
take it much closer to the original
Harrison family vision for Sevenoaks
and the support from BDAS in working with us to do this is welcome.
”Fiona White, Director of Engagement and Education at KWT, added:
“There is an urgent need to create a
new visitor centre at Sevenoaks and
to improve much of the infrastructure.
I was pleased to see that the
anglers’ vision for the site is very
close to our own and clearly forms the
basis for angling to play its part in
connecting visitors from a diverse
range of backgrounds with nature.
KWT are committed to building a site
which will create opportunities for
everyone and to ensuring that people
who wouldn’t otherwise visit the
countryside have full access and a

fulfilling experience.”Dennis Puttock,
H o n o r a r y S e c r e t a r y o f B DA S ,
said:“We look forward to working
closely with KWT in forging a longterm plan for the benefit of nature
conservation, beaver reintroduction,
angling and birdwatching on this historic wildlife site.”Jamie Cook, CEO of
the Angling Trust, added:“We absol u t e l y s u p p o r t K W T ’s d e s i r e t o
improve facilities on this important
site and the need for anglers to create
space to allow these works to
progress.
Luckily there is ample room at
Sevenoaks to accommodate multiple
uses and with the goodwill shown
today I’m confident that together we
can create something fantastic down
there with angling as an important
connection with the natural world.”
Both sides agreed that their meeting
had been productive and provided an
opportunity to reset the relationship
between KWT and BDAS. This will be
reflected in a shared vision document
which is to be drawn up over the
coming weeks.Contacts: Martin
S a l t e r ( A n g l i n g Tr u s t ) - 0 7 9 7 6
946033Dennis Puttock (BDAS) - 07960
182977Image:Members of Bromley &
District Angling Society carrying out
maintenance work at the Sevenoaks
Wildlife Reserve. n

Shockleader
‘A reel good design’:
EA launches new fishing rod licence images

• Brand new licence images have
been designed and created by
artist David Miller
• EA encourages anglers to see their
licence as a ‘licence to chill’ and
highlights wellbeing benefits of
fishing
• Licence income invested in fisheries, including partnerships in
large-scale projects to unlock
rivers, improve fish passage and
create green jobs for young people
The Environment Agency (EA) has
launched new fishing rod licence
designs ahead of another popular
fishing season.
The new images, designed by artist
David Miller, are now available to all
anglers looking to renew their
licences and to newcomers who are
looking to join the sport for the first
time. The images this year celebrate
some of our most iconic species. The
salmon and sea trout licence depicts
a vibrant sea trout. A striking golden
rudd is depicted on the 2-rod coarse
and trout licence and a mighty stalking pike now features on 3-rod coarse
and trout licences.
Last summer, the Environment
Agency launched a campaign to
highlight how fishing offers a fun,
healthy and safe way to spend time
outdoors and reconnect with nature
as well as make use of the known
wellbeing benefits of the activity. The
Environment Agency is hopeful that
the trend is set to continue in 2021 as
the public are encouraged to see their
licence not only a right to fish but as
a licence to chill, a licence to connect
with nature, and much more.
Kevin Austin, Deputy Director Agriculture, Fisheries and the Natural
Environment at the Environment
Agency said:
“We are so pleased with David’s
beautiful designs for this year’s rod
licences. The income we receive from
licence sales allows us to invest in
fisheries and carry out vital improve-

ments to protect and enhance our
much-loved fish populations.
“We hope David’s designs encourage even more people to take up fishing and recognise the beauty of our
natural environment and fish
species.”
Rod licence income is funded
directly back into the Environment
Agency’s fisheries service across
England and is crucial for the EA’s
continued investment in fisheries
improvement projects, supporting
healthy fish stocks as well as
improvements to angling services.
Rod licence income has also
allowed the EA to deliver and invest
in vital projects with partners dedicated to opening up rivers for migratory and coarse fish.

This includes a flagship collaborative project, DNAire, which will open
up over 60km of the river Aire for the
first time in 150 years. The installation
of fish and eel passes at: Armley, Kirkstall, Newlay and Saltaire are key to
this project.
It is set to also provide placements
for Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) undergraduates and construction trainees
alongside an environmental conservation apprenticeship to help young
people secure employment across the
sector.
Enjoy fishing and make sure you
f i s h l e g a l l y. A n n u a l r o d f i s h i n g
licences are available from only £30.
It’s easy to buy online. Get a fishing
licence on GOV.UK. n

SEPA’s river level data
webpages restored
Members of the public can access river level data from the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (SEPA) for the first time since the cyber-attack on 24
December.The data has remained available to SEPA staff ensuring delivery of
nationally important flood forecasting, including Flood Alerts and Warnings, continued throughout.
What was not possible was displaying the same information on public web
pages.SEPA’s river gauging network consists of over 350 sites.
While between 10 and 15 percent of stations are not displaying data at present,
work to bring these back online is progressing and new sites are being added every
day. The page is available at sepa.org.uk/waterlevels.Vincent Fitzsimons, SEPA’s
Head of Hydrology, said:“We appreciate how valuable our river level data is, from
those planning leisure activities to people looking for additional information during
flooding.
Flood Alerts and Warnings are always the most up-to-date information, but when
river levels are very high and warnings are out we know residents use the site to see
whether levels upstream are continuing to rise or have started to fall.“Since the
cyber-attack on Christmas Eve our staff have worked as quickly as possible to
restore public access, and this is an important step in the restoration of information
that we know people use.”The river level service will still be subject to intermittent
interruptions as additional work continues in the background but these will be kept
to a minimum as much as possible. The data download facility, rainfall web pages
and historical river and rainfall data are not yet available.
SEPA is working to restore these services as quickly as possible and will continue
to provide updates through its weekly service status updates published every Friday
at sepa.org.uk/servicestatus. n
Big Carp 7

Shockleader
Angling Trust and Fox International
announce major partnership
Leading tackle manufacturer to support
organisation’s work to protect fishing and grow sport
The Angling Trust is delighted to
announce a new Trade Associate
partnership with Fox International
Group Limited, one of the leading
tackle manufacturers in Europe.As
part of the agreement, Fox International will play an active role in supporting the vital work of the Trust
including campaigns to protect
waterways for the benefit of fish and
fishing and growing our sport by
encouraging more people to take up
fishing or fish more often.Fox International have come a long way since its
first product was made by its founder
Cliff Fox more than 50 years ago – a
metal ruler showing size limits of certain species of fish caught in UK
matches at a time when anglers had
to fish to a set of size limit rules.
It sold well and encouraged Cliff to
expand into other products from his
small, rented workshop in Hainault,
Essex.Since then, the company has
gone from strength to strength and
now sells in excess of 3,000 products
in over 30 countries, including the
USA, Japan and Russia, with the Fox,
Matrix, Specialist, Predator, Fox Rage,
Salmo, Strike King and Lews brands
covering disciplines such as carp,
match, coarse, predator and modern
lure fishing.Jamie Cook, CEO of the
Angling Trust, said:“Anglers up and
down the country know Fox International from their vast range of quality
tackle and I am delighted they have
agreed to support the Angling Trust
as a Trade Associate.“It’s important
for the Angling Trust to form strong

Lewis Porter.
8 Big Carp

Jamie Cook

links with all areas of angling and Fox
International’s wealth of experience
and knowledge, built up from over 50
years in the tackle industry, can only
benefit our work and help to protect
and grow angling.“Fox International
are keen to support projects that help
introduce the joys of angling to future
generations and help protect our
environment so that fish stocks can
thrive in our waters and I am looking
forward to working with them for
years to come.”Lewis Porter, Group
Marketing Manager of Fox International, said:“We have been sceptical
of the Angling Trust in the past but
since Jamie Cook became the CEO
we have started to see all of the good
work that the Angling Trust and its
staff are doing.

During the past 12 months of the
Coronavirus pandemic, the way that
the Angling Trust under Jamie’s
stewardship has represented the pastime of angling, the anglers themselves and the businesses that rely on
angling, has really brought home to us
the important role they play and the
importance of having a strong voice
in the future.“What has also become
clear is that their membership is way
too small, given that over one million
rod licences are sold each year.
We need all anglers in the UK to
pull together and support the Trust
because they are our voice with
national Government and really are
stronger and more powerful the more
members they have.
If you are an angler that wants to
ensure you can enjoy your hobby for
many more years to come, please join
the Trust today because your membership fee really can make a huge
difference.“We are delighted to have
become a Trade Associate with the
Angling Trust and look forward to
working alongside the Angling Trust
and many other tackle and bait manufacturers in the industry for many
years to come to help improve a wide
variety of aspects within angling.” n

Shockleader
Airflo announce our support of the Anglers
National Line Recycling Scheme

In a world of consumables, we are
excited to work with the Anglers
National Line Recycling Scheme
(ANLRS) to provide our customers
with a real option to recycle old fly
lines rather than add them to the
increasing problem of landfill.
Working with Viv Shears of the
ANLRS, we were able to quickly
establish that our PVC Free fly lines
are suitable for their unique methods
of recycling via their recycling partners ReWorked and we are keen to
promote this solution to our customers.
ANLRS offer a fantastic solution
that not only avoids landfill of your old
fly lines and disregarded tippet materials to turn them into a material that
can be used across a broad range of
uses. The scheme also accepts the
plastic spools that many fly lines and
tippet materials come on. With over
320 tackle shops and 150 plus fisheries, including a number of trout
10 Big Carp

fisheries, having signed up to offer
recycling bins for their customers
there is now no reason to discard of
fishing lines in any other manner.
Airflo Sales Director, Gareth Jones
commented “Not only have ANLRS
provided a solution for old Fly lines,
but they have also provided us with a
real recycling option for our manufacturing waste through their UK based
partners. As a fishing company we
have a duty to support this incredibly

innovative solution, I strongly recommend other tackle manufacturers
reach out to ANRLS and support the
scheme.
Over the course of the season, we
will work together on ideas of how
best we can promote the scheme
across angling and find easy ways to
help recycle even more old fly lines.”
Viv Shears added “We are delighted
to be working with Air Flo in our work
to reduce the amount of fishing lines
that end up in landfill or the aquatic
environment. Their annual donation
and support will help us to expand
the scheme across the UK and
beyond.
As an innovative and environmentally aware company, the fact that
they are now using our recycling
partners for their production waste
recycling speaks volumes about Air
Flo. Their support of the ANLRS and
commitment to ensuring as much of
their plastic production waste is recycled is an approach all fishing tackle
manufacturers should seriously consider becoming involved in.
Wi t h w i d e r t r a d e s u p p o r t t h e
potential for the recycling of fishing
related plastics, from line to SUPs, is
endless and we look forward to hearing from any other manufacturer that
would like to discuss how to get
involved.” n

Shockleader
Angling Trust and Shimano
announce major partnership
World-renowned tackle manufacturer to support the »
Trust’s work to protect fish, fishing and environment
The Angling Trust is delighted to
announce that Shimano, renowned
throughout the world for its trusted,
h i g h - q u a l i t y f i s h i n g t a c k l e, h a s
become a Trade Associate.The agreement will see Shimano play an active
role in supporting the work of the
Trust to protect fish, fishing and environment, and grow the sport by
encouraging more people to take up
fishing.With the rise in angling’s popularity over the past 12 months, Shimano have recognised and appreciate the Angling Trust’s hard work
behind the scenes in ensuring that
angling and its benefits have been
promoted in the best possible way so
that anglers – new and existing – can
enjoy their sport and pastime.Welcoming the partnership, Shimano
said:“We want to help support the
Angling Trust and the fishing industry
by promoting the benefits of angling
and the outdoor environment, which
is in line with Shimano’s mission to
promote health and happiness
through the enjoyment of nature and
the world around us.
This includes the protection of
marine and freshwater fisheries,
waterways and the countryside.“We
also understand the importance of
promoting the sport to attract new-

Jamie Cook with winter barbel.

Ian Latham, Managing Director of Shimano
UK Ltd.

comers, to help it grow and protect the industry for future generations.
We believe angling is a hobby
that should be accessible to all
and we want to help the Angling
Trust gain and maintain newcomers into the sport by providing support, advice and experience.“We are very excited to
become a Trade Associate member and look forward to working
closely with the Angling Trust
and many other brands from
within the industry.
We believe that the industry
will be stronger by working
together.”Jamie Cook, CEO of the
Angling Trust, said:“The Angling
Trust is keen to form strong links
with all areas of angling and we
are delighted to welcome Shimano as Trade Associate partners.
Their aims to protect the environment and to promote health
and well-being through outdoor

activity align closely with ours and I
am confident that Shimano’s years of
experience, innovation and knowledge in the tackle industry will be
beneficial to the important work of
the Trust in protecting fish, fishing
and our waters.
I look forward to working with Shimano for years to come.”Ian Latham,
Managing Director of Shimano UK,
said:“The synergy of the Angling
Trust’s goals and those of Shimano
UK has immense appeal and we see
that by working together we will provide a strong and healthy sport for
millions to enjoy over the coming
years.
Shimano UK are also keen to align
with and get involved in the hard
work being done by the Angling Trust
regarding anti-pollution of our waters
and the drive for anglers to be more
responsible for their surroundings
when fishing.
We look forward to adding our support and energy to that of the Angling
Trust for these important projects.” n
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Shockleader
Angling Trust challenges Ministers over
Conservative ‘Anti-Angling Report’
The publication of a highly controversial and dubious report on Fish Welfare by the Conservative Animal Welfare Foundation – a group supported
by the Prime Minister’s partner Carrie
Symonds – has been branded an ‘illinformed anti-angling rant lacking in
evidence or credibility’ and a ‘gift to
animal rights extremists’ by the
Angling Trust.
In a strongly worded letter to Prime
Minister Boris Johnson and Environment Secretary George Eustice,
Angling Trust CEO Jamie Cook asks
that the government distances itself
from the report and reconfirms its
support for angling.
Jamie Cook writes:
“If this was just the musings of
some independent think tank we
could let it pass with minimal comment as a biased and flawed piece of
ideologically driven nonsense. But
because it’s from the Conservative
Animal Welfare Foundation who
enjoy close links to people at the
heart of power in this country we feel
obliged to ask you or your ministers to
publicly confirm your support for
recreational fishing and to distance
the Government from the conclusions

Carpy Humour
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of this highly contentious and inaccurate report.”
Without any reference to established facts or science the report
makes some extraordinary claims
about angling including:

• Catch and Release survival rates of
1-2%
• Anglers store live fish in buckets
causing them stress
• Anglers knowingly gut and fillet
live fish for the table
• Fish feel pain
• Fish are ‘sentient beings’ and
should be included in animal welfare legislation
Previously the Conservative Party
had been steadfast in its support for
angling saying at the 2017 election:
"The Conservative Party will continue to support angling and the
numerous benefits – economic, environmental, social and health – it
brings to communities and individuals alike."
Angling Trust Policy Chief Martin
Salter added:
“We’ve worked hard to maintain
strong cross party support for angling
and have had great support from
many Conservative MPs who are just
as bemused as we are by the emergence of an ill-informed anti-angling
rant lacking in evidence or credibility.
"We’ve now provided ministers
with peer reviewed scientific papers
proving that catch and release survival rates are well above 90% and
even higher in well conducted coarse
fishing. Let’s hope this report is
quickly disowned and we can go
back to working with ministers on
promoting all the benefits that
angling has to offer.” n

Shockleader
The Met sign up to tackle illegal fishing and fish theft
The Metropolitan Police Service
(MPS) – the UK’s largest police force –
have pledged to support the fight to
protect fish and fisheries by signing
up to Operation Traverse, the multiagency initiative targeting illegal fishing and fish theft co-ordinated by the
Angling Trust.
A formal agreement was made on
1st March at Raphael’s Park, Romford,
Essex, at a socially distanced launch
attended by senior MPS representatives from the Wildlife Crime Unit and
representatives from key partners
involved in the operation including
t h e E n v i r o n m e n t A g e n c y, l o c a l
authorities, and members of the
Angling Trust Fisheries Enforcement
Support Service (FESS).
Under this new operational order,
the MPS have made a firm commitment to working collaboratively with
partners through the Wildlife Crime
Unit to share intelligence and raise
awareness of fisheries crime. The aim
is to increase reassurance and compliance and ultimately reduce fishing
offences, which have a negative
impact on the environment and are
frequently linked to anti-social
behaviour and other crime.
Anglers and members of the public
have become increasingly concerned
about the destruction of fish stocks
and the effect this has on the ecology
of London’s environment.
Poaching is not just restricted to
rural areas but is also prevalent within
our towns and cities, anywhere that
has a watercourse can be subject to
illegal fishing and fish theft.

Illegal fishing also has wider criminal implications. For example, a specimen carp may be worth in excess of
£10,000 and the cost of replacing
such fish can have a huge impact on
businesses if stolen.
An important part of the MPS commitment to tackle poaching issues
across London will include the additional training of Borough Wildlife
Crime Officers by the Met’s Specialist
Wildlife Crime Unit, Environment
Agency and the FESS including the
Building Bridges Project, who work to
integrate migrant angling communities through positive education on the
UK’s conservation-led approach to
angling laws and customs.
Officers will also organise days of
action to police London’s waterways,
common land, public parks and lakes
– including joint patrols with the
Environment Agency and Angling
Trust Voluntary Bailiff Service – targeting areas identified as hotspots for
poaching and related crime in
response to information and reports
from the angling community and the
public.
Acting Detective Superintendent
Scott Ware from the Met’s Intelligence Unit, said: “Wildlife Crime is

something that affects us all in London and it is vitally important we
work with partner agencies to ensure
we maintain a healthy biodiversity for
us all to enjoy.
“Given the complex and diverse
nature of wildlife crime it is vital we
have solid strategic relationships with
a range of stakeholders and only
through working together will we
have a positive impact on very complex wildlife crimes.
“Operation Traverse is a great
example of partnership working with
the Environment agency and Angling
Trust to tackle the illegal fishing and
poaching affecting London’s waterways.
“Through our co-ordinated efforts
we will endeavour to educate, and
prevent these offences from taking
place in the first instance and through
intelligence led policing carry out targeted patrols and enforcement where
necessary with the wider police community”
D a v i d W i l k i n s , A n g l i n g Tr u s t
Regional Enforcement Support Manager for the South East, said: “This is
terrific news for responsible, law abiding anglers in London and the surrounding areas of the South East and
a massive boost for fisheries enforcement in the region.
“We are looking forward to working
in partnership with the Metropolitan
Police Service to combat poaching
and related crime under the banner of
Operation Traverse with the Environment Agency and our colleagues from
the Building Bridges Project and local

The Metropolitan Police Service joins Operation Traverse. From Left: Neill Scrimgeour (Environment Agency Fisheries
Enforcement Officer), Acting Detective Superintendent Scott Ware (Head of Unit for Met Intelligence, Central Specialist
Crime & Frontline Policing), Detective Constable Tara Wilson (Met Wildlife Crime Unit and Tactical Lead on Operation
Traverse), David Wilkins (Angling Trust South East Regional Enforcement Support Manager), Nino Brancato (Angling Trust
National Enforcement Support Manager), Councillor Viddy Persaud (havering Council), Ben Brickley (Borough Wildlife
Crime Officer), Richard Tyner (Environment Agency Fisheries Team Leader, Herts and North London)
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Operation Traverse leaflet (Front
and Reverse).

members of the Voluntary Bailiff Service – our dedicated eyes and ears
out by the water.
“The Met have stepped up to protect fish and fishing, but this intelligence-led activity will only progress if
the angling community plays their
part by reporting incidents of illegal
fishing and suspicious activity to the
Environment Agency and police, If
it’s not reported it didn’t happen.”
Detective Sergeant Alex McDonald
from the Met’s Intelligence Unit,
said: “Theft of fish is a crime and we
want to stop it. For those who make
their living from fishing it has an economic impact and for anglers who
enjoy fishing, it ruins their hobby.
However, illegal fishing/fish poaching
also concerns the wider public as it
affects London’s ecosystems.
“Operation Traverse will address
fish poaching and its wider criminal
implications by giving officers support, training and organising days of
action. We plan to work with officers
and partners to stop this form of
wildlife crime.”
N i n o B r a n c a t o , A n g l i n g Tr u s t
National Enforcement Support Manager, said: “This is an important step
forward in raising both the profile of
fisheries crime and awareness within
the police service and that fishing
without permission and the theft of
fish are criminal matters. The Angling
Trust FESS will always look to support both the Environment Agency
and the Police in their respective
roles.”
Heidi Stone, Fisheries Partnership
Manager at Environment Agency,

said: “It’s great to have the Metropolitan Police Service on board with
O p e r a t i o n Tr a v e r s e t o f u r t h e r
strengthen our efforts alongside the
Angling Trust’s volunteer bailiffs to
combat illegal fishing and fish theft.
“Throughout the ongoing pandemic, we have seen many newcomers out at riverbanks, the majority of
whom fish safely and legally. With
support from the police and Wildlife
Crime Unit, we can all work together
to target our patrols and put a stop to
activity that is harmful to fish, nearby
wildlife, and impacts the fishing experience of law-abiding anglers.
“We urge anyone who spots suspicious activity to report it to the Environment Agency’s hotline - 0800 80
70 60.”

The MPS are urging the public to
call 101 if they see fish poaching in
progress and report these matters to
police. If they have any intelligence
and/or rod licence and illegal fishing
offences to report, this can be done by
calling the Environment Agency on
0800 80 70 60.
Operation Traverse is an ongoing
high profile, multi-force, multi-agency
activity set up by the Angling Trust in
2014 to provide an intelligence-led
platform for the enforcement services
and partners to work proactively with
each other to raise awareness of illegal fishing, wider related criminality,
and organised crime – ensuring an
effective response is provided to
anglers and the wider community
who are encouraged to report suspicious activity and incidents they
encounter on the bank.
The majority of police forces in the
eastern half of England are now subscribed to Operation Traverse which
is complemented in the west by
Operation Leviathan. Both operations
have been acknowledged as good
practice by senior police officers
across the country who appreciate
that poaching and theft of fish has
wider criminal implications and a
negative impact on the environment
and businesses.
The Angling Trust’s Fisheries
Enforcement Support Service including the Building Bridges Project and
Voluntary Bailiff Service is funded
from fishing licence income as part of
the National Angling Strategic Services contract with the Environment
Agency. n

Report illegal fishing sign.
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Close season for coarse fishing
gets underway for 2021
• Coarse fishing on rivers and
streams is closed for three months
–
• The close season prevents fishing
for coarse fish like barbel and chub
to give them a chance to breed.
• Applies to all rivers and streams in
England but not to most stillwaters
and canals.
The Environment Agency is
reminding anglers the ‘close season’
for coarse fish in rivers comes into
effect from Monday 15 March and
runs until 15 June.
The annual close season helps to
protect fish stocks across England
when they are spawning by preventing fishing for coarse fish in rivers,

streams, drains and specified canals,
as well as ‘sites of special scientific
interest’ (SSSI) stillwaters.
Throughout the close season, Environment Agency (EA) officers conduct patrols to enforce the close season. As part of Operation CLAMPDOWN, now in its ninth year, Angling
Trust (AT) volunteers support the EA
by keeping watch on riverbanks and
reporting incidents to the 24-hour
incident hotline.
EA fisheries enforcement officers
and AT volunteer bailiffs patrol riverbanks to ensure anglers observe the
close season rules. They also regularly
patrol lakes, canals and ponds to
make sure all anglers have a valid rod

Anglers Travelling to EU
Countries for Fishing
Now that the UK has left the EU, we as individuals, are no longer citizens of the EU.
As such, we no longer have the same rights of movement that we had before the
transition period finished on 31st December 2020. One of the consequences of this
is that our foodstuffs and animal feedstuff, including fishing baits and ground baits,
can no longer be carried into EU Member States for personal use as before.
The reason for this change is biosecurity. Anglers baits, which are made of plant
and animal materials, can harbour diseases that might spread into the EU herd and
crops. The new controls are designed to stop any risk to food security, in the event
that future UK controls change significantly from where they are today in harmony
with those in mainland Europe.
If you take your pet to a Member State, you may take a maximum of 2 kilos of
branded and packaged pet food required for pet health reasons, but under other circumstances you may not take most animal-based foods or animal feedstuffs with
you. Effectively this means that you must now buy your food, fishing bait and
ground bait within the EU or country to which you are travelling to fish.
This useful link gives advice that most closely represents the scenario for UK
anglers travelling to the continent. Check under “Rules when travelling from a nonEU country” for detailed guidance. – https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/
carry/meat-dairy-animal/index_en.htm
Please note that within these rules, “Plants and or plant products” includes seeds
and pulses, and that these are covered by a requirement for a plant health certificate.
As you enter the Schengen Area you will be checked and asked what you are carrying. Any meat, dairy or plant products or any products containing meat, dairy, or
plant components which you have not declared will be confiscated and destroyed.
You may also be fined or face a criminal prosecution.
In addition, any meat, dairy or plant products or any products containing meat,
dairy or plant components which you have declared may also be confiscated and
destroyed.
The 26 Schengen countries are: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.
If you plan on going to any countries outside these, you need to check with the
national embassy for those countries before taking bait with you.
Angling Trades Association advice to anglers travelling to mainland Europe for
fishing after 1st January 2021. n
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fishing licence. Anyone fishing without a fishing licence can face a court
hearing and run the risk of prosecution.
Kevin Austin, Deputy Director for
Agriculture, Fisheries and the Natural
Environment at the Environment
Agency, said:
“The close season aims to protect
fish while they are spawning which
improves the health and resilience of
our fish stocks. Alongside our fisheries improvement work, the close
season gives our fish populations the
chance to recover.
“We always encourage everyone to
give fishing a go but we are aware not
all will know of fishing rules like the
close season. Last year was one of our
busiest as we saw many new anglers
enter the sport. If you know a new
angler, please remind them of the
close season dates.”
N i n o B r a n c a t o , A n g l i n g Tr u s t
National Enforcement Support Manager, said:
“The close season will provide a
great opportunity for the Fisheries
Enforcement Support Service and the
Voluntary Bailiff Service to work
closely with the Environment Agency
and police during Operation CLAMPDOWN 9.
“Our dedicated volunteer bailiffs
will be out on patrol and taking part in
coordinated joint activity around the
nation’s waterways in an eyes and
ears capacity gathering intelligence
and reporting incidents in support of
our enforcement partners as part of
our multi-agency approach to protecting fish and fisheries.”
Anglers who do still want to get
out on the banks during close season
can still visit many stillwaters and
canals, depending on landowner
agreement, or try their hand at trout
fishing, though a valid fishing licence
is still required.
The Environment Agency takes
illegal fishing very seriously. Anyone
fishing illegally should expect to be
prosecuted and to face a substantial
fine. Those who suspect illegal fishing
should report it to the Environment
Agency’s incident hotline on 0800 80
70 60. n

downforce tungsten range
Keep your end tackle
concealed
Weed and silt colour
variations available
Maximum weight, minimum fuss
Extensive range of
terminal components

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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Fish Legal and Angling Trust take Defra and EA back
to High Court over pollution of rivers

With the state of our rivers very much
in the public eye since lockdown
began and cuts to environmental
watchdogs, Fish Legal, Angling Trust
and its partner WWF have gone back
to court because the Department of
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(Defra) is dragging its feet in tackling
agricultural pollution of England’s
rivers, streams and lakes.
Waters across England are affected
by fertilisers, manure, pesticides and
sediment that wash into rivers, causing “nutrient” levels to rise killing off
aquatic species including fish.
The most vulnerable waters are
those protected in law such as
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs). Phosphates and nitrates in the fertiliser, for instance, can get into
these protected areas causing
them to deteriorate because
the species they support rely
on clean and nutrient free
water.
The Environment Agency
(EA) are expected to produce Diffuse
Water Pollution Plans (DWPPs) every
six years to set out what actions they
are going to take to reduce the pollution.
The case was originally brought to
court in 2015 because Defra had simply not been using the only effective
“measure” to combat pollution:
“water protection zones” or WPZs.
WPZs can limit what can or cannot be
done by farmers to prevent pollution.
But the case was then settled in 2015
on the basis of a promise that the EA
would do the right investigations and
produce the DWPP reports “as soon
as reasonably practicable”.
However, six years later, only four of
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the 37 sites chosen by Defra and the
EA have completed DWPPs. Delaying
the publication of the DWPPs means
that dealing with the pressures faced
by these sites has also been postponed.
Many of the 37 sites at issue are of
importance directly to Fish Legal and
its membership as they support fisheries which are vulnerable to agricultural diffuse pollution.
For example, the River Wye and its
tributaries are under severe pressure
from agricultural pollution causing
d a m a g e t o w a t e r q u a l i t y, w e e d
growth and salmon and spawning.

Salmon are a flagship species for our
rivers, a quintessential fish, deeply
rooted in our heritage and culture.
Large salmon have declined by 5488% since the 1970s.
The Rivers Test and Itchen, two of
the most famous chalkstream trout
rivers in England, are hugely susceptible to pollution from agriculture
including fish farms and cress beds as
well as excessive abstraction, exacerbating the effects of pollution.
The three claimants are taking
Defra and the EA back to court
because they have failed to comply
with the court order.
Justin Neal, Solicitor for Fish Legal,
said:

“In 2015, Defra and the Environment Agency promised to come up
with plans to deal with diffuse water
pollution from agriculture in sensitive
sites. Some six year later they have
only managed to produce a handful of
plans and in the few we have seen,
there is very little evidence of any
positive action. They have the legislation in place to prevent pollution.
But the Environment Agency has neither the will nor the resources to do
anything. If they can’t take action to
prevent deterioration of the most precious and protected areas, what hope
is there for the rest of the rivers and
lakes in England?”
Mark Owen, Head of
Freshwater at the Angling
Trust said:
“Agricultural diffuse pollution is one of the biggest
pollution problems we
have in our rivers and
lakes yet the government
has failed to confront this
issue over the years and
use the legislation they
have in place to stop this. The fact
that in a six-year period they only
produced a small number of plans
with no resultant action is shameful.”
Much of the decline is driven by the
poor state of freshwater habitats in
parts of the UK, with just 14.6% of
rivers in England achieving Good
Ecological Status in the latest assessment.
This is mostly due to agricultural
pollution such as nitrates and phosphorous, physical modifications to
waterbodies, such as dams, and
sewage. Furthermore, data released
by the EA in 2020, showed no English
rivers met ‘chemical standards’ for
water quality. n

UFB
ultimate feed boilies

Using the fishmeal & birdseed as a base, we have created an
entire range of pre flavoured ufb’s. Some are brand new flavours and combinations and some are old classic fan favourites brought back and given a new lease of life.

starmerbaits.com
eBay.co.uk/str/starmerltd
Amazon, search: starmerbaits
tel: 01268 690300
collection: call ahead.

Halibut & coconut
Plum & hemp

Available from

Almond & nut

1.9kg £12.50
5kg £26.00
10kg £50.00
25kg £112.50
50kg £225.00

Garlic mint

15mm & 20mm

Spicy sausage

Flavoured
range

Hempseed

Candy sweet cream

Bun spice

As with the fishmeal & birdseed ufb our flavoured ufb’s are fully
compatible with our liquid feed range, thus keeping the amazing flexibility and customizations options offered by the ufb’s.
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Fishing from March 29th
– new Angling Trust Guidelines
Following the publication this week
of the new Covid Regulations, which
come into force from March 29th, the
Angling Trust has published a new
set of guidelines and Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) to help the
angling community prepare for the
new fishing opportunities that will be
available from next week.
The guidelines follow on from the
Angling Trust’s Fishing out of Lockdown submission on February 11th to
the Cabinet Office making the case
for a relaxation of travel restrictions
and a return to all forms of angling
including night fishing, charter boat
angling and match fishing. It should
be noted however, that there is no
change to statutory close season for
coarse fishing on rivers which
remains in place from March 15th to
June 15th inclusive.
The key changes are the return of
both night fishing and match fishing,
the ending of any statutory limits on
travel (but with the advice to avoid
‘unnecessary travel’), and the opening up of private and charter boat
fishing.
The FAQs are also available as
a downloadable pdf and anglers are
encouraged to keep a copy on their
phones. They cover all relevant areas
including:
Can we fish at night?
Yes, there are no time limits on outdoor recreation so you may fish into
or through the night. This has been
confirmed by the Cabinet Office.

Campsites and holiday accommodation cannot open until April 12th but
fishing from a bivvy is not prohibited
under the regulations.
Can we fish matches?
Yes, match fishing (in sea and freshwater) to Covid secure guidelines is
classified as an organised outdoor
sport, and not subject to the gatherings limit, provided the relevant precautions required by the law are
taken.
How far can we travel to go fishing?
There are no statutory limits on how
far you can travel to go fishing. We are
encouraged to avoid making unnecessary journeys or traveling more
than is reasonably necessary to take
part in our activity. However, traveling to the coast or to a river or lake is
entirely permissible.
Angling clubs and fisheries are
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“Sod that for a game of soldiers … I thought it was supposed to be a mouth and
nasal swab”
20 Big Carp

advised to consider opening up in a
manner which limits any larger gatherings in car parks or outside the fishery in order to minimise the risk of
infection transmission. As long as
social distancing is maintained there
are no legal limits on the numbers
attending any fishery but sensible
local management measures will be
important.
Angling Trust CEO Jamie Cook
said:
“It’s been a long road and has taken
a lot of hard work but we are
delighted to see the return of all forms
of angling from March 29th. Once
again we must ask people to avoid
fishing in crowded places where
social distancing could be difficult
and might give rise to concerns over
public health. We must continue to
fish responsibly and safely and
remember that we have been
extremely fortunate to be able to fish
throughout this lockdown when other
sports have been banned.”
Angling Trust Head of Policy Martin Salter added:
“All the recognised national governing bodies for sport are tasked
with producing specific guidelines for
their areas taking into account the
regulations and accompanying Government guidance and advice. These
latest angling guidelines have been
drawn up following extensive dialogue with relevant Government
departments and the Environment
Agency to help anglers, fishery owners and managers to better understand what is permissible as the current lockdown regulations are lifted
from March 29th.
They have benefitted from senior
legal input and are fully in line with
both the latest regulations and FAQs
issued by Sport England.” n

Shockleader
Environment Agency extends
partnership with Angling Trust
• The Environment Agency’s contract with the Angling Trust has
been extended until March 2023.
• The priorities include reducing predation, biosecurity advice, tackling
illegal fishing and encouraging
more people to go fishing across
the country.
• The contract is funded by income
from fishing licence sales and is
worth £1.35 million a year, with the
Angling Trust bringing over £1 million of match funding to the work.
The Environment Agency has
extended its contract with the
Angling Trust to undertake essential
angling services, including tackling
illegal angling and encouraging more
people to go fishing across the country.
The contract is funded by income
from fishing licence sales and is
worth £1.35 million a year. It will run
until March 2023.
The services provided by the contract complement the Environment
Agency’s regulatory work to protect
and improve fisheries through monitoring and managing fish stocks. The
work agreed over the next two years

has carefully considered the ongoing
effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on
angling.
The Angling Trust has played a
vital role during the pandemic in providing guidance to anglers and fisheries based on the latest Government
advice.
Over 100,000 more people brought
a licence and went fishing in 2020
compared to the previous year. Many
felt the impact of the associated mental health and well-being benefits and
the contract will focus on maintaining
this renewed interest as well as
efforts to continue to grow popularity
for the sport.
The boost in licence sales over the
last year has resulted in the Environment Agency reinvesting money in
more projects that benefit anglers,
fisheries and local clubs. A new initiative administered by the Angling
Trust has been the Get Fishing Fund
which is supporting clubs and fisheries to organise and run angling participation events in 2021.
Heidi Stone, Fisheries Partnership
Manager, said:
“This contract extension provides a

range of vital services for anglers
across the country. Over the past
year, the Angling Trust has shown
flexibility and innovation in helping
us support the angling community
through an extremely testing time.
We are confident that by working
together, angling will continue to
flourish and provide a popular pastime for more and more people”.
Jamie Cook, Chief Executive of the
Angling Trust, said:
“We are delighted that the Environment Agency is continuing to reinvest licence income on services provided by the Angling Trust that will
be of great benefit to anglers.
The past 12 months have shown
the value of having a strong, united
voice for angling and we are proud of
the role the Angling Trust has played
throughout the pandemic in highlighting the mental health and wellbeing benefits of angling and demonstrating how fishing can be conducted in a safe, Covid-compliant
environment.
We look forward to continuing to
partner the Environment Agency over
the next two years.” n
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Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

It was October the 11th, 2019. I had spent many months after this
elusive jet black common, with many blanks and a few along the
way. It was a cold night, rain had settled in around 6.00pm, mist
lifting from the surface of the lake, I knew it was going to be a cold
one.
Lake was up its banks around three feet, so rods were positioned
well back up the slopy banks, with the River Severn running
parallel behind, this lake is prone to rising every year and in some
cases bursting its banks and the fence. But that’s also what makes
the place a mystery, it can throw up new fish each year, flooded in
from the Severn.
With it being so close to the Severn, and unfished, I’ve spotted
many otters on the water, so it really is a race against time on this
lovely overgrown nature reserve, but that’s why I love it I guess, a
case of the unknown and old English style.
So, I settled down for a short while, putting on the kettle and
kicking back with a cuppa, I soon heard a few bleeps, I thought one
of the rods was away already, but looking at the nevs, with both
lights on, I knew it was liners. Sat there rubbing my hands and
knowing it’s going to happen. but to wake in the morning with
nothing through the night. I thought I’d been done. I decided to
leave them out for the morning undisturbed, and Luckily, I did.
The first one bite on the left hander was around 7:00am, followed
shortly after by the big black common I was after around 7:30am. I
knew it was in here after watching it flanking on a fallen tree in the
margins, and a few months later she was mine.
The first also jet black common went 18lb 6oz, with the big one
coming in at 32lb 12oz.
David Young, Age 30, living in Cheltenham.

I thought I would share my catch report from my three-day sessions I had at Todber Manor fisheries. I had a double take
which my daughter Jordan Rimmer was kind enough to help with having a picture with both fish, also me and my husband
had a take at the same time so we took the opportunity to have a double shot. Emma Rimmer
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Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

This was one of my favourite catches of all time. I was
fishing one evening on this water and my friend said he
heard a big thump the other side of the lake. I wasn’t sure if
it was a fish or not. The following morning, I walked over to
investigate. I didn’t see anything so I decided to put a few
boilies to where he told me where roughly it was. The
following morning around 6.00am I had a screaming run!
And landed this 54lb old warrior. – Paul Tarnoczky.

Shockleader

After not being able to fish due a
frozen lake, I took advantage of
the rise in temperature and had
a pristine common. My first fish
of the year. Glugged RNT from
Madbaits, with carbon baits
hemp and CO2 winter mix with
a pear drops pop-up over the
top. Size 6 curve shank, ronnie
swivel, hook bead and
armoured chod filament and
putty from hobo armour to make
my ronnie rig – Peter Conn.
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
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RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

Tac –Tec

Our monthly
reviews on
products
currently on
the market

In this issue:
• Bait-Tech
• Hotspot Design
• Bait-Tech

Bait-Tech Signs Top Rod Jamie Wilde
Bait-Tech has added Parkdean Masters winner Jamie Wilde to our team
of top match anglers.
35-year-old Jamie Wilde is a bricklayer from South Yorkshire who has
been on the scene since his youth
days with the Barnsley Juniors.
Jamie started fishing with his dad
at the age of 5 and credits his father
on teaching him all he knows “as
that’s what amazing dads do” says
Jamie.
His list:
3 x Maver Match This finalist
4 x Parkdean Masters finalist
2 x Golden Reel finalist
…and of course he became £25,000
richer when he won the Parkdean
Masters in 2014.
Jamie has clocked his biggest
match weight at 387lb.
On joining the Bait-Tech team,
Jamie says ‘With all the COVID disruptions we’ve had, it’s been a diffi-

cult year for everyone and match fishing has been up and down. Signing
up with Bait-Tech is a real boost and
I am very much looking forward to the
future with the team. A winning
team!”
Bait-Tech’s Hayley Clapperton
comments: “We can boast a stunning
group of anglers who wear the BaitTech logo and we are delighted to
announce the addition of Jamie. He
doesn’t need much of an introduction
as he’s been on the scene for enough
years to be a very experienced and
talented angler.
“We are looking forward to 2021
with the imminent launch of our new
products alongside a re-vamped marketing campaign - this will be a very
good year for us”. n

Tac-Tec

Jogpant and Camo from Hotspot Design

Unisex classic sweatpant, 80% cotton and 20%
polyester, soft and super comfy cotton fabric.
They are made to be combined with all
hoodies with camo details, so you can dress a
unique
and beautiful outfit, they are designed to look
good and feel even better.
A sweatpant who stands out from the rest,
delivering comfort and style, keeping you
warm and enabling to move naturally.
They feature inner fabric of the front
pockets in camouflage colour, drawstrings in
contrast colour, ribbed elastic waistband and
ankle cuffs and one pocket on the rear.
This medium weight fleece is designed to
stay soft and durable, wash after wash. As an
item of outdoor clothing, they warm and
protect when needed while at the same time
provides total freedom of movement. An
exceptional warmth-to-weight ratio makes
this sweatpant the perfect companion for
your fishing sessions for all seasons and
climates.
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New Products for 2021
With almost a year of crazy
restrictions we are spreading
some happiness with the
launch of our 2021 products!

SPECIAL G WAFTERS
Special G Green, Gold, Dark and the new Red are encapsulated into
dumbbell Wafters which are going to be the go-to hook baits on
commercials this year. An additional colour of White has been
added to give a big choice of hookbait presentations. 70g - RRP £3.99

SPECIAL G RED
We’ve filled the gap with this strong fishmeal groundbaits. As well
as our GPS90 fishmeal Special G Red contains crushed Xpands for
that extra special something. This mix is milled fine to give this
groundbaits huge versatility: from paste to balling in or mixing
with other mixes to suit any style - this one is a sure winner!
Special G Red matching soft hookers have also been added to the
range. 1kg - Special G Red Groundbait RRP £4.69
90g - Special G Red Soft Hookers RRP £2.79

DELUXE LIQUIDS
The New Deluxe Liquids are so delicious
we couldn’t just release them in a Special G Range! We’re launching
this range of PVA-friendly, thick and lush liquids in the successful
The Juice version as well as the classic Scopex and the popular Krill
version. 250ml - RRP £7.99

ENVY FEEDER RED & ENVY DARK
Envy & Envy Green have lasted the test of time as a great
groundbait for method fishing. Now we have 2 new additions which
have been developed for a superb day’s fishing. Envy Dark is rich
and earthy and ideal for clear waters or can be used to darken
lighter mixes. It includes our natural pigment and won’t wash out.
Envy Feeder Red is the go-to mix for any style of feeder fishing. Both
are super easy to mix and will catch carp, bream, roach and more!
2kg - RRP £6.39
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SPECIAL G DELUXE LIQUIDS
We have harnessed the power of Special G and bottled it into this
lush Deluxe Liquid Range. This range of liquids has been designed
to leach out flavour into the water, dispersing attraction through
the layers. Created for maximum flavour and superior attraction.
Thick and PVA-friendly it can be used in a huge variety of ways:
drizzle on a feeder or over pellets, add to any groundbait mix, spot
mix or PVA bag. Suitable for all fish. 250ml - £7.99

Oak Lakes Fisheries
www.oaklakesfisheries.co.uk

Sam Bray with his second 20 pounder of the week. This lovely carp followed an hour later by a 12lbs common. Fishing mid-water on Oak Lake.

Buddha had this 20lb-plus beauty out of Blackberries
swim on Pipe Lake. Nice one.

Another big common for Mark Sinclair, his PB
last week, this week this 35lbs 4oz beauty.

Another common for Buddha at just over 20lbs his second this week
this time from the House of Commons on Pipe Lake.

Lake
Prices

The nice weather at the weekend produced Jensen’s common out of
Pipe Lake weighing in at 36lbs 7oz, a new PB for Mark Sinclair.

Day ticket lake (Oak Lake) – £10 a day and £20 for 24 hours.
Predator Lake – Prices are the same as the day ticket lake for pike during the winter
– £20 a day and £30 for 24 hours for catfish in the summer.
Match Lake - £6 for one rod and £10 for two rods.
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Winter Success
By Matt Whalley

S

o, with my last trip of
2020 with a very good
friend of mine on the
cards, it was time to start
planning the session at
Spooky Pool in Cornwall.
This place has always been very
special to me. Once upon a time it
used to be part of my syndicate and I
used to fish it a fair amount but with
the owner deciding to open it up to
the general public via a booking system, my time on here slowly dwindled
off. When a date became available, I
jumped at the chance and got it
booked. I have unfinished business
with this little, intimate, Cornish Gem
and I couldn’t wait to get back on
there.....

Prologic’s Density
Mainline. A Monofilament
which sinks fast and with
a greatly reduced overall
stretch, the feedback that
you get from the fight is
something else.

The Session
We arrived at the lake for 8am but for

The ‘Big Lin’ a true, Cornish Gem in her beautiful, winter colours and such a sought-after carp! 39lb 10oz of a pure, fighting
machine
30 Big Carp
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The first bite of the session and a stunning 26lb+ Cornish Common Carp.

me I couldn’t get set up as I had to
head back to work. I quickly showed
my friend the water and as he was my
guest, I gave him first choice out of
the two swims available. He opted to
set up in the first swim just inside the
entrance and I had the far end swim.
For me, over the years that I have
fished this venue, I have been Lucky
enough to catch from either end of
the lake and I have also had some of
its finest residents, including my current PB Ghosty and the queen of the
lake ‘The Big Girl’ at 42lb 3oz but
there were still a few other carp that I
so wanted to catch. So with choices
made, I was happy and on that decision, I had to head off, leaving my
friend to get accustomed with the
lake.

in 40+ mph gusts but once I put on
my Prologic Thermo Suit, I knew I
would be ok.
I was finally set up and by this
point, it was now about 1pm on the
Friday afternoon. Did I have high
expectations? No, I know what this
lake is like and although it’s only
small, it is by far, not an easy water.
With it being Gin Clear and low
stocked, it’s certainly not a runs

water! If I could get one bite from my
48hr session that was ahead, I would
know that I had done something
right. What was to follow, absolutely
blew me away.

My Approach/Baiting
The fish in this lake, regardless of the
time of year, used to love a heavily
baited area but with the lake now
open to bookings and everyone prior

My Return
Finally with work sorted, it was time
to head back and get set up. By this
point, the weather decided to throw a
proper Cornish Storm at us and the
winds along with heavy rain were
now lashing down. I arrived back at
the lake and thought to myself (only
briefly) what am I doing!! I knew I
was about to get absolutely soaking
wet while trying to get a bivvy set up

Mainline Link Boilies. This
was the first time that I used
them and let’s just say, with
three carp landed, it certainly
won’t be the last time.
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The one I wanted! ‘The Leather’ A carp that I talked about catching in the afternoon and by the evening, she was mine.

to my visit putting in a fair amount of
bait, I opted for a careful approach
and let’s just say it worked. A few
handfuls of Mainline Baits Link
Boilies were scattered around my
chosen spot and a trimmed down
Salty Squid Wafter was attached to
my favourable D rig, with a size 4
curve shank hook coupled with Prologic’s Spectrum Z Flourocarbon
Hook-Link, a 4oz lead on a lead clip
system and some heavy rig tubbing.
The Mainline I used and also have a
lot of confidence in, is another Prologic product and its their 18lb Density mono. If you are in the market for
some new mainline, check it out, you
will not be disappointed. Rods? Well
let’s just say I had some new ones
and I was hoping that the superstition
of the new rod curse wasn’t going to
take control and thankfully my C3
Fulcrum Rods were well and truly
christened and are now my ‘Big Fish’
rods...

The Result
So as I mentioned, one bite from this
32 Big Carp

tricky little venue in a 48hr session, i
would be more than happy with but I
never imagined what was going to
happen. The rods were finally out and
fishing at around 2pm, the rain was
pouring and the wind was howling
and unfortunately myself and my
friend were both bivvy bound and
talking to one another through our
mobiles only. At around 4pm I had a
single beep which drew my attention
to the left had rod. ‘Go on’ I said and
with that it absolutely ripped off. The
coat was quickly thrown on and a
shout went out to Lee. ‘Fish on mate’
and with me shouting that, he headed
down to my swim. After a spirited
battle, a stunning 26lb+ Common was
slipped into the net. A few pics
snapped, some Steri 7 fish care
applied and it was time time get her
back into the lake. A slight rest in the
sling at the waters edge and with a
sudden kick of her tail, it was returned
safely. I was absolutely buzzing and
the pressure was off. No matter what
happened after this point, I knew I
wasn’t going home on a blank. With

the rod re-done and back out on the
spot, it was time to have a cup of tea
and a call to the owner was on the
cards. We had a good chat and he
mentioned to me over the phone that
‘The Big Lin’ was going to get caught
and that I was going to catch it. I
joked and said, ‘I would love too and I
would also love to catch the leather
carp too’
Darkness fell and along with this
came the cold. I was then about to
get myself sorted and into my bag to
warm up when the right hand rod
burst into action and the alarm was
once again signalling a one toner. I
picked the rod up, tightened down
the clutch and began the fight. I
couldn’t believe it, the second take
and it’s still only the first day! With
the net at the ready, I guided another
carp in and you couldn’t write it, it
was the leather that I so wanted to
catch. The same process followed,
p i c s , f i s h c a r e, r e s t a n d r e t u r n .
Another 26lb+ carp landed. I messaged Jack (The Owner) and told him,
he was as chuffed as me and knowing

Winter Success Exclusive
Another product that I have so much confidence in. My go to
fluorocarbon hook-link and one that has never let me down!

we only talked about this one in the
afternoon, could the ‘Big Lin’ really be
next? Could we talk this one into the
net and Jacks’s answer was yes! He
said it again,’you will have it mate’
I managed to get my head down
and didn’t wake up until the dawns
chorus woke me. Through the night
was very quiet but at 8am and out of
the blue the left hand rod was away
again.
This fight was brutal, powerful
dogged runs and my initial thought
was, it was one of the big ghosties as
it was fighting with power just like
the ‘Big Girl’ did when I had her. As
the fight went on, I began to think,
could it be, it could be and with this
she surfaced, I couldn’t believe it, I
was attached to the ‘Big Lin’ and now
my heart began to beat a little faster.
I had so much confidence in the gear
I was using and I had nothing but
time on my hands. Let her fight, get
tired and I would win this battle...
After what seemed an age, she was
ready to give up. I was gently guiding

her to the net and by this point my
arms were getting slightly tired
from the fight. A couple of more
feet to go and over she went.
‘Yes’ I shouted, I just couldn’t believe it. I left her to
rest while I set up my
camera.
The weather was
now in my favour and
it was dry enough, so
some decent self takes
on the DSLR was in
order.
The scales were
zeroed and checked
twice and now it was time
to see what she went.
39lb10oz the scales settled on
and a new PB Mirror was now
mine and in my honest opinion, the
best carp I have ever caught. What a
moment, what a session, what a
place!!
They say that effort equals rewards,
I just think that I must of stood in
something really good because the

luck was definitely on my side for this
trip and I genuinely think, to have
another December session like this, is
going to take some beating. n

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st June, 2021

– SO GET LIKING!

Yateley
Volumes
3 and 4

I

n the time since the
Cemex sell-off, Yateley
has had a new lease of
life. Although those
legendary carp like Bazil,
Heather and their
buddies are now long
gone, the new stock has
grown and returned
Yateley to its former
glory. Likewise, its banks
may not now be trodden
by the likes of Terry
Hearn and me, but the
anglers that fish Yateley
now are just as
passionate about the
Yateley carp as we were
20 years ago.
Every lake has come
on leaps and bounds in
this time: The North
boasts commons up to
54lb with a handful
approaching 50. The Car
Park too has numerous good forties. The Split
Lake is a real eye-opener with a good head of
big fish up to 47lb! You would never have
dreamed it. The Pad Lake, South Lake and even
the diddy little Horseshoe and Pump House all
contain big fish. The Pad has numerous fortypluses.
Over the other side of the road there is a
similar story: multiple forties in the Match, some
beasts now in the Copse and The Nursery
holding fish to 47lb and maybe bigger, as its
anglers keep very secret squirrel about what
goes on over there. The Nursery is certainly
Yateley's secret jewel in the crown.
Hence the reason for this book… It’s been six

years since the first two volumes, and the
changes are phenomenal, the fish huge, and
only living five minutes from the complex, I felt
duty bound to record the history further on
these lakes, the UK's true heritage waters. The
format remains much the same: the page
numbers continue through the volumes. Maybe
in another ten years, there will be more history
to record, even perhaps a Yateley British
record… who knows? Now wouldn't that be
something?
I have also decided to include the Yateley
lakes on the edge of the old Cemex complex,
these being Little Moulsham, Mill Lane, Swan
Valley and Sandhurst. Each contain their own

treasures including a couple of fifties!
Because of the sheer size of this project and
to do justice to all the lakes there will once
again be two volumes.
Volume 3 contains chapters on the North
Lake, The Split Lake, Horseshoe and
Pumphouse. The Pads Lake, Car Park,
Moulsham and Mill Lane.

Volume 4 contains the chapters on The South
Lake, Match Lake, Copse Lake, Nursery Lake,
Sandhurst and Swan Valley.
There are some great introductory pieces from
Martin Gardener, owner of Yateley West
Fisheries and Ian Gray, Honorary Secretary of
Farnham Angling Society, the owners of Yateley
East, plus a chapter featuring the famous
Stoney and Friends
MacMillan bashes each
year. There are stock lists
with photos of as many
of the new residents as it
was possible to get and
chapters from the guys
who fish there at present
– ordinary guys with
some great tales to tell
of their captures on each
of the lakes.
All this is combined
with fantastic colour
photography
throughout, some
amazing paintings of
each lake and a host of
special drawings
commissioned for these
volumes. These volumes
are as much if not more
of a work of art as the
predecessors. The first
two volumes were
amazing and received
worldwide praise… but
dare I say, in my opinion,
these two volumes could
be even better? A
massive thanks to all
concerned, and long may
Yateley continue! Long
live the king of English
carp fishing history!

PAY BY CARD - 01252 373658
SEE THE BOOKS AND PAY BY PAYPAL

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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Reflections
By Mark Kerridge

Carpy clothes were a thing of the future
36 Big Carp
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W

ell, what a
strange world
w e a r e c u rrently in.
Even at this
time last year,
who would have thought we would
be fighting a global pandemic: in and
out of national lockdown, not seeing
family and friends for months on end
and routinely wearing facemasks? If
these alien times have given me one
positive, it’s the chance to reflect and
pause for a moment, to think about
where my fishing journey started and
what may be around the corner.
I was born in the early 80s, in an era
where carpy clothes and tucked in
reel handles were a thing of the
future, it was all about the shell suit
back then. My grandad, Peter, an
amazing man, was the one who
unleashed my passion for angling.
Many a weekend was spent with him,
fishing our local club lake, catching
anything that dared take the bait. A

Many a keepnet stuffed full of Rudd and Roach.

Local fishing.
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prolific Gudgeon water, it was packed
with silvers but also its fair share of
carp. I still remember the exact swim
I was fishing one warm summer’s day
when my grandad explained to me
one of fishing’s greatest inventions the hair rig. No more finding a piece of
grass stem to hold on my carefully
hooked luncheon meat, things were
about to change.
I loved spending time with my
grandad, he was my role model and
teacher in life. Spending time with
him watching ‘A Passion for Angling’
on the TV, building something in the
shed out of scraps of wood and of
course the hours spent catching fish.
I loved the outdoors; I spent more
time outside than I did indoors. There
were no mobile phones or Xboxes to
distract me, just the thoughts of going
fishing with my grandad.
As a youngster, I was happy catching absolutely anything, many a keepnet stuffed full of Rudd and Roach
were photographed for the family

My second fish from the lake.
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album. I remember seeing the odd
bivvy set up with its occupant trying
to outwit the many carp in the lake,
wishing I could catch one too. My
dreams were answered when I did
indeed catch my first, weighing all of
10lb, using the ever-faithful tin of
sweetcorn. That day was a milestone
in my angling, I was mesmerized by
the carp and that was then all I
wanted to catch.
Sadly, I lost my grandad in the
March of 1995, when I was aged 12.
I’d lost not only my grandad, but also
my fishing buddy. Those great times
spent together by the lake were to be
enjoyed together no more. I carried on
my fishing adventures at the local
club lake determined to catch the
biggest carp in the pond, and to make
my grandad proud. After a few years I
did indeed accomplish my goal when
I slid the net under a crusty old mirror,
just shy of 20lb. My mission was complete.
After the adventures on the local

club lake, I spent my time on a couple
of different club waters in the neighbouring towns, continuing my evergrowing passion for all things carp. At
the turn of the millennium, with
added distractions of girls and nights
out, I finally took my fishing to the
next level. £350 later I was the proud
owner of a place on a very nice syndicate nearby. My first ‘proper’ water
containing some stunners up to
around upper-30s. Almost every
weekend was spent, hour after hour,
whatever the weather, setting my
traps to fool these carp. My second
fish from the lake was actually one of
the 5 A-team 30s, a new PB and a
proud moment that I wished I could
have shared with my grandad. My
time spent on the horseshoe syndicate was a great chapter of my life,
some great friends were made, along
with memories that will last a lifetime.
With the success I was having on the
horseshoe, and a number of trips
across the pond on some French
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adventures, it was time to start looking for my next venture.
A few different waters were fished
over the years but I was struggling to
find a place that would satisfy the
growing itch, a water that would grab
my attention once again. With personal circumstances changing in the
shape of divorce, it took a few years to
pass before my head was back into
carpy thoughts. With the support of
my new partner Louise, I started to
once again looking for the next big
adventure and I had just the place in
mind. A Sunday drive out and just shy
of 100 miles later, I found myself walking the banks of St Ives in Cambridge.
I’d found heaven once again and
what a complex it was, countless
named anglers had walked these
banks, chapters graced many a book
and here I was about to join. For anyone who doesn’t know St Ives, it’s a
series of 8 lakes, across 350 odd acres,
once famous for ‘The Fat Lady’ and
now known for its residents such as
‘Colin’ and ‘Laneys’. The fish were
incredible, the socials spent around
the BBQ brilliant and I have loved my
time spent chasing its inhabitants,
trying desperately to outwit the scaley creatures. The last five years spent
fishing St Ives have been exactly
what I needed, the complex fuelled
my fire and desire to continue making
my grandad proud.
In the lockdown of 2020, I started to
have thoughts about where I would

My son Harvey.

be fishing in the future. My time on St
Ives had been What I’d dreamed of
but I knew I’d be needing a new
venue in the coming seasons. It was
in October last year I found myself

My fishing on St Ives had been extremely limited.
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once again on a Sunday drive out
with Louise, with only one destination
in mind, the Horton complex. Travelling around the M25 was fuelled with
thoughts of the historic venue and the
inhabitants which live within its
waters. Arriving at the complex and
meeting the bailiff in the remarkable
Horton lodge, I found myself once
again captivated. The lodge walls are
literally covered with photos of the
fish that are and once were resident.
Iconic fish such as Shoulders, Jack
and the Parrot were all in print,
proudly held by the lucky captor. A
tour of the complex was taken. Walking the banks of the Church lake,
Kingsmead 1, Crayfish pool, Island
lake and boat pool was mesmerising.
Viewing such a historic complex and
listening to the tales I was being told
by the bailiff, my mind was made up, I
was going straight home to get my
name on their list.
With the deposit paid for my place
on the Horton list, I thought I would
have a season or two left at St Ives
before I bid farewell. My fishing on St
Ives had been extremely limited in
the past year due to Coronavirus
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I miss you loads Grandad.

restrictions and struggling to get amongst the fish, so I
made the most of the local fishing with my son Harvey.
We caught a few between us but certainly no monsters.
Unbeknown to me, in the February of this year, during yet
another lockdown restricting fishing to local days only,
things were about to get exciting. In the space of a week,
I was offered the chance to become a team member of
Tails up bait, followed by an offer from Hobo Armour to
promote their end tackle. Things had really turned a corner but there was more exciting news to come, a text
from RK Leisure offering me a gold card for the coming
season. What a week! With a bit of ‘Carpe Diem,’ I proudly
accepted the offers from Tails Up and Hobo Armour and
gave a big fat yes accepting my Horton ticket. The planets had aligned for me that week that is for sure but it
was also bittersweet. How I wished I could have shared
this news with my grandad. I have got some exciting
times ahead of me, on what is one of the most historic
venues England has to offer. The next chapter certainly
has the prospect to be an exciting one. Fingers crossed I
will be fortunate enough to catch some of the incredible
fish in the Horton waters and maybe even put pen to
paper once again to write of my success.
I miss you loads Grandad and wish I could share my
excitement with you. I hope I’m doing you proud and
that you are enjoying wetting a line in the great lake in
the sky X. n
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Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)
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T

he dream to fish Horton Church Lake
started over two
decades ago. It was
1 9 9 9 w h e n I p u rchased a copy of
Gardner Tackle’s Carpwise on VHS.
Adorning the front cover of volume
two was Ian Russel with one of Horton Church Lake’s most illustrious
residents, the magnificent and enigmatic ‘Shoulders’. I vividly remember
watching the curious tale of how Ian
had passed by Horton to visit his
friend, Simon ‘Frogger’ Lavin, only to
see a common show the other side of
the lake. He said if the common
showed again, he would go and catch
it. Naturally, the common showed
again, Ian moved round the other side
of the lake, dropped two rigs on its
head and 15 minutes later was sat
there with ‘Shoulders’ on the bank. It
was a fairytale story that to a young
12 year old created a huge impression. An impression that also showed
carp fishing can be made to look easy,
especially when targeting these
mythical giants. It was then that I
made a promise to myself, a promise

that one day I would try to fish the
magical waters of Horton and angle
for those that swam within it.
Fast forward thirteen years and in
2012 my dream to fish the Horton
Complex began to take shape.
I had just joined Horton’s Crayfish
pool with the plan to fish it for one or
two seasons, then attempt to move
next door onto the neighboring
Church Lake. Two years had passed
since the Church lake had lost its
most illustrious resident, ‘Shoulders’,
and with it firmly in my mind that
these special creatures won’t be
around forever, I decided that now
was the time to try and catch these
magnificent history fish before father
time catches up with them and they
all succumb to the great lake in the
sky.
My first season on Crayfish Pool
was productive. I was fishing 4-5
nights a week, sometimes getting to
the lake at 9pm and leaving at 4:30am
the next morning to catch the train
back into central London for work.
The hard work and bank hours were
paying off, because during this time I
managed to land two of the lake’s

Cowes at 34lb
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nights of fishing, which if you are
doing two nights each weekend,
translated into 14 weekends worth of
fishing. This I felt would give me
enough time to get to grips with the
water and hopefully create a few
chances for a bite.
With the decision made, in 2017 I
put my name down for a RK Leisure
Gold Card. The plan would be to fish
4-5 times a year, made up of 5-7 day
sessions. I hoped that fishing slightly
longer sessions would give me
enough time to read the conditions,
move if needed and get on the fish.
Lots had obviously changed since
2012. With the complex under new
ownership, with new facilities and a
ticket that would allow me to fish 5
different lakes, I had multiple options
available to me should I fly to the UK
and find the Church lake busy.
I was under no illusions: fishing a
largest residents and a mix of the
wonderful scaly mirrors that reside in
the lake.
It was the start of winter 2012
when my perfectly laid plans took a
drastic change of course. A job opportunity had presented itself, with the
only caveat being that it was nearly
5000 miles away in Dubai. Taking this
role would not only mean leaving
friends and family, it would mean giving up the angling passion that, for
the last few years especially, had
completely dominated my life. So it
was with some regret that my rods
were temporarily hung up and I
embarked upon a new life adventure
in the land of the sand.
Years past and given that the UK
was a good 7 hour flight away, the
only carp fishing I managed were 3 or
4 week-long trips to France a year, or
in some cases further afield in Europe.
These trips managed to satisfy the
internal yearning to wet a line, but
didn’t detract from the long held
dream of fishing Horton’s Church
Lake, which still lingered in the back
of my mind. Reading the Horton writings from some of Carp Angling’s
greats, such as Obsession with Carp
by Dave Lane, only managed to fuel
the Horton itch further. And so, after
achieving what I had set out to do in
France, I decided that instead of
spending 4 weeks a year fishing
Europe, I would spend the same
amount of time fishing a UK water
instead. This equated to roughly 28
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busy circuit water has its many challenges. The fish there have seen it all,
not to mention learning a new water
on limited time, fishing a lake with
some of the best anglers out there
and having to book my trips months
in advance regardless of the weather
conditions, I felt I was really up
against it. Hours spent researching
the internet, reading old magazine
articles and watching YouTube produced some good insights, but nothing really prepares you like being on
the bank yourself. The lake was going
to be a good 14 hours travel door to
door, but despite the inherent challenges Horton was sure to bring, I was
itching to get down there and pit my
wits against its famous residents.
Spring 2018 quickly came around,
flights were booked and I couldn’t
wait to set foot on the lake’s hallowed
grassy banks. The dream to fish Horton was about to become a reality and
my only hope was that I would be
able to catch just one of the resident
carp that swim it’s gin clear waters.
My first session took place at the

Beauty.
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Scaly.

end of May, 2018. I had missed the
start of the season with work commitments and had hoped that by doing
so I would beat the early season rush
of anglers. I arrived at the complex
with a mixed sense of excitement and
trepidation. When you arrive at the
complex you are greeted by the lake’s
broad black iron gates which,
inscribed in gold, have written;
“Church Lake Horton, Home of
English Carp”. It is upon viewing this
that you realise you are about to walk
in the footsteps of angling greats, and
walk onto a lake steeped in angling
history.
Once in the lodge and checking the
logging in book I found the lake to be
fairly busy, with over a dozen or so
anglers on. Having done my first two
laps around the lake I observed the
majority of anglers were fishing the
lodge end of the lake. This end of the
lake focuses on one of the lake’s main
features which is the plateau area. I
w a s s o m e w h a t p e r p l e x e d, y e t
relieved, to find both of the lake’s two
bay area’s completely free of anglers.

With the bulk of the angling pressure
down one end, the decision to fish the
bay known as ‘Dog Bay’, or ‘Barking
Bay’ as it is called in some historical
writings, was an easy one. The bay
was fairly weedy but despite it’s jungle like appearance, holes and gaps
were available to the angler who
could drop a rig in between it’s raft
like island structures. Thirty minutes
spent leading around only confirmed
my analysis, with two small clear
spots found at between 35-40 yards
range. Given the low lying weed, flick
rigs were the order of the day. Each
rig was constructed with a two inch
chod section, size 4 hook and baited
with 14mm pop ups tipped with
washed out pink plastic corn. 40-50
boilies were to be fired indiscriminately towards the spots as free offerings. The left rod went out first and
went out third cast of asking, with a
solid drop confirming the area was
clear of dense weed and the rig fishing fine.
Thirty minutes later, as I sat there
rigging up the right hand rod, the left

hand rod, without warning, went into
absolute meltdown. So savage was
the take that all I recall was the sound
of the braid peeling off the spool and
reverberating through the wooden
platform via the screwed in stage
stands. I was in utter disbelief; surely
this wasn’t an actual take?! Jetlag
perhaps? was my mind playing tricks
on me? That must be someone else’s
alarm? A second passed before I
came to my senses and realized that I
did indeed have my first Horton take,
the NTXR’s unmistakable high pitch
sound sending out a distress call for a
rod needing urgent attention.
Shaking and full of adrenaline, I
carefully lifted the rod and applied finger pressure on the spool to slow the
carp’s initial run. Instantly, words ran
through my head… “calm down, calm
down, relax, go easy…. take your
time, go slow”, a few deep breaths
later, nerves slightly settled, and I
focused on the job at hand. The carp
started to slow and I could feel it’s
every lunge and effort through the
recently spooled up braided mainline.
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It then powered off towards the sanctuary of the bay’s dense weed beds to
my left but with some careful side
strain I managed to turn the carp,
gain some line and after a few minutes I had it in front of the swim, powering up and down the lake’s deep
margins like a Russian coldwar submarine. Slowly but surely it rose from
the deep, kicking out a few times in
final desperation before breaking the
surface. It’s dark complexion and
leather like skin confirming it to be
one of the lakes resident mirrors. Two
gulps of air later and it was defeated.
With the spool loosened off and the
rod tip held high, she slid into the net
first time of asking.
Dropping to the floor I vaguely
remember sitting there, the lights
were on but nobody was home, net
and rod in hand, looking down at my
landing net in complete disbelief at
the events that had just unfolded. It
was overwhelming feeling, a feeling
mixed with sheer emotion and utter
elation. With my first cast I had just
landed a Horton carp and the child-

Lil Nige.
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hood dream, a dream created before
the turn of the century, had been realized. Taking the moment in, I peered
into the landing net to assess my
prize. Size really didn’t matter, but
looking at the fish it appeared a
decent one and probably over 30lb.
With the fish safely secured, I got the
camera equipment set up and the
mat readied. Luckily another angler
was on hand to help with the photos,
and with the light fading fast we
managed to get some good pictures
just in time. On the scales it went
33.2lb and I later found out it was a
fish called ‘Lil Nige’.
With the fish returned, the next few
hours were spent getting both rods
sorted, getting the bivvy set up and
toasting the evening’s unexpected
events with a glass of red wine. Tired
from the long journey and the excitement of the day, I went to bed that
evening full of anticipation as to what
the remaining two days would bring.
The next morning I was up at first
light, and as the sun started to illuminate the tree lined corners of the bay,

I was alerted to a number of fish moving through the surface layers. The
soft early morning breeze caressed
the lake’s surface and sent shimmering ripples into the bay’s margin to
my right. From a high point I
observed these titanic creatures
serenely glide through the channels
of weed from the main body of the
lake to my left, and into the corners of
the bay to my right where the weed
was thickest. One fish in particular
stood out from the rest. That fish was
the unmistakably famous ‘Woodcarving’. This carp for me, was the holygrail, one of the best looking carp in
the land, and the one ‘we all’ wanted.
Having seen it graciously greet my
gaze, I was like a kid at Christmas.
The internal fire was well and truly lit,
and I spent the morning watching
these awesome creatures go about
their lazy days’ activities. These
activities generally involved milling
around, sunbathing between the
weed beds and enjoying the day’s
spring heat without an obvious care
in the world. With my rods reeled in, I
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Sunrise at Dog Bay.

spent that afternoon walking the
complex, familiarizing myself with the
layout and making mental notes of
any likely looking spots. When fishing
on such short and limited time, and
living nearly 5000 miles away from
the lake, it was critical to get to know

The Plateau.
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the lake as quickly as possible. It was
most likely going to be over a month
before I could return, so every bit of
information was noted down, saved
and stored for future trips. This
included fish patrol routes, the
weather conditions, notable weed

beds as well as any physical features
that may be of interest.
That evening the rods were put out
early, both going out without too
much hassle, and with semi slack
lines the traps were set for the night.
The sun slowly slipped away until
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Horton Gates.

evening became night and the only
interruption came from the occasional sound of a fish crashing in the
distance. I went to sleep that night
full of confidence and excitement in
the hope that I may be blessed with
another opportunity. The alarm was
set for 4:30am, but in all honesty I was
hoping that I may be awoken long
before that.
Despite my high confidence, the
night passed uneventfully. Up again
at first light I observed the fish conduct their similar routine of moving
into the bay as the sun rose, with their
backs occasionally breaking the
water’s surface. I had been informed
prior to my visit that bite times
tended to be between first light and
9am, and so when the time passed
10am, I thought my chance had gone.
That was until I noticed several small
patches of bubbles near to where my
right hand rod was positioned, and all
of 10 yards from the rig. Suddenly I
was awake and alert, no coffee
needed here, my eyes fixated at the
water surrounding my right hand rod.
One patch, two patches, three
patches … it was undeniable in the
fact that I had feeding fish in front of
m e. E a c h m o m e n t t h a t p a s s e d
another mix of effervescent bubbles
transcended the lake’s water column

and dispersed on the surface. Slowly
but surely the patches got closer and
closer, moving right towards the
baited rig, only to suddenly stop about
5 y a r d s a w a y. Fo r 1 0 m i n u t e s I
watched through binoculars to see if
there was any more activity, and as
much as I pleaded for the sight of
Jacuzzi like bubbles, it appeared as
though the fish had moved off and
sunk away into the deeper parts of
the weed to my right.
As the adrenaline started to wane,
the anticipation dwindle and the
harsh reality sink in that the chance
had probably been missed, I turned
around to put the kettle on when the
right hand rod sent out two bleeps…
surely not I thought!? then a third
bleep, a fourth bleep, a fifth… my
eyes focused as the white bobbin
slowly rose, only stopping when it
met the intersection of bite alarm and
rod blank… next the unmistakable
‘PING’ as the braid left the safety of
the line clip… then… utter MELTDOWN…
Now to say I am not an Olympic
level sprinter is somewhat of an
understatement, however in the
space of those few yards I am sure I
would have given Usain Bolt a run for
his money, because I was on the rod
in a flash. This time, with the nerves a

little bit more settled than my first
bite, I lifted into the rod and was met
with sheer brute force savagery, with
the fish taking 30 yards of line off me
as an entrée to our unexpected breakfast date. Ripples were broadcast
through the swim as it bolted across
the bay, through weed bed after weed
bed, only slowing once it found the
sanctuary of a large weed bed a good
75 yards away from where I stood.
The rod and fish solid, I took a
moment to regain my composure and
assess the situation. A plan was then
hatched. Loosening off the spool
slightly, I walked to the back of the
swim where the ground was substantially higher and thus allowed me to
get a better angle on my deep
weeded dance partner.
My decision to switch over the
braid before fishing Horton turned out
to be a good one, because with some
subtle pressure the weed began to
move, a moment later a kick, and then
the fish was free. Walking back to the
front of the swim I kept steady pressure, trying to ensure that the fish was
constantly moving and could not bury
itself in another mass of weed. It was
obviously covered in some of the
weed from its’ initial run but that didn’t appear to be inhibiting its movement towards me. Edging ever closer,
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I could see the unmistakable green
ball of weed, with my leader clearly
protruding from its center. Once in
the margins however the fish kicked,
and due to the now aggressive angle
of the rod tip to the fish, the rest of the
weed broke free leaving just a few
strands covering the fish’s head. This
turned out to be a stroke of good fortune, as with the fish’s eyes covered, I
coaxed my unsuspecting sparring
partner over the draw cord and into
the waiting net.
Once in the net however, the fish,
realizing the gravity of the situation in
which it found itself and still with a lot
of energy that wasn’t consumed during our placid affair, went ballistic. A
moment spent waiting for the fish to
calm, I lifted the net and peered
down, my gaze greeted by the long
back of a large carp. Sun kissed
golden scales confirmed my prize to
be one of Horton’s elusive and highly
sought after Common Carp. The fish
looked incredible, tinges of purple
adorned its flanks which were held in

beautiful proportions, proportions any
fashion model would find envious.
With the fish safely secured I managed to locate assistance from an
angler nearby to help with the weighing and pictures. On the scales the
fish went 32.10lb, and only once it
was on the mat did we behold its
immense beauty. A fish known as
‘Springates Common’ and at over 50
years old, it was one of Horton’s most
sought after originals. With pictures
taken and being conscious of the
fish’s age, she was slipped back without delay and she swam away
strongly, back to the depths of her
w a t e r y h o m e. I w a s a b s o l u t e l y
ecstatic: two fish on my first session
had exceeded all expectations and to
make matters even better, I had had
two bites from two different spots,
which increased the confidence even
more.
With the rods back in position, I
spent the remainder of the day soaking in the atmosphere and coming to
terms with the events of the two prior

days. Two other anglers had turned
up to fish the bay directly opposite
me, and as a result the fish activity
dropped, with the fish melting away
to other parts of the lake.
The rest of the session was quiet,
and I packed away the following
morning more grateful than you could
imagine. Horton had been more than
kind to me. It had been a dream start
and one in which not only had I realized my dream of fishing the historic
lake, but I had managed to do the
seemingly impossible and catch two
carp.
Topping it off and making it even
more special was the capture of one
of the more elusive originals. Once
packed up I then embarked on the
long trip home, and as I sat in my airplane seat ready for the 7 hour flight
ahead I was already planning to get
back to Horton as soon as I possibly
could. The Horton fire had not just
been lit, it was blazing, and my Horton obsession had well and truly
begun. n
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Ladders on
Longfield
Part 1 by Derek Mallows

I

had been fishing on the
Cemex Angling Horton
Church Lake ticket for a good
few seasons and had my fair
Share of Fish from there, but
in 2012 Cemex decided to sell
off all there lakes basically to anyone
who had the money to make a bid for
them, RK leisure were the winners of
the Bid to take over the Horton Complex + wraysbury 1 and 2 after giving
much thought on whether to keep my
Horton ticket or to move on to Pastures new?
A good friend of mine who worked
at the same place as me was also the
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Head Bailiff on Longfield’s Road Lake
and had said to me previously about
getting a Ticket on Longfield, So
Knowing that Horton would become
a lot more crowded once the new
regime took over I decided to take the
plunge and go for a Combi Ticket on
Longfield this enabled me to Fish not
only Road Lake but Fox Pool too,
It was the Summer of 2013 and my
Ticket had arrived so after packing
the tackle into the Van it was off to
Longfield I headed what a Buzz driving along the M25 to go and fish these
hallowed grounds for the very first
time, On arrival I had a walk around

Road Lake then Fox Pool and soon got
the gist of things with a couple of
Anglers informing me that Road was
more tricky than Fox although not
such a big head of fish around 40 in
Road and 80 + in Fox Pool,
After a walk round Fox I decided to
start my campaign on there and my
first 2 nights although very Special
resulted in my first blank on Longfield, Not to disheartened plus loving
just the thought of setting up on such
an Iconic water was more than
enough for me to keep the fire burning inside,
At that time I was using Uncle Bob
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Twin second capture at 39lb 12oz.

Bakers ( RIP ) New S-Core bait which
was basically a Milk/ Bird food bait
with a lovely Creamy Aroma to it +
Liquid Enhancer I’d done fairly well
using this Bait over on Horton on my
last season there so confidence in the
bait was not a problem, that summer
seemed to pass so rapidly and before
I knew it was already the end of
August having still not opened my
account at Longfield but loving every
moment spent on Fox, I’d been out to
Thailand earlier in the Year to do a
Spot of dangling usually with my
spare Rod Lol and was planning a
return trip over Xmas and the new
year I’d been following the Flight
Companies on the Web trying to get a
better deal on a return flight from
Heathrow to Bangkok because it was
over the Festive period the prices of
the flights had shot through the roof,
Pay Day was on 10th Sept and I really
wanted to get this return flight
booked up asap, knowing I had a few
nights off work leading up to this date
plus a nice full Moon was on the cards

for the Wednesday night I could fish
the Tuesday / Wednesday on Fox and
if necessary pull off during the night
to go and Book my ticket online, that
was the plan anyway.
On Arrival at the lake I was happy
to see not many other Anglers present
in the Fox Car Park happy days previously id fished mainly on the left hand
Bank Whistlers Swim and the Perch
Swims to no avail after a quick recci
round the Lake I Plumped for The
Middles Swim which is basically
opposite Left and Right hand Noddies
on the Social Bank, I knew was a good
swim and this would be my first time
at wetting a line from that particular
Swim, Once everything was Set up I
got to work with the Marker Rod and
found some nice ground out at about
75yrds so with the Marker popped up
I proceeded to Cast x2 Snowmen set
Ups out either side of the marker
Float, once happy with the drops I
then proceeded to Spomb out a large
bucket of Hemp 10mm 14mm and
some chopped boilies out level but in

a Line with my Marker Float I tend to
like fishing in this way as it was a
Method Myself and the Late Del
Smith ( RIP ) spoke often about if I
was ever fishing Capters or One up at
Horton Del would swear by having
the Rods as Tight together as you
could possibly get away with because
more often than not you would get a
double take from the same area also if
one Trap was Sprung you always had
the second one up your sleeve for
them to slip up on,
After Getting the Traps set and
baiting up the area with the Spomb I
got the kettle on for a much needed
cuppa Rosie lee, feeling very happy
with my new found spot and swim +
it was going to be a Big Full Moon
that night I was starting to Feel really
confident but also knew that my
wages would go into my bank
account after Midnight this was playing on my mind as id seen a good
return flight with Thai Airways for the
dates I needed and I really wanted to
secure a booking and make the PayBig Carp 55
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ment in Full, not wanting to book this
up on my Mobile as needed to get it
all Printed off so my plan was to wind
the Rods in about 1am and drive back
to work at Leatherhead making the
booking Paying for it and getting all
the paper work printed off, a call was
made to Tony Parker Head Bailiff Fox
Pool Hi Tony only moir could I have
permission to leave the Lake about
1am to return around 3am as I needed
to pop into work, No worries Ladders
you crack on do what you have to do,
( Top Man is Tony )
Well it got to about half past Ten
and the Big old Moon was Shinning
down onto Fox Pool sending a shimmering of Light every now and then
over the ripples of water, I really was
in a catch 22 situation do I pull the
Rods in Put them in the Clips and cast
back out in the Dark when I get back
to the Lake or do I take a Chance on
the Ticket still being available when I
go back to work on Friday night, umm
it was a no brainer really everything
had gone out so well no probs with
the Rig positioning spombing went
surprising well and I put about a Kilo
of 18mm S-Core out with the Throwing Stick just on dusk scattered all
over and around the area so I made
my mind up to Stay put take a chance
the Ticket would still be available at

The hog roast and
side of lamb for
starters on the
opening night.
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around the same price if not I was
going to Dig deeper into my pocket to
Book my flights,
So after establishing that I would
stay put as everything was looking
really good plus I was more than
happy with my angling situation I
eventually got my head down about
midnight, at just after 4am in the
morning I was woken from my slumber by the LHR signalling a take as I
pulled into the Fish I soon realised
this was a good one the fish kited
round to the left and steady pressure
bought her back round more in front
of the swim still plodding around
slowly about 30yrds out by this time,
Jesus I thought Lucky I decided not
to go back to my works to buy and
print off my Flight Tickets as I’m now
standing holding onto the Rod Playing my first Longfield Carp.
Just then the Fish decided to go
through a massive weed bed and take
a big chunk of weed along with it as I
slowly coaxed the ball of weed and
Fish towards my waiting Landing net
the Adrenalin was Pumping through
my whole body, just one last slow pull
and in the net the whole lot, I quickly
got my scissors to cut the mainline to
get the Rod well out of the way whilst
I slowly pulled the weed away from a
Common that just kept getting bigger

and bigger the more weed I removed
by this time I was like wobbling jelly
with only one other Angler on the
Lake Guy was Fishing in The Goose
Pool so after securing the fish in a
floating retainer I went along the
bank to wake Guy up to give me a
hand with weighing and photographing the Fish.
Up on the scales and she went 4104 a Fish Named The Twin to say I
was in Carp Anglers heaven would be
an understatement having fished on
Horton Church Lake for many years
and not breaking the 30lb barrier with
a Common Carp This Fish certainly
made up for that, also being my first
Carp to grace my net from Longfield,
Of course I was buzzing for the
next few days at work and looking
forward to my next days off to get
back on the Lake, I felt very Lucky to
have banked The Twin as some of the
Lads had been on there for some time
after her, If memory serves it was on
the following Tuesday when I arrived
back at Longfield onto Fox Pool feeling great + confidence was high after
a quick walk around I decided to set
up in the Left hand Noddies after
plumbing around with the marker rod
I found a nice gravel hump only
20yrds out and proceeded to place a
Snowman S-Core Rig bang on the
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Money, the RHR I cast out towards
Middles swim and baited that with
18mm boilies in the throwing stick,
the LHR on the gravel hump was
baited tight using the spomb with 10
and 14mm boilies hemp and a few
handfuls of corn,
It was a gorgeous early Septembers
day so I was in no rush to get the
house up and was just generally pottering about, taking it all in and taking
my time, when all the sudden the left
hand rod was away I pulled into the
fish thinking this must be a Tench as
it wasn’t doing much at the time after
about 3 minuets a Large ball of weed
was now in the landing net and I
could see that it was a Common and
because of the way the fight went I
didn’t think at the time it was a good
fish, so after securing the fish in the
net with my water bottle counter balancing the handle I set about getting
the capture pics ready as id not got
the Bivvy up at that time, I was just
sorting out the scales unhooking mat
camera + water when Dan the
Plumber came walking into the

Nodds Swim ( Hi there you couldn’t
give me a hand with a few shots
could you mate? I’ve got one in the
net only been here an hour or so think
it’s a small Common )
Dan goes over to check all was
good with the fish whilst I finished off
getting the camera and gear ready I
could hear him muttering something
in the background then he says (
Jesus are you having a Laugh Ladders this is no small Common, well I
went over to investigate further with
Dan and low and behold true to Dans
word was a massive Common wallowing in the bottom of the now weed
free Landing Net.
After some deliberation it was
agreed by all present that the Fish
was yet again The Twin at a weight of
just under the Magical 40 barrier at
39-12 Well what can you do or Say I
really was hoping it to be one of the
other big Commons that reside in Fox
as not being a fan of repeat captures,
also one of the reasons I pulled off
Horton as some of the Bait Fish id
caught 3/ 4 0r more times I fished on

there for 7 or 8 years and caught my
fair share but it was time to move
onto pastures new.
Well You don’t get to choose
which Carp pics up your Hook Bait
whilst ledgering on the bottom so
they say, I must admit when I got
home and thought about the capture
Red Card sprung to mind on Fox anyway I thought the Lads might just
hang me from the nearest tree if I
ventured back on there ( LOL)
Longfield really is a Lovely place
what with its Carp Angling History
the Lads that fish on the Complex
now all willing to help each other out
when needed and then there’s the
Guvnor Simon Hancock You couldn’t
wish to meet a more genuine or nicer
Guy and he really does put himself
out for all the lads on the Syndicate
the BBQs at the opening Sat Night /
Sunday morning breakfast the Full
Monty black Pudding the Lot,
Any way in Part two I move onto
the Road Lake and a Triple Capture
on the S-Core with another Special
Fish . n
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My Covid Fishing
By Christopher Evans

My old school swingers.
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Yorkshire lake.

W

hilst for many
furlough and
lockdown
saw a big
increase in
fishing opportunities, for me it was quite the opposite. My fishing happens around my
work and my two days working away
from home are my two nights fishing.
I’d started on the mighty longreach
ski pit lake on the well known St Ives
complex in Cambridgeshire. I got a
winter ticket in 2019 with a few to
putting in some hard graft to be
repaid in the summer…that was the
hope. I had pretty much fishing two
consecutive nights from 1st November and this often involved arriving in
darkness, packing away in darkness,
going to work and then repeat one
more time. I’d always stay as late as
possible and might squeeze the odd
morning in now and again. It’s a
lovely lake even in the winter and
enjoying the sunrise and the winter
bird life, such as golden eye ducks
diving on the last of the weed beds
and small flocks of long tailed tits
picking off the overwintering grubs

Yorkshire lake.

Yorkshire lake moon.

from the willow bushes; made those
few mornings perfect. That’s apart
from the lack of fish! In March I finally
saw my first sign of life under the surface when a good fish rolled not too
far from where I was entrenched. I
was close to packing up and so
planned to return to the swim the following week.
Unfortunately C19 put an end to
these plans as my manager informed
me that I would have to work from
home from the following week! To say
I was gutted would have been to put
it mildly. There was no way I would
be able to travel down just to fish and
although one year on I am spending
some time ‘working from the bank’, at
that time it just wasn’t possible. All
my plans for the spring were out…
..seeing fish rolling in the early hours,
finding spots in the edge and being
kept awake by nightingales, one of
the amazing sounds of the countryside that you don’t get much north of
Peterborough anymore.
Back in East Yorkshire I thought
long and hard about how I would get
my rods in some water and a spot
came to mind that would be as, if not

more challenging that where I had
spent the winter. A lake of around
15/20 acres, connected to the river,
otter heaven and has even had seals
in it (!), lots of dog walkers, anglers
spinning for pike, campers on the
weekend……but very few if any, carp
anglers. I don’t dislike carp anglers
but I knew that it was unlikely to have
much serious fishing taking place.
The other issue which generally
explains that lack of serious angling is
the two mile walk necessary to get
there!
Strictly speaking due to the ownership there is still a closed season but
after having a good look around I
found a couple of nice tucked away
areas that I could start on straight
away. Work at this point had gone
mental and I was only able to get
away for one night a week, but I
thought if I could keep it up then
there was every chance of picking up
some clues. I knew some guys who
had fished it years previously and had
been told they were hard fish to spot,
but whenever the weather was warm
and still, I’d make the drive to the
river and take a stand up paddle

St Ives.
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St Ives tucked away in an old swim I cleared out

board up the river and into the lake for
a really good look. On a number of
occasions the conditions were perfect
to spot fish but I never saw more than
pike, bream and the odd big chub.
There were lots of signs of fish like
nice holes in the weed but nothing
definitive of carp.
I was starting to think that perhaps
they just weren’t there anymore or
perhaps they did migrate from the
river, but I was sure there had to be at
least one or two fish still around. By
now the 16th had passed and I could
fish a bit more openly trying out some
likely looking areas that I had spotted
from my paddles. There was one area
that I really liked for a number of reasons, one of which were the views
across a good proportion of the lake.
Unfortunately it was one of the furthest swims and it was a favourite
weekend camping spot and the litter
was bad. I was traveling as light as
possible due to the walk, which
required several stops to rebalance by
gear and swap shoulders etc, but I’d

St Ives in winter.
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St Ives public bank.

always fill my empty bait bucket with
rubbish, to at least try and make a difference to the place. I’d also been
walking the dog and kids in between
fishing to put some bait on the spot
which was helping my confidence at
least.
We were now into September and I
was doing my usual one night. It was
perfect conditions with a big moon
and a massive low brining torrential
rain from early morning, something I
would just have to deal with on the
walk back. That night I heard the first
100% sign of a carp with what
sounded like a good fish sploshing
out. It certainly got my attention and
it was in the area…..however I was at
the time still doubting what had
made the sound….was it an otter, or a
big pike? Probably a couple of hours
later I was awoken by an absolute
screamer and struggled to get my
chest waders on, stumbling out to
pick up the rod! It had taken a lot of
line but was a carp (please), it gave a
good fight and at one point kited right

into the bay next to me forcing me to
wade as far out as possible to get a
good angle and move the fish back to
open water. I was then able to guide
it around the rods and safely land it
the other side of the point I was on,
getting it in the net first time. I never
use a head torch playing fish as night
as I prefer to let my eyes adapt to the
dark. As I secured the net and went to
get my touch and the unhooking mat
from the dog (she was going to have a
wet bed for the rest of the night, poor
girl!), I still had thoughts that I might
have hooked a pike. My torch relieved
a carp and although not the size I
thought it might be, it was still a great
achievement for me and I was really
buzzing. It was around 16lbs and I did
a couple of self takes before returning
the fish back to the depths and wondering if hoping for another might be
pushing it too far.
Nothing else happened that night
or morning except for both me and
the dog getting completely soaked
before we even set off home, but it

St Ives public cuppa.
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658
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was definitely worth it. I’d fished all
spring and summer for that one take
and at last felt like I could catch the
other fish, if they were present! Unfortunately work had other plans and
due to issues with local staff being off
work and the reduction in restrictions, it was now thought that I
should be back on site for a few days
each week. It was just the worse timing as previously!
Being positive, I had at least managed one and maybe there was still
time at St Ives to get something going
before the cold set in. It would be
hard not having been down for several months but I’ve just have to get
one with it. I knew that it had been
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fishing well…at least for one nice guy
who many of you will have seen on
the great new Carp Angle show. I like
to do my own thing if possible and
found a couple of swims down one
end of the lake to put a small amount
of bait in and fish whichever looked
the best for each trip, unless anything
told me differently and as it happens I
did see a few shows that helped firm
up my plans. It was probably October
when after arriving late I chucking
the rods out to the primed areas and
set up camp. For only the second time
in the year I was awoken again by a
screamer and eventually after climbing down the steps and out into the
lake, made contact with my fish St

Ives carp! I was chuffed and I carefully played it as best I could, trying to
keep it away from my other lines. It
felt like a stocky, hard fighting but
without the heavy lunges and power
of the amazing mirrors I was hoping
to get a chance with, and as I got it
into the net I could see in the a fish
similar in size to my Yorkshire catch.
It was a good looking fish that hopefully one day will be worthy of a photo
but for me, those size of fish are not
what I’m here for so I quickly returned
it and got the rod back out. I must say
I regret a little not getting that picture
now but that’s that.
I was fishing towards a feature that
was in front of the swim next door but
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it was a difficult swim to get into
without blocking a footpath so I had
already decided that if I got down in
the daylight, I would dig out a pitch
for the groundhog and fish a more
direct line to the spot. It was probably
a couple of trips later that I was able
to do this and got a really nice pitch
sorted at the water’s edge. That
evening, the rod couldn’t have been in
for more than an hour and it roared off
in front of me. I still had my waders on
so slipped in and made contact. It felt
wrong and I could tell the line was at
a completely different angle from the
fish. Within a few more seconds the
rod pinged straight and that was the
last action I have had! I should have
kept fishing from next door and went
on to do this before the use of bait
boats saw another angler fishing the
spot from the far bank, so I had to look
elsewhere.
I had January off mainly due to
working at home again but I have to
say I didn’t miss those cold nights
and even managed a couple of day
trips for pike, catching a species I

haven’t targeted for over twenty
years! I’m back again now and have
until end of March to get a decent fish
from the place. It’s a tall order but I
keep imagining one of those dark mirrors on the mat, willing it to happen.
My job is changing then and I’ll be

working back in the north so will be
very sad to say goodbye to the Cambridgeshire carp scene, which could
have kept me going for a lifetime but
as you might have gathered my fishing comes second to a few other
things in life. n

Notice my wading stick – now being used to hoist myself out.

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st June 2021.

Good luck!

CARPING RE-CUT

Jim Shelley

Jim Shelley is the UK’s most prolific hunter of big
carp. He is a carp fishing force of nature and no carp
can withstand his pursuit for long. He has carved
out a career in carp fishing with an iron will and
perspiration, and this book is the physical
embodiment of that drive. Every single word is
testament to the fact that Jim won’t ever give up. He
taught himself to write so that he could genuinely
say that he’d written this huge book unaided. That is
just what he has done too.
Inside you’ll find the truth… the whole truth.
Nothing has been airbrushed and at times Carping
Re-Cut can make for uncomfortable reading. It’s
gritty, it deals with difficult situations that Jim found
himself on and off the bank. Let’s not forget,
throughout a portion of this book, Jim’s wife Jane
battled with cancer and if the strain took its toll,
then Jim has written about the consequences, and
left nothing out! Carping Re-Cut tells the story of a
man driven to catch the biggest and best carp out
there. There are colourful and touching moments
along the way and of course, there are the fish! This
book holds beautiful images of many of the fish that
captured the hearts of carp men throughout the last
decade or so. Eventually, Jim worked out how to
catch them all, and the way that he did it is laid bare
here for you to read.
So, join Jim on a journey that starts in ‘bandit
country’ near Heathrow, passes east through
Cambridgshire and Norfolk before swinging back via
Royal Berkshire, and plunging deep into the jungle
that is the mysterious Colnemere, as Jim searches for
the ultimate prize, the Black Mirror. One thing’s for
sure, it won’t be dull!
At last the long awaited second book from carp
fishing’s No.1 angler is available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications. Carping Re-Cut is the
follow up to Jim’s highly successful first book
Carping Un Cut and is a mammoth size publication
containing over 400 beautiful colour plates, exclusive
stories and an incredible amount of huge carp from
waters far and wide. Jim always was a great carp
angler but over the past few seasons he has evolved

into the ultimate catching machine. Water after
water, target after target and record after record have
fallen to this sometimes controversial angler,
nevertheless no one can deny his ability and no carp
is uncatchable once Jim sets his mind to it. Jim’s first
book was a great read and it’s sometimes hard for an
author to match the quality of his first book,
however this is not the case with Carping Re-Cut.
This book is a revelation and no carp angler of any
ability, age or status should miss out on what is
definitely the book of the decade from the world’s
greatest carp angler.
PRICE £34.99
CHEAP POSTAGE £4.99 UK £15 EUROPE

Call: 01252 373658
Or order online www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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AWinter Hatrick
By Jamie Mann

U

nlike many anglers I
actually love winter
f i s h i n g. Q u i e t e r
banks, sometimes
empty, and if you’re
in tune with the
venue you’ll know the areas Carp like
to shoal up at this time of year, making location easy. The tricky bit is
keeping them feeding and that’s
where the introduction of a good
quality bait comes in.
For many years I’ve used maggots
to good effect, but nowadays nearly
everyone’s on them, some filling it in
by the gallon, unfortunately leading to
many venues banning them. I’ll still
use them in some form if I think it’s an
edge, but I much prefer the combination of good quality boilies, or in my
case Steamies and a matching
groundbait.
Groundbait is so versatile, and has
been a massive edge for me for over
30 years, I can’t believe how underused it is. One of the great things is
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it’s very hard to overfeed with it, and
it works into the silt keeping them
rooting around for hours. It’s also
incredibly instant and can also draw

fish down from their comfort layers,
when otherwise they may have been
sitting above my trap all day without
interest. When it comes to solid food
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items (Steamies), I have a golden rule
in winter which is whenever I know
there’s a warm front coming I’ll put
them in, whole and chops in whatever
quantity I deem correct depending
how many Carp I believe are in the
area, and also when I hope to get
back there again. When I know temps
are dropping I’ll use mainly groundbait and just a few chops. I certainly
don’t want any bait being left and
maybe rotting when they’re not having it. I’ve found that a water temp of
3.5 degrees Celsius will switch them
off massively, although I think it’s
important to keep bait going in at this
time of year, because I believe it
keeps their metabolism ticking over
otherwise they could switch off completely and become very difficult to
catch.
Anyway, here’s a tale of a recent
quick trip where thankfully everything came together.
I’m quite fortunate as one of my
Syndicates is only 15 minutes from
my office, so even if I’m not fishing I
can still pop by to keep some bait
going in a couple of spots.
The spots in question hold the bulk
of Carp in winter and are at either end

of the Lake. Both areas are heavily
laden with snags and I’ve been applying bait regularly using Pinacolada
Steamies and coconut groundbait,
but I’d not had a chance to fish for a
few weeks which has been very frustrating.
I remember it was a Thursday
evening and the weather had been
milder for a few days, I was sat reading through my emails and opened
my job sheet for work the next day. As
a service engineer I’m out on the road
a lot and when I looked at the jobs I
thought to myself, if I start early I
could probably free up a couple of
hours, nip to the lake, hopefully bag
one then get back to work and finish
my jobs.
So next morning I was up ultraearly! Sorted the kids out with breakfast etc, quick kiss goodbye and out
the door gunning it to my first job. I
wasn’t hanging around and ploughed
through them rapidly thankfully not
hitting any major problems or traffic
to slow me down. I arrived at the Lake
around 11.30 and threw my rods, bait
and a few bits in the Carp cradle and
off I went full of anticipation.
When I got to the swim I quickly

set up the rods and got everything
else ready to go, buzzers, net etc, but
didn’t cast out as I wanted to go
round and bait up. The area I was
fishing was towards an out of bounds
zone with a large bushy/snaggy area
to the left at approximately 35 yards,
there’s then a small channel around 8
yards across which leads to a dot
island.
By walking around the back not
only could I get a good look at how
many fish were hiding in the area,
but also put bait out far more quietly
and with a better spread to try and
lead them out from their snaggy lair.
It was looking good, I counted 12
Carp, and thought there must be
more hiding under the snags! Knowing I’d recently baited the spot I didn’t
need to go mad, so I quietly put out a
few small pinches of groundbait and
2 0 S t e a m i e s o n e a t a t i m e, a n d
stealthily retreated back to my swim.
Once back I went about getting the
rods out! I’m a firm believer of using
light leads in winter because in my
e x p e r i e n c e t h e y ’r e m o r e e a s i l y
spooked at this time of year. So my
rigs consisted of a one ounce flat pear
lead and lead clip, (I prefer this to a
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helicopter set up for personal reasons)
7 inch coated rig 1 & 1/2 inches
stripped with a large blob of putty on
the join, a size 6 hook with a Pinacolada wafter glugged in Rocket Fuel
tied to a ring so that it sat above the
hook for concealment.
Then it was a question of hopefully
hitting the spots first time for the least
possible disturbance, especially as I
was fishing 2 rods pretty close to
each other.
With no skill on my part I fluked the
first cast and it landed bang on, a few
inches off the bush....touch! Tip
under, gently sink the line, back-lead
on, rod in rest, spool locked up, bobbin on, switch on the Nev....lovely!!
The second rod to the side of the dot
island took 3 casts, which to be fair
was still good going for an awkward
cast. There’s a 3 rod allowance in
winter, so I usually place the 3rd rod
somewhere a bit random in an area
they’re not used to being caught
from. It’s caught me a few better fish
in the past, so that’s what I did this
time and put it to a small feature on
the far bank to my right with a single
hookbait.
All set, buzzing with confidence
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despite the fact the water was still
pretty cold reading 5.1 degrees,
which meant that it was probably 4.1
degrees at the depth I was fishing.
Gotta be in it to win it though.
I poured a hot coffee from the flask
and sat back to take in the scenery
and watch nature going about its
business. I pondered how lucky I am
to still have a passion for angling and
appreciate every minute I spend
bankside.
As I sat alone with my thoughts I
was rudely interrupted by 2 bleeps of
the Neville and a rod tremor which is
all you get when locked up, so I was
quickly on it and swept the rod round
to my right. I love that feeling of contact you can’t beat it, and the rod took
on its battle curve. I carefully steered
it away from danger and into open
water, where it fought quite well for 5
or so minutes, before I guided it over
the waiting net. Happy days, that
didn’t take long I thought to myself.
I left it in the net and went about
setting up the camera for self takes
and considered popping the hook out
to get the rod back on the spot. However I quickly dismissed the idea as I
felt it was a bit risky fishing a snaggy

area whilst taking pics. I’d rather be
fully focused and sitting by the Rod.
It was a nice clean Mirror, nearly a
Leather and went 27.2lb
Pics done I gently slipped her back
and actually considered packing up
to get back to work, but greed got the
better of me and I thought another
might be on the cards if I got really
lucky.
I tied on a fresh Pinacolada wafter,
and amazingly hit the spot first time
again! I put my luck down to saluting
a single Magpie that kept landing
nearby to see what was going on and
looking for any freebies.
I sat down and sipped what was
left of my coffee instantly spitting it
out as it was stone cold, so poured a
fresh one and thought to myself “I’d
better give the Magpie a bit of bait”
as I reckoned I owed it some. I scattered a few chopped Steamies and 5
minutes later it swooped in and
started eating them.
I was watching him go about his
business with a Squirrel lurking
nearby also hoping to get in on the
action, when I heard the Neville beeping again on the recast rod. I was on
it in a flash and again swept the rod
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round to the right, but this one was
being stubborn and I couldn’t lead it
away immediately, so I just held firm
and let it plod around the edge of the
snags until the rod started to come
back to me and I began to gain line
steering it towards the safety of open
water.
A brief fight, and it was soon coming towards the net and I could see it
was a gorgeous looking Scaly Mirror
with an orange coloured belly.
She weighed 25.14 and I proudly
held her aloft for a few pictures, she
really lit up what was a cold and
gloomy winter’s day.
Once she’d been returned I sat
down feeling very pleased with
myself and considered what to do? I’d
bagged two good 20’s but still had an
hour or so before I had to leave.
As I sat thinking the rod fished to
the dot island gave a couple of bleeps
and I was away again!!! I couldn’t
believe it, this would be a great result
in summer let alone winter. I soon had
it ready for the net, then realised I
hadn’t even had time to reset it so

pushed the frame into the water and
held it open with my fingers which
went remarkably well, and I popped
the fish in first time. That Magpie was
going to be left a banquet after this!
It was a nice chunky Common of
26.lbs. Pics done I slipped her back
and I knew at that point it was time to
leave. I still had time, but in all honesty I was knackered. I’m no spring
chicken anymore and all the crouching for self takes had really taken it
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out of me, plus it was a bit of an uphill
trek to the Van and I still had jobs to
do.
A Winter hat trick of good 20’s and
of all different varieties. I was a very
happy chappy indeed and left the
lucky Magpie a good few chopped
Steamies, and a few for the Squirrel
then went back off to work with that
warm glowing buzz that only a fisherman could understand.
Tight lines all. n
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O

ver the last few
months and with
fishing restricted to
local travel and days
o n l y, d u e t o t h e
unsurety of Covid19, it has been very hard to find the
motivation to get out fishing. Unfortunately, where we live, we are limited
to only a couple of venues and being
they hold very little in the way of big
Carp, it felt like we were going
through the motions when we did
manage to venture out.
On the bright side, one thing it has
got me doing was thinking back to
past captures and venues that I
haven’t been to for a while.
One of those, is a small intimate
reservoir in East Devon, which out of
respect for the anglers that fish there
I will not name.
I first heard about this venue many
years ago and finally, in September
2017, decided to buy a season ticket.
With the first trip planned for the end
of September and with 5 nights at my
disposal, I was very much looking forward to a new adventure.
The biggest problem from the
rumours I had heard, was going to be
finding the venue, with stories of it
taking people hours to find and some
even giving up on their quest. Surely,
we thought, this was an exaggeration, but not to disappoint and nearing the location after a 45 minute
drive, a 2 hour battle endured. Just as
we were giving up hope, we eventually came across a small, wooden
delapitated sign covered in gorse
bushes that was barely visible and
pulled into a car park in the middle of
nowhere.
Emma had come along with me
just to stay for the first few nights, so
I left her looking after the gear in the
car, whilst I made my way, into the
unknown, down a fairly steep, long
winding and tree rooted muddy path,
thinking to myself what a nightmare
it was going to be to barrow the gear
up and down.
Having never seen the lake in the
flesh, I finally stepped through a gate
and upon seeing the first sign of
water adorned in lily pads (which
turned out to be the shallows), I knew
I wasn’t going to be disappointed. I
had finally found ‘The Hidden Gem’.
Tranquil, as well as breathtaking
and boasting nature at its best, it certainly ticked all the boxes for me.
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin
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After doing a quick lap of the lake and
speaking to a couple of pleasure
angler’s, who told me there was a
newer car park (which finding yet
again is a story in itself) I made my
way back up the path to Emma and
the car.
After pulling into the new car park
and with my brain having gone into
overdrive, I was ready to take on this
new exciting challenge.
The lake is approximately 4 acres,
with stocks at the time being
between 30 - 50 fish up to a weight of
38lb. These fish “are the original old
style fish with a really dark complexion and large scales” and certainly
from the pictures I had seen, ones you
would dearly love to have in your
album.
The lake itself is pretty uniform on
the bottom with depths from a few
feet to over 20 feet by the dam wall.
I decided on a swim called ‘Concrete’ which was the second from the
shallows. My choice was limited, due
to the lake being nearly full, but I was
happy with my final decision.
Although, the swim had very little
water, it just seemed to scream ‘Carp’,
with far margin snags and an old river
bed midway across, that one of the
locals told me about.
The water was a two rod limit and
at that time I was a Team Member for
Urban Baits, so Nutcracker was going
to be my bait for the session. On one
rod, I opted for a Dumbell Bottom Bait
and the other a Frozen 15mm Bottom
Bait glugged in matching Liquid
dipped in Liver Powder.
With Emma not fishing on this trip
and with the rods cast, we sat back to
enjoy some much needed food and
refreshments as we soaked up the
serenity of the venue.
Those that know me will know that
even after nearly forty years of fishing,
I still struggle to sleep on the bank,
partly due to the fact that I like to
watch and listen throughout the
hours of darkness for any signs or
shows of fish, as even the smallest of
indication can help you build a picture of the Carps routines and patrol
routes, as well as reactions to weather
changes, but also partly excitement.
Tonight would be no different .
Unfortunately, not only that night
but the next few days went by in a
flash and with no fish caught around
the lake and no real signs, apart from
a couple crashing out in the out of
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bounds area, the lake was definitely
living up to its reputation of being a
hard water.
With Emma having to return home
that afternoon and with me having
two nights left at my disposal, I was
still confident I was in with a chance.
Being a Sunday afternoon the lake
was a lot quieter with only four of us
left on the bank for the night. After
pulling my rods in and saying goodbye to Emma, I went back to my swim
and got my rods back out onto the
spots with twenty or so freebies over
both.
I sat back watching the world go by
and was almost in a daze when my
left hand rod burst into life. Even
though I hadn’t managed to catch a
glimpse yet, I knew it was a half
decent fish, by the fact that it was
hugging the bottom, swimming back
and forth. After a very nervy battle, my
first fish from this venue was in the
net, a moment I always cherish and
after the work I’d put in, extremely
rewarding.
Peering into the net I could see a
beautiful, dark chestnut ‘Mirror’ Carp
looking at me, which I knew instantly
was over the 20lb mark. After getting
all the slings and mats sorted and
wetted down, I lifted my capture out
of its watery home. Straightaway I
realised my low twenty prediction
was wrong; this beauty weighed a
tonne, either that or I was getting old.
With anticipation, I watched as the
needle flicked straight past the 20lb
mark to finally settle on 30lb 12oz. To
say I was ecstatic would be a massive
understatement. To catch from this
place would have been enough, but to
catch a 30 pounder, which was confirmed by a bailiff to be nearly 40
years old and one of the ‘A Team’, on
my first trip, was a dream come true.
With Emma gone and buzzing with
excitement, I managed to rope in an
elderly couple walking their dog to
take some pictures for me. It’s amazing the fascination the majority of non
anglers have when seeing our captures and the couple later told me
they had walked here for over twenty
years and had never seen a fish on the
bank and didn’t even know carp grew
that big.
With the photos done, I finally got
round to redoing the rod and sat back,
still on cloud nine. The rest of the session, sadly passed by uneventfully,
but how could I complain with my
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account well and truly opened.
My next trip would be a 48 hour
session, mid October. Things had
changed a little for me, as during that
short time of returning home from my
first trip, I had joined DNA Baits as a
Team Member. The lake yet again
was fairly busy on my arrival and I
finally settled in a swim known as
‘Signpost’ . This certainly gave me a
lot more water than on my previous
trip’, but with everyone else casting
to the middle, I decided on an overhanging tree to a margin on my right
and a lovely spot along my left hand
margin. Armed with DNA S7 Bottom
Bait on one and a DNA S7 Corker Pop
Up on the other, with matching Castaway PVA Mesh Bag glugged in the
S7 Hydro Spod Liquid, out went the
rods.
This was a very quiet trip with very
challenging, changeable weather and
with no fish coming out around the
lake and only a few hours left, I was
surprised when my right hand rod
was away. After 15 minutes of this
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fish trying everything it possibly
could to avoid capture, I finally got my
first sighting in the clear water and
could see this was again another very
good fish, high twenties, possibly
thirty when suddenly disaster
struck…. and just like that the fish
was gone, with the culprit being an
opened up ‘Fox’ hook.
Later that afternoon with the car
loaded, I set off on my journey home,
gutted but not undeterred!
With Christmas fast approaching
and a very full diary, my final trip of
the year here, was the beginning of
November. With the onset of Winter in
full flow, I decided after a walk
around, to set up in a swim known as
‘Kimberley’s’. Being in the deeper
water and with very cold nights predicted, it seemed like a good starting
point for the next 96 hours ahead of
me, with no visible signs of fish on
arrival.
Even though DNA Baits S7 is an all
yeround bait, I wanted to try something a little different and after a chat
with Paul at DNA, he put me on to
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The Switch, which is completely different to any Bait I’d ever used.
Knowing DNA’s passion for ‘Quality’ ,
Paul’s words were more than enough
to convince me. So with both rods
armed with 15mm Freezer Baits
glugged in the matching Hydro Spod
Syrup, with a handful of freebies over
the top, I cast out onto spots found
with the Marker Float set up earlier in
the day.
That first night the weather was
horrendous with torrential rain and
strong winds, the sort that makes you
question your sanity, with every part
of your body feeling like ice. I’m pretty
glad that it was uneventful as once in
the sleeping bag I really didn’t want
to get out!
T h e f o l l o w i n g m o r n i n g, w i t h
renewed energy and a belly full of
porridge, I decided to redo the rods
with the plan to leave them on the
spots until the following day, unless I
had any pick ups or seen signs of fish
elsewhere which was highly unlikely
as the lake seemed void of life.
After another brew and chatting

with a guy named Nigel in the swim
next door, talk turned to the lakes
biggest residents and he told me that
the only reason he fished it was for a
Carp known as the ‘Big Common’
that he had been chasing for many
years. He was off later that afternoon
which meant there was only me and
one other angler on for the night. With
the temperatures dropping dramatically another cold night was on the
cards and as I looked out onto the
moonlit lake, watching the fireworks
in the distance my thoughts turned to
the conversation earlier that day. I
decided to get some sleep around half
three in the morning and woke up
with the sound of my alarm at six. Sat
watching the water with a much
needed coffee, looking out to the very
cold crisp morning, I started to wonder if it wasn’t going to be and that
my chances had passed for the year.
Just after 7am, my left hand rod let
out a couple of beeps and then with a
brief pause, sprung into action. Within
seconds of lifting into the fish, it felt
heavy, but knowing how deep the
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water was I wasn’t 100% and this creature definitely
used it to his advantage..
After a very lengthy battle and what I could see
through the mist, a lovely looking ‘Common’, started to
tire. I just prayed, that after my previous trip, that it
would be landed. Five minutes later it was over and
very relieved, I peered into the net and was met by a
pair of shoulders you could put a saddle on.... With
everything at the ready, apart from the camera equipment which I’d forgotten (school boy error), I lifted the
‘Common’ onto the mat. I instantly knew from the
weight that it was good, but only on pulling open the
sling did I know how good. Adorned with a very distinctive scale pattern, that Nigel had told me about just the
day before, I suddenly realised that, on only my third trip
I had managed to land the biggest fish in the lake
known as the ‘Big Common’ weighing in at 36lb 12oz.
Sometimes you will never know the true value of a
moment until it becomes a memory. Words can not
always do justice for times like this in your angling
career. And even though I followed it up with a cracking
little 14lb ‘Mirror’, I will leave 2017 here.
Three trips in total, with two 30lb plus ‘A Team’ members captured and documented, I certainly felt honoured to have had the pleasure of making their acquaintance.
Until next time. n
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?
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A team of ground engineers sank the first of almost 300 piles that will form the foundations
for the Colne Valley Viaduct. The viaduct will cross the GU canal at Harefield just below Broad‐
water Lock.
• The viaduct will carry the new high‐speed rail line for 3.4km across a series of lakes and wa‐
terways on the north west outskirts of London
• The viaduct is almost a kilometre longer than the Forth Rail Bridge and will carry trains trav‐
elling at speeds of up to 200mph
• The design was inspired by the flight of a stone skipping across the water, with a series of
elegant spans, some up to 80m long, carrying the railway around 10m above the surface of
the lakes, River Colne and Grand Union Canal
• The structure will be supported by 56 piers, with the widest spans reserved for where the
viaduct crosses the lakes, and narrower spans for the approaches. This design was chosen
to enable views across the landscape, minimise the viaduct’s footprint on the lakes and help
complement the natural surroundings
• Over the next year, engineers from HS2 Ltd’s main works contractor Align JV – a team made
up of Bouygues Travaux Publics, Sir Robert McAlpine, and VolkerFitzpatrick – will construct
292 piles under the ground to support the viaduct piers
• On top of each group of piles – some of which will go up to 55m into the ground – a concrete
pile cap will support the pier which will in turn support the full 6,000 tonne weight of the
bridge structure above. Instead of hammering the piles into the ground, holes will be bored
before being backfilled to create the pile
• The main deck of the viaduct will be built in sections at a temporary factory nearby before
being assembled from north to south
ROHAN PERIN HS2 Ltd Central 1 Project Client:
“The Colne Valley Viaduct will be one of HS2’s most iconic structures and it’s great to see
work now starting in earnest. I’d like to thank the whole team for the huge amount of work
they’ve done to get us to this point.”
Daniel Altier Project Director Align:
“I have no doubt that the viaduct will become one, if not the most striking element of HS2
phase 1 once complete. The way it will be constructed is going to be equally fascinating for
engineers young and old. The sections for the deck will be fabricated at our main construction
site to the west of London just inside the M25, and using a huge launching girder, the deck
will be formed from north to south, along the line of the route, thereby keeping unnecessary
construction traﬃc oﬀ the roads. I am delighted that today we have reached this important
milestone in the viaduct’s construction.”
The viaduct is almost a kilometre longer than the Forth Rail Bridge and will carry trains trav‐
elling at speeds of up to 200mph.
The design was inspired by the flight of a stone skipping across the water, with a series of
elegant spans, some up to 80m long, carrying the railway around 10m above the surface of
the lakes, River Colne and Grand Union Canal.
The structure will be supported by 56 piers, with the widest spans reserved for where the
viaduct crosses the lakes, and narrower spans for the approaches. This design was chosen to
enable views across the landscape, minimise the viaduct’s footprint on the lakes and help com‐
plement the natural surroundings.
Undated file handout artist's impression of an HS2 train on the Birmingham and Fazeley
viaduct, part of the proposed route for the HS2 high speed rail scheme. Britain is in talks with
China over giving Beijing's state‐owned railway builder a role.
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Environment Agency crackdown on illegal fishing:
52 illegal nets and traps seized
The Environment Agency cracks
down with enforcement action as
officers see an increase in the amount
of illegal fishing devices found along
East Anglian river banks. In just nine
months, from March 2020 to December 2020, 52 illegal fishing traps and
nets were retrieved. 26 were found in
Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire, 14
in Suffolk and Essex, and 12 in Norfolk. These figures show an increase
compared to 2019 where a total of 30
traps were seized across East Anglia
over the course of the whole year.
The illegal instruments trap eels,
crayfish, water voles, otters and
coarse fish. They are a significant risk
to wildlife and fish stocks.
Ian Hirst, Fisheries Team Leader for
Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire
said:
“Despite the pressures of Covid-19,
our commitment to protect wildlife
and the environment has not
changed. We continue to be out on
the ground checking licences, retrieving illegal traps and carrying out
intelligence-led patrols while observing social distancing rules.
“We would like to thank the members of the public who reported these
devices to our incident hotline number 0800 80 70 60. Also, a special
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thank you to the agencies and river
groups who have helped us recover
some of the illegal nets and traps. We
urge the public to report all sightings
of these instruments to our incident
hotline number so we can investigate.”
Lesley Robertson, Enforcement
Team Leader for Essex, Norfolk and
Suffolk said:
“Traps and nets can often be seen
from the river bank, and identified by

a rope tied to the bankside.
“We are very grateful to those who
report these illegal traps. Without that
information, illegal traps and nets
might still be there causing damage
to wildlife.
“We encourage the public to keep
their eyes peeled for any suspicious
fishing activities and to call us on our
incident hotline with details, or
Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.
“Our officers are regularly out
patrolling the river banks and we will
not hesitate to take enforcement
action where anglers are found to be
flouting the rules.”
There are strict rules when it
comes to trapping or fishing for crayfish, eels, salmon, sea trout, lamprey
and smelt.
You would need an Environment
Agency licence to do so - more
details here: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/permission-to-trap-crayfish-eels-elvers-salmon-and-seatrout.
All sightings of illegal nets or traps
need to be reported to 0800 807060 so
we can investigate. n
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Anglers demand more than simply counting
condoms in rivers clean-up
Anglers and river campaigners have
reacted with disappointment to
today’s ‘over-hyped’ announcement
from the government on the recommendations of their joint task force on
sewage discharges which promises
little more than counting pollution
incidents rather than doing anything
about them.
The DEFRA press notice proclaims:
“Water companies have agreed to
make real-time data on sewage discharges available at bathing sites all
year round, meaning surfers, swimmers and other water users can check
the latest information – especially
after heavy rainfall. Water companies
will also accelerate work to install
monitoring devices to create a complete picture of their activity by
2023.” Read press notice here
Whilst the Storm Overflows Taskforce, made up of Defra, the Environment Agency, Ofwat, Consumer
Council for Water, Blueprint for Water
and Water UK, has agreed to set a
long-term goal to eliminate harm from
storm overflows no timescale or plan
of action has been agreed.
Data already released show that
too many of our rivers are impacted
by pollution. In 2019 water companies
released raw sewage into local rivers
for more than 1.5 million hours. In
September 2020 data from the Environment Agency revealed that not a
single river in England achieved good
chemical status and only 14%
were classed as being of good
ecological status.
The now postponed The
Sewage (Inland Waters) Private
Members Bill, introduced by
Phillip Dunne MP, sought to
place a duty on water companies to ensure that untreated
sewage is not discharged into
rivers and other inland waters.
The Bill received strong back-

ing from environment groups and the
Angling Trust as part of their ‘Anglers
Against Pollution’ campaign.
Stuart Singleton-White, Head of
Campaigns at the Angling Trust said:
“Anglers are often the first people
to know when sewage pollution incidents occur and the Angling Trust
and Fish Legal spend a huge amount
of time and resources fighting this
threat to our rivers and taking polluters to court on behalf of our members. We are big supporters of the
Phillip Dunne Bill to prevent the discharge of untreated sewage and there
is no doubt that the water industry
needs to clean up its act.
“Laudable as these task force aspirations are they don’t mean an awful
lot without a massive increase in capital investment by the water companies to significantly increase capacity
at their treatment works so that they
can properly treat or store all effluent
even at times of heavy rainfalls. This
requires more than warm words. It
needs a sea change in attitude by
both the government and the industry
regulator Ofwat. You can’t clean up
our rivers on the cheap. They have to
release the investment that time and
again consumers have said they want
to see happen to deliver a better environment.”
Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust added:
“The commitment to publish real

time data on sewage discharges at a
handful of bathing water sites is all
very well but what about the hundreds of other rivers, including internationally significant chalk streams,
that are polluted every year by storm
overflows? This information is already
publicly available from water companies as we have demonstrated
through our use of Environmental
Information Regulations so let’s not
pretend that somehow its publication
is akin to the collapse of the Berlin
Wall.”
Angling Trust Ambassador and
rivers campaigner Feargal Sharkey
was equally sceptical saying:
“I had absolutely no expectations
whatsoever for DEFRA’s Sewage
Taskforce and I have not been disappointed.
“In 2019, on 200,000 separate occasions, water companies were dumping sewage into our rivers. We know
this for a fact. What we needed to see
from government was action - instead
what we got was simply more time to
count used sanitary products, human
waste, wet wipes and condoms sailing down our rivers.”
Fish Legal Solicitor Justin Neal
said:
“The water companies are already
under obligations to publish much of
this data. But as we know from
Ofwat’s investigation of Southern
Water a few years ago, we aren’t
always getting the real picture.
At the heart of the problem is
the Operator Self Monitoring
regime where the polluter
checks its own records. What
we need is a wholesale change
from the Environment Agency
and Defra. The time has come
for Ofwat and the EA to deliver
proper regulation which is a
whole lot more than an
accounting exercise.” n
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Angling Direct Delivers Major Boost to Angling Trust’s Get
Fishing Campaign with New Partnership Agreement
New collaboration will encourage
more people to give fishing a goCampaign raises awareness of the health
and wellbeing benefits of angling80
newly qualified Angling Direct
coaches to offer expert in-store
advice to new and existing anglers,
promoting wider participation
Angling Trust and Angling Direct
have today (January 29th, 2021)
announced a new partnership to
encourage more people to take up
angling for the first time or to get
back into the sport.
This exciting new partnership will
deliver major investment into bringing the health and wellbeing benefits
of fishing to a wider audience, across
all age groups.Angling Direct, the
UK’s largest specialist fishing tackle
and equipment retailer through its
network of 38 stores and leading
online presence, has entered into a
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new arrangement to support the
Angling Trust’s Get Fishing campaign, which aims to boost participation and encourage more anglers into
the community through coaching,
education and grass roots initiatives.Over the past year, the popularity of angling has increased significantly as people turn to the sport for
its health and wellbeing benefits.
This partnership will see the
Angling Trust’s Get Fishing campaign benefit from a massive expansion of its reach into both the angling

community - and importantly - a
brand new audience of people who
are keen to try fishing as one of the
safe activities that can be carried out
by families and friends together outdoors during lockdown.Widening
access to angling for everyone is one
of Angling Direct’s core values.
Since this latest lockdown period,
the Company has invested, along
with the Environment Agency
through fishing licence income, in
training 80 of its colleagues to
become Angling Trust qualified and
licenced angling coaches, empowering them to share their passion for
angling, whilst offering trusted advice
and support to more customers and
communities alike across the Group’s
stores.
These coaches will now form a vital
part of the Get Fishing initiative by
helping to deliver the very best
angling experience to new and existing anglers alike. Each year the
Angling Trust’s Get Fishing campaign introduces thousands of new
anglers to the sport, encourages
returning anglers to get back into
fishing and focuses on establishing a
lifelong angling habit, with all its
associated benefits.
The investment provided by
Angling Direct will strengthen the
programmes run in association with
the Environment Agency, by expanding a whole range of participation initiatives.Angling Trust CEO Jamie
Cook commented:“The boom in participation and publicity around fishing and corresponding spike in participation numbers has been reflected
not only by sales of over 100,000 new
fishing licences, we’ve also seen a
massive increase in angling’s visibility in media, social media and numbers on the bank. Fishing is now
known to be an ideal way to enjoy the
outdoors safely, within Government
guidelines.
We are delighted to have partnered
with Angling Direct to progress and
expand our existing plans and initiate
exciting new projects that will help
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snowball this new growth in the sport
so that many more people ‘Get Fishing’!”Andy Torrance, CEO at Angling
Direct added:“Bringing the joys of
angling to as many people as possible
has formed the DNA of Angling
Direct’s core purpose since the Company was founded.
We are therefore pleased to be partnering with the Angling Trust to help
further these values by widening participation and promoting the many
health and wellbeing benefits of fishing to a broader community.
As the leading omni-channel fishing tackle retailer in the UK, we
already have some of the most passionate angling colleagues in the
country and indeed have so far given
away over 12,000 free angling starter
kits to young people.
Thanks to our investment and
training programme which has
enabled 80 of them to become qualified angling coaches, they will now
be able to inspire even more people to
discover the benefits of fishing.
”Coach bursaries are to be funded
equally by the Environment Agency
Angling Improvement Fund and
Angling Direct.
Several hundred coaching sessions
will be delivered by Angling Trust
staff as a result of this investment in
the Get Fishing campaign.
This will mean Angling Direct
stores become the go-to place for surrounding communities to learn how
to get the most out of the fishing near
to home – ideal for beginners and
returners to find bespoke “local
knowledge”, catch more fish and get
a lifetime full of fantastic angling
adventures. n
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Environment Agency invests £48 million
in projects to benefit fishing
• 2019-20 rod licence sales generated
£20m for fisheries and angling communities across
• England Crack down on illegal fishing saw 1,611 successful prosecutions and £286,000 in penalties
issued
• 162 fisheries improvement projects
underway between 2019 and 2020
The Environment Agency invested
over £48 million in projects to
enhance fisheries and make improvements for anglers, angling facilities
and the environment during 2019-20.
The EA’s Annual Fisheries Report ,
published today (15 January), shows
that over £20 million was raised from
rod licence sales, with almost a million (940,974) fishing licences sold
between 1 April 2019 and 31 March
2020. This was supplemented by partner contributions and additional government funding, allowing the EA to
spend over £48 million to support the
management of fisheries.
Environment Agency fisheries staff
also used rod licence income to work
with the Angling Trust and the police
to educate anglers, enforce fisheries
law and protect the sport for those
who want to fish safely and legally.
This resulted in 1,611 successful
prosecutions and over £285,900 in
penalties against people committing
angling offences, demonstrating that
angling crime doesn’t pay.

Fishing licence sales have also
allowed EA fisheries officers to save
thousands of fish and helped protect
hundreds of fisheries. In 2019-20, the
agency attended 309 reported incidents of dead fish or fish in distress.
When responding to incidents,
trained officers collect evidence for
prosecution and where possible help
mitigate impacts of both natural and
preventable incidents.
Kevin Austin, Deputy Director for
Fisheries at the Environment Agency,
said:
“Income from fishing licence sales
is used to fund vital work to improve
and protect our fisheries and muchloved fish species. Our new Annual
Fisheries Report shows how income
generated is invested directly back
into our angling community, improving fish stocks, boosting opportunities for anglers as well as working
with partners to make it easier for
anyone to take up fishing.
“When you buy a licence, you are
supporting important work by the EA,

Angling Trust says no to
damming the River Severn

The Angling Trust has put its weight behind calls for the Environment Agency
and Shropshire Council to drop its proposal to install a dam on the River Severn
near Shrewsbury. n

i n c l u d i n g r e s t o c k i n g, f i s h e r i e s
enforcement, habitat improvement
and fish rescues when needed.”
The report shows that in 2019-20,
licence sales funded:
• In-depth monitoring of fish stocks,
with EA teams conducting 1,521
fisheries surveys to assess fish
stocks and the health of waters
across England
• Over 40,000 people encouraged to
try fishing for the first time at 1,525
angling participation events
• Installation of 58 fish passes and
the improvement of 515km of rivers
providing habitat for all fish to
thrive
• The enhancement and improved
access to 185 hectares of stillwater
fisheries
• 27 projects to protect fisheries from
predation from otters and cormorants through the Angling
Improvement Fund (AIF)
• 135 projects to improve and
enhance fisheries via our Fisheries
Improvement Programme (FIP)
• Collaborative work with over 2,000
partners (including the Angling
Trust, Wild Trout Trust, local rivers
trusts, land owners and angling
clubs)
• The supply and stocking of more
than half a million coarse fish
including roach, dace, chub, barbel,
tench, rudd, common bream and
grayling. These fish are essential in
helping to develop fisheries and for
waters impacted by major pollution
incidents.
Annual fishing licences are available from only £30. Anglers under 16
can fish for free and concessions are
also available. As well as being a legal
requirement, purchasing a fishing
licence contributes to the enhancement of rivers and lakes across England and supports participation
events which helps angling become
more accessible to everyone.
To enjoy fishing and make sure you
fish legally go to www.gov.uk/fishinglicences to find out more. n
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Hoveton Great Broad fish barriers
– the shambles continues
The campaign to save freshwater fish
from elimination in Norfolk’s Hoveton
Great Broad has taken a bizarre new
twist with one government regulator
threatening action against another.
Natural England (NE) is now facing
the prospect of enforcement action by
its one-time partners at the Environment Agency (EA), prompting
Angling Trust & Fish Legal CEO
Jamie Cook to write to NE chairman
Tony Juniper in a bid to ‘bang a few
heads together and make them
understand that healthy fish stocks
matter.’
Last year, leading fisheries scientists and angling representatives
sought help from Angling Trust and
Fish Legal to contest the ‘environmentally disastrous’ decision by the
Environment Agency in East Anglia
to grant Natural England a permit to
block off the major spawning site for
fish at Hoveton Great Broad as part of
a ‘bio-manipulation’ plan to combat
turbidity and promote better weed
growth. This was despite formal
objections from the EA’s own fisheries staff backed up by seven years’
worth of fish surveys, studies and tagging costing more than £250,000 of
rod licence and taxpayers’ money.
Natural England blamed the
increased turbidity on the presence of
fish in Hoveton Great Broad when in
fact the accompanying eutrophication is primarily caused by years of
sewage and agricultural discharges
into the River Bure system. Prolific
shoals of bream and coarse fish were
present long before turbidity became
an issue and studies have shown that
Hoveton Great Broad is the primary
spawning site for bream and other
coarse fish species upon which the
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£100m angling tourism economy of the Norfolk Broads
depends.
Acting on behalf of the local
Broads Angling Services
Group solicitors at Fish Legal
mounted a successful judicial
review, winning the first round
when the Environment
Agency conceded that the
public consultation was
“unfair and unlawful… as evidenced by the failure to place relevant information, including the objections from Environment Agency fishery staff, in the public domain.”
Rather than taking heed of the judicial review as a warning, Natural England proceeded to erect two additional fish barriers without permits in
the Norfolk Broads at Hudson’s Marsh
and Gravel Dyke without flood risk
permits. The Environment Agency is
now actively considering enforcement action against Natural England
and have confirmed that the matter
has been passed to their enforcement
team to investigate further.
Solicitor Justin Neal from Fish
Legal said:
“The bio-manipulation project at
Hoveton Great Broad has been a
mess from the start. In 2014, Natural
England said in its environmental
statement that it would not go ahead
with the scheme if the EA fisheries
team objected to the proposal. Unsurprisingly, the fisheries team’s view
was that the scheme was environmentally disastrous and a bad idea for
fish. But their concerns were suppressed and only after Freedom of
Information requests did the EA
reveal the truth.
“The permit for the barriers was

granted by the EA in July 2020 but it
has now been quashed following our
judicial review proceedings. In the
light of all of this it is nothing short of
extraordinary to learn that Natural
England have installed two more of
these fish barriers without bothering
to seek consent.”
Jamie Cook, Angling Trust & Fish
Legal CEO, said:
“Although I’ve been in my current
role for less than a year it’s been long
enough for me to realise that there are
some real issues with Natural England’s attitude to fish and fishing.
They clearly have a problem with
carp, which have been present in our
waters for hundreds of years, and now
they want to destroy a prime spawning site for bream and other coarse
fish in the Norfolk Broads. It’s almost
as if our national wildlife regulator has
discounted fish stocks as unimportant when in fact they are a key indicator of properly functioning eco-systems.
“I’m calling on the Environment
Agency to use their full enforcement
powers to require the immediate
removal of these unauthorised fish
barriers. I shall also be seeking a
meeting with Natural England’s
Chairman Tony Juniper and ask him
to bang a few heads together in his
organisation and make them understand that healthy fish stocks matter.”
Ke l v i n A l l e n f r o m t h e B r o a d s
Angling Services Group (BASG)
added:
“It is disappointing to see a body
charged with protecting our wildlife
acting in this way. Natural England
seem obsessed in restoring the
eutrophic broads back into something it never was. We have
attempted many times to find compromise with Natural England on this
matter and we can only hope that discussions between their chairman and
the Angling Trust may see common
sense prevailing.” n
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Wildlife groups back anglers in bid to save
fishing at Sevenoaks Wildlife Reserve
Moves to ban fishing at four popular
lakes in Kent’s Darent Valley have
been met with strong opposition from
an array of angling and wildlife
groups.Last week, the Kent Wildlife
Trust (KWT) informed Bromley & District Angling Society (BDAS) that they
wanted all angling to cease at Bradbourne Lakes on the Sevenoaks
Wildlife Reserve with effect from
March 15th, 2021.Members of the
Society have fished the water-filled
gravel pits and the River Darent since
1948.
They have improved and cared for
the site for over 70 years turning it
from barren holes in the ground to an
ecologically diverse amenity rich in
wildlife and habitat.
BDAS members worked together in
partnership with the local birdwatching community on habitat improvement and site management but have
now been given two months’ notice
to leave for no good reason.This has
prompted a strong response from not
only angling’s national governing
body – the Angling Trust and Fish
Legal - but from groups representing
bird watchers and beaver and otter
conservation along with the former
warden of the site.
The eviction of this well respected
and long-standing angling club is all
the more surprising since it was
announced by Kent Wildlife Trust on
January 19th without waiting for the
results of their public consultation
seeking ‘local views on the future of
the site’ which doesn’t end until
February 7th.In an email to BDAS, the
CEO of Kent Wildlife Trust claims that
fishing does not fit with their vision of
a ‘Wilder Kent’.
However, they are proposing a
major development of the reserve
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including an enlarged visitor
centre and the construction of
an area for coach parking.KWT
s t a t e s : “A t S e v e n o a k s o u r
vision is for an abundance of
dragonflies, caddisflies, and
other aquatic animals making
their homes in the bankside
vegetation and in the varying
styles of lakes and pools.
In turn, this will provide food
and shelter for a wide range of
birds and new species such as
otter and beaver.”They provide no
evidence to explain why angling is
incompatible with any of these objectives which has triggered other
wildlife groups to rally in support of
finding a way forward to allow
angling to continue on the site.James
Wallace, Chief Executive of the
Beaver Trust, said:
” A n g l i n g, b e a v e r s a n d n a t u r e
restoration are compatible.
Native beavers, otters, fish, insects,
birds and other wetland species coevolved and lived in harmony for millennia in Britain.
Beaver Trust helps stakeholders
from anglers and farmers to birdwatchers and conservationists to
make space for nature and people.
We hope that exciting projects like
the Sevenoaks Wildlife Reserve will
find a compromise where different
interest groups and activities, including angling, can be accommodated.
”Chris Couch, from Sevenoaks
Birdwatchers Action Group,
added:“The angling club have been
an asset to this reserve for 70 years,
keeping their swims clear and allowing the general public to access the
sides of the lakes, making sure that
fish stocks are good, which in turn
attracts wildlife like kingfishers,

herons and grebes.
They have also acted as wardens
helping to make sure there are no
unwelcome visitors that might cause
trouble.
Do the new heads of the Trust not
know that fishermen, bird watchers
and wildlife go hand in hand?”Dave
Webb, UK Wild Otter Trust Founder,
said:“UKWOT were dismayed to hear
that fishing at this historic club lake
was to be ended.
We totally refute the idea that
angling, otters, beavers and other
wildlife are unable to coexist.
We would therefore call upon the
Kent Wildlife Trust to seriously reconsider their position concerning the
proposed plans, and to allow anglers
and others to enjoy and maintain this
area for wildlife as they have previously.”BDAS has enlisted the professional help of Angling Trust in their
bid to save the fishing at Sevenoaks
and a solicitors letter from Fish Legal
has been sent to the KWT challenging
their decision and pointing out that
the Society holds a licence which
runs to March 31st, 2024 and seeking
discussions with KWT on a sensible
way forward.
It concludes:”We have accordingly
advised The Club that the purported
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termination of their licence is not
effective.
They will therefore be paying their
rent on the next rent-day to KWT in
accordance with the terms of their
licence.
It is their current intention to continue to fish at Bradbourne Lakes
until 31 March 2024, however they
would welcome a constructive discussion with you at any time bearing
in mind the longer-term stated aims
of KWT contained in your letter.” In
the meantime, the Angling Trust has
begun mobilising high level support
for the campaign to save fishing at
Sevenoaks Wildlife Reserve and has
already secured a commitment for the
matter to be raised in Parliament.Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust, said:“In common with
other wildlife and conservation
groups we are disappointed at the
absurd and high handed approach
taken by the current management of
Kent Wildlife Trust towards the people
who have a track record of 70 years
environmental stewardship of this
wonderful site.
Angling and wildlife conservation
go hand in hand, as many other
Wildlife Trusts who offer fishing on
their sites have recognised.
We are hopeful for an outbreak of
common sense in Kent without us
having to escalate this issue any further.”Dennis Puttock, Secretary of
BDAS, added:“Our members are distressed and appalled by the treatment
they have received from Kent Wildlife
Trust after 70 years of nurturing and
caring for this site.
Their misguided anti-angling
agenda is a slap in the face to our volunteers and to all the local families
who value this peaceful oasis where
generations of children have learnt to
fish and to appreciate nature and the
local wildlife.” n

A Flying Start in 2021!
Thanks For Your Support
The first month of 2021 has not been without its challenges, but thanks to your
support we have been able to continue the fight for our fish and fishing. Yet again
we managed to secure guidelines for anglers to fish safely, locally and responsibly, allowing you to enjoy the sport you love, despite yet another National Lockdown.
On the campaign trail we have experienced setbacks in our fight for cleaner
waters as the Sewage (Inland Waters) Bill was cancelled. Your support has never
been more vital and we are determined to stand up for our fish through Anglers
Against Pollution. Please pledge your support by and sharing your photos of pollution on social media using the hashtag #anglersagainstpollution.
If you are not yet a member of the Angling Trust, please consider joining and
help us continue to fight for our fish and fishing into 2021 and the years that follow. You can - and you may be entitled to a free gift! n

Supporter Spotlight

Carpy Humour

Since Anglers Against Pollution launched last year we have been overwhelmed
by your support. We chatted with Rachael Bell from County Durham about what
inspired her to do a litter pick along the River Wear and why she believes supporting Anglers Against Pollution is so important. n
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Angling Trust submits case for removal of travel
restrictions and a resumption in match and night
fishing when lockdown is eased
For the fourth time in ten months, the
Angling Trust is making a detailed
submission to Government outlining
the case for angling. This time, as
Ministers meet to consider which
Covid restrictions to ease, the Trust is
pressing for the resumption of competition and night fishing as long as
guidelines are followed.
Currently, angling is only permitted
as part of ‘daily exercise’ and can only
take place ‘locally’. No organised
recreational activities can take place
and fishing through the night risks
incurring hefty fines.
In their submission to both the
Department of Digital, Culture, Media
& Sport and the Cabinet Office, entitled Fishing out of Lockdown, the
Trust states:
We need to move as quickly as possible to opening up safe outdoor
recreation along the lines of last summer in order to deliver health, wellbeing, social and economic benefits.
Our preference is for a national system but should the Government
decide to retain a tiered system of
restrictions the Angling Trust has
appropriate guidelines in place to
drive compliance.
The key benefits claimed for
angling during the pandemic include:
• being a largely solitary sport where
social distancing occurs naturally
• proven benefits for mental health
and physical well-being
• angling appeals to people of all
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ages and backgrounds and
engages able-bodied and disabled
participants alike
• evidence that non-contact outdoor
activities will not increase infection
rates
• a reduction in pressure on other
public open spaces.
The paper also highlights the economic benefits of allowing angling to
continue:
The decision by Ministers not to
place unnecessary restrictions on
angling has undoubtedly protected
the £4bn a year angling trade which
supports up to 40,000 jobs in the UK.
In fact, since May last year there has
been a near 20% increase in rod
licence sales, significant rises in
angling club membership and a corresponding boost in sales of fishing
tackle, outdoor clothing and ancillary
products. This has been welcome

news indeed at a time when many
other businesses are facing financial
ruin.
The four key areas where the Trust
is seeking changes are:
• the resumption of socially distanced match fishing to Covid
Guidelines
• the return to ‘outdoor recreation
without time limit’ to allow night
fishing
• an end to the current travel restrictions for outdoor recreation
• the resumption of private and charter boat fishing as previously
The Angling Trust has once again
made clear that their submission is
focussed on why and how a full return
to angling can safely occur. The decision on timing is a matter for Ministers acting on public health advice.
Anglers are invited to register their
support for the full resumption of fishing as set out in the Trust submission
by going to www.anglingtrust.net/
fishingoutoflockdown
The paper concludes:
Recreational fishing has provided a
valuable lifeline for many thousands
of people of all ages, abilities and
backgrounds throughout this pandemic. It has been conducted safely
and responsibly with strong guidelines in place covering every aspect of
our sport. There are multiple benefits
to be had in permitting a full return as
soon as any restrictions can be lifted.
Angling Trust Head of Policy, Martin Salter said:
“This is the fourth submission from
the Angling Trust to Government and
follows on from our highly acclaimed
When We Fish Again proposals last
April which saw angling resumed
ahead of nearly every other sport as
we emerged from the first National
Lockdown. We are hopeful that by
setting out the case for angling in a
measured and responsible manner
which emphasises the multiple benefits in terms of individual health and
mental wellbeing during these difficult times, Ministers will once again
see us as part of the solution rather
than the problem.”
Angling Trust CEO Jamie Cook
said:
“Experience over the last 10
months has shown that socially distanced outdoor recreation activities
such as angling can be conducted
safely and responsibly. The Angling
Trust Covid compliant guidelines
have been widely accepted across
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the sport and to the best of our knowledge there have been no known
examples where angling has led to
the spread of the virus. Our submission makes it crystal clear that when
the time is right there is no reason
why all disciplines of angling, including match fishing, angling at night
and charter boat fishing, should not
be up and running successfully.”
The Angling Trust submission is
supported by high profile angling
experts from all branches of the sport.
England match angler Steve
Ringer:
“Angling has proven to be a real
lifeline to people throughout this pandemic, so when restrictions start to lift
I really see no reason why fishing
shouldn’t be included and even
encouraged.”
Korda carp specialist and broadcaster Ali Hamidi:
“When fishing was allowed back
last May, along with Night Fishing,
and Match Fishing a couple of weeks
later, the ‘R’ value across the country
continued to be driven down by the
nation. We are primarily an isolated
outdoor pursuit and that means
whether someone fishes for one day
or three nights consecutively in their
bivvy, it needs only the same amount
of travel time. Along with the low risk
factor of fishing, the benefits for the
many include not only physical health
improvements, but more importantly
vitality for mental health.”
Specialist angler Dai Gribble:
“All the evidence indicates that
angling presents an extremely low
risk of spreading Coronavirus. I would
welcome the current restrictions
being lifted to allow anglers to fully
benefit from all the positives angling
provides in these difficult times.”
Sea angling journalist Dave
Barham:
“A return to the same guidelines
that we came out of lockdown one
with would mean so much to sea
anglers. There are hundreds of thousands of us who have not been fishing
during the current lockdown, due to
travel restrictions, either from the
shore or boat. It would also mean a lot
for charter skippers to be allowed to
operate with five paying anglers on
board again.”
Flyfishing expert Charles Jardine:
“Since the first Lockdown and
resumption of angling; the sport has
proven to be a natural source of pleasure and wellbeing for many thousands of people - both in terms of
metal and physical health. Also, the
boost to rural economies should not
be overlooked especially as many
have been hit hard by the effects of
Covid on their various businesses.” n
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Covid-19 Roadmap Out Of
Lockdown: What it means for
angling
The Angling Trust has responded to today’s government announcement on the
easing of lockdown restrictions in England saying:
“Although it’s positive that the government have accepted the case that outdoor activities such as angling should be first to fully open up it looks like no real
change for us until March 29th when restrictions are lifted and outdoor sports
can resume.
“The Stay Home message and travel restrictions remain in place until then
with the exception of a provision for outdoor recreation as well as exercise. Since
angling has been deemed ‘permissible exercise’ throughout
lockdown this is unlikely to affect
us. We will know more when the
regulations and DCMS guidance
are published in the coming days
and will update everybody if anything changes.
“Having a clear date at least
means that anglers, clubs and
fisheries can plan for the forthcoming season with more certainty and we can all look forward to once again being able to
fish our favourite waters in a
manner of our choosing,”
Currently anglers are restricted
to fishing locally once a day, as a
form of exercise, with one other
person and no organised gatherings or competitions. Most other
sports remain prohibited. The
Angling Trust submitted a case
to government for the early and
full resumption of all forms of
angling including night fishing
and competitions. These will
now be possible from March
29th.
Jamie Cook, Angling Trust
CEO said:
“Whilst many anglers would
have liked to have to seen
angling fully opened up earlier
we have to accept that the timing was always a matter for government acting
on public health advice. Our job was to set out how our sport can be conducted
safely and why we should be in the first tranche to resume without travel restrictions and with both competition and night fishing back in place. This all looks set
to happen on March 29th and it’s good to see a widespread acceptance that
healthy outdoor activities such as angling will be the first to return to some form
of normality.” n

Anglers challenge Brexit bait ban
The Angling Trust has joined forces with bait manufacturers Dynamite and
Mainline in urgently seeking clarification on Brexit ruling which will effectively
ban UK anglers from taking baits with them on fishing trips in Europe.
Since the UK-EU Trade Agreement came into force on January 1st, the export
of baits derived from animal produce, such as boilies, requires a European Health
Certificate (EHC) to be completed which involves exhaustive and expensive
testing, and certification from a vet. The Angling Trust believes bait needs to sit
under a simpler EHC classification. n
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Save 15% on Aptus Tackle with plastic-free packaging
Show your
support... buy a
branded shirt

Aptus Tackle supply high quality fishing products for specialist anglers and they
all come in 100% plastic-free packaging. Aptus Tackle support the Angling Trust
by donating 1% of their turnover to our Anglers Against Pollution and Litter campaigns. They are also offering Angling Trust members 15% off all purchases! n

Pocket Guide for Anglers available to download free in four
languages

Our Building Bridges team have produced a useful guide to help anglers understand the freshwater fishing rules in England. Funded by income from fishing
licence sales, the guide covers essential information including where to buy fishing licences, the close season, fishing from boats, illegal fishing, enforcement and
answers to frequently asked questions. n

Our Anglers Against Pollution
campaign aims to give anglers a
voice in ensuring this Government improves our environment
and meets its own legal responsibilities. The campaign calls for
better monitoring of waters,
proper enforcement of existing
laws and regulation, stricter punishments against polluters, and a
review of existing laws to help
close loopholes. n
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Brighton is The First Coastal City and City Council to
Adopt New Fishing Line and Net Recycling Tube
Initiative, in an Attempt to Tackle Ocean Pollution
Brighton is the first coastal city and
City Council in the country to adopt
fishing line and net recycling systems
on the seafront in a bid to stop this
‘ghost gear’ being washed back into
the sea, where it frequently ensnares
and kills everything from fish and
crustaceans to seabirds, and even
dolphins and whales.
Environment campaign group
‘Leave No Trace Brighton’ has joined
forces with The Anglers National Line
Recycling Scheme (ANLRS), and
Brighton & Hove City Council’s CityClean to install three recycling collection points on the seafront, for the use
of local beach cleaners and anglers, to
deposit beach washed-up fishing line
and net.
Once collected the line and net is
then sent to ReWorked in Leeds,
where it is manufactured and recycled for a second life as multi-purpose
high impact boards. The recycled
plastic also has potential to be
redesigned into items such as sunglasses, skateboards and even
swimwear.
Leave No Trace Brighton is a community-initiated campaign promoting
responsible rubbish disposal on
Brighton Seafront, and over the past 7
months they have been encouraging
individual volunteer beach cleaners
to collect and clear 3 pieces of rubbish off the beach every time they
visit Brighton seafront, via their
adopted ‘take3forthesea’ Instagram
campaign. Beach cleaners are asked
to send a photo of what they have collect to #leavenotracebrighton for
audit purposes.

When organisers reviewed the
audit, they found that industrial fishing line and net was by far the most
frequently reported item of ocean pollution found washed-up on Brighton
Seafront.
Leave No Trace Brighton founder
Coral Evans said: “discarded industrial fishing line and net is one of the
biggest threats to the marine environment. ‘Ghost gear’ is responsible for
the entanglement death of thousands
of sea animals every year and not only
that, left in the ocean the line and net
(predominantly made from nylon,
p o l y e s t e r, p o l y p r o p y l e n e a n d
polyethylene) slowly breaks down or
degrades over time, shedding smaller
and smaller pieces of plastic that are
commonly mistaken for food by small
fish and sea animals, including the
ones that end up on our plates”.

“Although beach clean volunteers
were removing this from the Seafront,
we were aware that once binned the
line and net which can take up to 600
years to degrade, would be headed for
landfill or incineration, currently the
only two options for disposal. The
installation of these line and net recycling deposit points offer an ocean
pollution solution, with focus on a circular economy”.
“We were aware that the ANLRS
were successfully collecting and
recycling anglers fishing line in
deposit tubes at popular fishing spots
throughout Sussex, so we reached
out to see if their scheme could be
adapted to collect fishing net in addition to the line, and made available to
beach cleaners on Brighton Seafront.
“Once this was established, we
contacted Brighton & Hove Council’s

‘Industrial fishing line and net is one of the most frequently reported items of ocean pollution found washed-up on Brighton
Seafront’.
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Leave No Trace Brighton removing some of the larger pieces of washed-up industrial fishing line and net found on Brighton
Seafront. LNTB cleared a staggering 150kg in the first 30 days of the initiative (soft launch: December 30th).

CityClean who were fully supportive
of the idea, and instrumental with the
installation of the recycling collection
tubes on Brighton Seafront.”
Cllr Amy Heley, Chair of the BHCC
Environment, Transport & Sustainability Committee is fully supportive
of the new initiative:
“ I’m delighted that Brighton and
Hove City Council are working with
Leave No Trace Brighton on this innovative recycling initiative. As a
coastal city, tackling ocean pollution
must be a priority and integral to our
commitment to being a carbon neutral city by 2030, and community projects like this are really making a difference. Huge thanks to all the volun-
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teers making it happen”.
The recycling collection tubes are
the brainchild of Brighton based
‘Anglers National Line Recycling
Scheme’. Founded by volunteer led
organisation ‘Local Independent Sea
Anglers’ (LISA), the ANLRS is the first
line recycling project in the UK. Run
entirely by anglers the scheme has
grown from a few tackle shops in Sussex, to national coverage involving
over 320 tackle shops and 175 fishery
locations.
“We are delighted that Brighton
has become the first City council in
the UK to adopt the scheme and we
are sure that their participation will
encourage others around the UK to

follow their lead. Leave No Trace
Brighton are a fine example of the
many voluntary groups around our
shores who share with us a passion to
improve our environment.
This is a major step towards developing greater national recognition
and support for the angler run
scheme’ – Steve Tapp, Co-Founder
ANLRS.
The tubes are located in three
places on the beach:
• Albion Groyne
• Norfolk Groyne
• D5 (Beach Opposite Lawns Cafe).
FAC T S TA K E N F RO M 2 0 1 9
GREENPEACE REPORT:
Ghost Gear: The Abandoned Fishing Nets Haunting Our Oceans
(https://www.greenpeace.org/international/publication/25438/ghostgear/).
Lost and abandoned fishing gear
which is deadly to marine life makes
up the majority of large plastic pollution in the oceans, according to a
report by Greenpeace.
More than 640,000 tonnes of nets,
lines, pots and traps used in commercial fishing are dumped and discarded in the sea every year, the same
weight as 55,000 double-decker
buses.
Designed to trap and kill marine
life, discarded fishing line and nets
can continue killing for decades,
entangling or suffocating marine life.
B I O ’s L E AV E N O T R AC E
BRIGHTON:https://leavenotracebrighton.org
Launched post lockdown in June
2020 in response to the horrific
amounts of rubbish being irresponsibly discarded on Brighton seafront,
Leave No Trace Brighton is a community initiated, pro-active campaign
that promotes and encourages
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responsible rubbish disposal and a
respect for the ocean environment, on
Brighton Seafront.
Founded by Coral Evans, a
Brighton based visual creative the
campaign is seeing success with
their adopted campaign #take3forthesea, which to date has seen over 6000
pieces of irresponsibly disposed, and
washed-up beach rubbish collected
and cleared from Brighton seafront.
The Leave No Trace Brighton campaign has recently partnered with Sea
Lanes on Madeira Drive, and will be
hosting a series of organised (socially
distanced) beach cleans throughout
the first half of 2021 – COVID depending.
The Anglers National Line Recycling Scheme:
https://www.anglers-nlrs.co.uk
The original scheme was the first
line recycling project of its kind in the
UK, founded in 2016 by a volunteer
lead organisation ‘Local Independent
Sea Anglers (LISA)’ and involved a
few tackle shops in Sussex. LISA,
working in conjunction with Global
Ghost Gear Initiative, had identified a
viable route for fishing lines to be
recycled. After the positive success of
the local collections it became apparent that anglers far and wide, along
with the tackle industry were keen to
get involved. To develop the scheme

further it was decided that a clear
‘national identity’ which covered all
angling disciplines was needed, and
the scheme slogan of “something the
whole of angling can agree on” was
born.
LISA members launched the
Anglers National Line Recycling
Scheme (ANLRS) in early 2018. It
remains a joint LISA/GGGI project
which is run on the same, purely vol-

How to Report Pollution

untary basis. Funding the scheme
comes via donations from anglers,
tackle shops, fisheries and manufacturers. The ANLRS is also exploring
funding routes through government
and environmental organisations.
Since the launch, over 300 tackle
shops have signed up to the ANLRS
along with over 50 fisheries, angling
clubs, charter boats and some manufacturers have pledged their on-going
support. Since its launch the scheme
is now also working with the Environment Agency and the Angling Trust
to investigate collaborative projects
that will expand the scheme and its
impact. n

Shambles
continues on
Broads

While it’s something none of us want to witness, it’s vital we know how to react
when a serious incident occurs. Our latest Lines on the Water blog post makes
the process easy with a handy checklist, along with useful links to other
resources and our campaigns fighting for cleaner waters everywhere! n

The campaign to save freshwater fish in Norfolk’s Hoveton Great Broad has taken a
bizarre new twist with the Environment
Agency threatening enforcement action
against fellow government regulator Natural
England. It has prompted Angling Trust &
Fish Legal CEO Jamie Cook to write to Natural Englands chairman Tony Juniper in a bid
to ‘bang a few heads together’ and make
them understand that ‘healthy fish stocks
matter’. n
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£100k ‘Get Fishing Fund’ to make
your fishery Covid-19 safe or buy
tackle, bait, PPE and more

Funded from Environment Agency fishing licence sales this brilliant new fund
will get more people to start or get back into angling. Grants of up to £500 are
available for small-scale projects and up to £5,000 for larger projects. n

Winter Fishing
Tips: Part 2

It can be a test of character as well as
tackle to fish in winter. But if you can
keep warm and fish smart, it can be a
great time of year to catch fish in pristine condition. In his latest blog,
Angling Trust’s Dom Garnett has a
further selection of winter fishing tips
to keep you catching! n

Water & Leisure market update

Angling Trust supporters Fenn Wright are leading experts in the valuation and sale of water and leisure related property
across the UK. They have just released their Water & Leisure 2021 Market Update. n
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Our biggest and best Great
Fishing Prize Draw!
Our Great Fishing Prize Draw is back - and it’s even bigger and better than last
year! We’ve lined up eight legends from the world of angling who have kindly
donated their time to offer eight lucky winners what is sure to be a memorable
day’s fishing! Whether you are a coarse, sea, carp, match or game angler, we
promise you won’t be disappointed.
For your chance to win a day’s fishing with Paul Whitehouse, Bob Nudd, Steve
Ringer, Ali Hamidi, James Stokoe, Alan Blair, Dave Barham or Hywel Morgan look
out for details on the Angling Trust website and Facebook page on Monday! n

Anglers Against Pollution
2021 has provided a rough start for Anglers
Against Pollution as the Sewage (Inland
Waters) Bill debate was cancelled and is
unlikely to be rescheduled. This is a huge
blow for the fight for cleaner waters across
England but we remain undeterred.
Thank you for your support of our
Anglers Against Pollution to date and
please sign the petition if you haven’t done
so already. We must keep the pressure on
the Government to provide the resources
urgenty required for our waters. n

Anglers challenge
Brexit bait ban
The Angling Trust has joined forces with bait
manufacturers Dynamite and Mainline in
urgently seeking clarification on Brexit ruling
which will effectively ban UK anglers from
taking baits with them on fishing trips in
Europe.
Since the UK-EU Trade Agreement came
into force on January 1st, the export of baits
derived from animal produce, such as boilies,
requires a European Health Certificate (EHC)
to be completed which involves exhaustive
and expensive testing, and certification from
a vet. The Angling Trust believes bait needs
to sit under a simpler EHC classification. n

Angling Direct delivers major boost to Angling Trust’s
Get Fishing campaign with new partnership agreement

Angling Trust and Angling Direct have announced a new, exclusive partnership to encourage more people to take up
angling for the first time or to get back into the sport. This exciting new partnership will deliver major investment into
bringing the health and wellbeing benefits of fishing to a wider audience, across all age groups.
Angling Direct, the UK’s largest specialist fishing tackle and equipment retailer, is supporting the Angling Trust’s Get
Fishing campaign, including the training of 80 of its colleagues to become Angling Trust qualified angling coaches. n
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

CARP
SCENE
Reviews

Bait-Tech Products
in Europe for 2021

Worried about
biting bugs at the
water’s edge?
Mosquitoes, midges, gnats – biting insects at the
water’s edge are guaranteed to put a dampener
on a great day’s fishing. Outdoor-healthcare
expert Lifesystems has come to the rescue with
its ultra-compact and protective HeadNet Hat; a
practical, foldaway hat that offers effective protection from irritating insects.
Supplied in a handy, lightweight pouch, the
Mosquito HeadNet Hat combines a lightweight
and wide-brimmed hat made from protective
UPF50+ polyester material with an advanced,
ultra-fine mesh net that offers ultimate protection
from midges, mosquitoes and other insects.
With 1001 holes per square inch, the HeadNet
Hat’s mosquito net guarantees to keep 100% of
insects including the smallest midges at bay. A
longer length means that the Mosquito HeadNet
Hat offers extra protection around the neck and a
draw-cord at the base allows it to be secured
snugly inside your shirt or jacket.
As well as offering superior protection, the
HeadNet Hat’s advanced and ultra-fine netting is
black to ensure it won’t reduce or impact your
visibility when wearing it.
Enjoy insect-free adventures by the water with
Lifesystems HeadNet Hat; also available in a
standard HeadNet version that can be worn
underneath any other headwear.
For more information about the Lifesystems
HeadNet Hat visit www.lifesystems.co.uk. n
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We are pleased to announce BaitTech and part of the Donald Cooke
Group are entering a licence agreement with Pro Line Carp Products NL.
Bait-Tech has had been at the forefront of bait development and innovation. Due to the Brexit deal both ProLine and Bait-Tech have had to act
swiftly to come to a licence agreement to keep the Bait-Tech brand
freely flowing in the EU.
Andrew Cooke is extremely excited
to be working with such a trusted
partner in the Netherlands permitting
uninterrupted supply throughout
Europe even in these post Brexit
times.
“This opportunity came about
through the changes in trading due to
Brexit, we are confident that this
opportunity to continue the supply of
Bait-Tech products through Pro Line

is great news for EU anglers wanting
to make sure they can get the best
baits available.”
Due to the fantastic working relationship between Donald Cooke and
Pro Line, Pro Line will also be the
licenced producer and distributer of
the Rod Hutchinson brand.
Press Notes: Donald Cooke Ltd are
a 120-year-old, 5th generation family
business based in Sheffield. Started
by William John Cooke in 1900 and
now manufactures fishing bait, pet
foods and animal feeds across many
top brands across the pet food, bird
seed and angling industries.
Donald Cooke Ltd manufacture
and/or distribute fishing brands BaitTech, Rod Hutchinson, Stroft, GABY,
Bait Masters and are the largest
importer of Skretting & Coppens pellets in the UK. n

Chasing Norfolk
Forties
Part 2 by Ben Eglen

A

fter calling time on
the Big Fish Lake it
was a hard decision as to where to
go next. Norfolk is
quite limited really
compared to other parts of the country so when a mate Dave mentioned
that he might be able to get me a winter ticket on the Lenwade Charity
Lakes it sort of all fell into place and
the chance of catching a Norfolk carp
that was 45-plus seemed the perfect
answer. I did a few sessions on there
in the winter of 2008. Nothing much
happened, but it was just a case of
having a plumb around and getting
ready for when they woke up, my first
opportunity came in late March of
2009, and I arrived at the lake on a
Saturday morning to find it quite
busy. I stopped and spoke to one of
the members and while chatting, I
saw a fish show down the quieter end

25lb 12oz.
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of the lake.
Since the rest of the lake was busy
I made my way down there. As I
pulled up in the swim I saw another
one show in the same area, so I
quickly got a rod out and cast to the
showing fish. I was sorting another
rod out and next thing the rod was
away. Unfortunately the hook pulled
at the net, which was not an ideal
start. I changed the hook and got the
rod straight back out and luckily it
wasn’t long before the same rod was
away again. This time all went well
and into the net rolled a 25lb 12oz
mirror, so the account was open. That
night I had another small carp, one of
the stockies, and that was actually
the end of the season, so as I had the
winter ticket I luckily got offered
another ticket.
The start of the new season was
April 2009, and the first trip, from
what I can remember, and my first

proper chance, came on the Easter
bank holiday weekend, I managed to
get in one of the better swims and
was fishing next to Paul who had also
joined. Our first night I remember we
were sitting having a social in Paul’s
swim and he had fish lumping out in
front of him in 20ft of water. We had
not heard fish like that for a long
while, and then it happened: a fish
lumped out and the noise was nothing like we had ever heard before. It
sounded like a cow had fallen out of
the sky into the lake. There was only
one fish in the lake it could be – the
one we joined for – a fish called Baby
Face and probably Norfolk’s most
famous carp of modern times.
I woke the next morning to Paul
saying he had seen a fish lump out in
my swim. As he said that, one came
out again, so I reeled in and repositioned the rod, turned round and off it
w e n t . We c o u l d n o t b e l i e v e i t !
Straight away I could tell it was a big
fish and thoughts of Baby Face came
into my mind. I did all the usual praying and pleading and in the net it
went. We could see it was not Baby
Face but still a proper lump. It turned
out to be the second biggest fish in
there at the time, a fish called Red
Face and at 36lb 4oz; I was well
chuffed.
I booked a week off work in May
and went down with another mate
called Leighton. It was a hard week,
and we didn’t really enjoy our time.
Some of the other anglers just had no
respect of boundaries and regularly
that week we had people casting in
our swims and just general stupidity.
I did find a group of fish on top in a
quiet corner that week, and as the fish
in that lake were known to like a
floater, I had my floater gear all set up
and ready. In no time at all I had the
group of fish taking mixers, and even
Red Face, which I had to pull away
from. In the end the ducks were being
a pain, so I just waited for the next
confident fish to start taking and
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managed to hook and land a 25lb 8oz
common. I was happy but felt a bit
annoyed with the place. I had let the
people get in my head, which was
silly. I did have a bit of a break from
the place for a bit, but some of my
mates had a word and sorted my
head out, and in about July I started
again.
I started doing a few work
overnighters to keep away from the
crowds and baiting one end, which
really got me back into it. At weekends I would fish where I could,
which did result in a few stockies, and
then on my overnighters I would fish
the swim I was baiting. Another
angler, Rob, was also fishing and baiting down that end, and he was having
quite a few on the quiet, which was
nice to see. This went on for weeks.
There was another event that was
coming up in my life that was a big
thing. I was due to get married on
September 19th, and by now I had
become a bit obsessed with wanting
to catch her before the wedding. Now

25lb 8oz.

this is probably a good time to explain
that there is an out-of-bounds area in
the lake, which the fish regularly visit
and hold up in. You can also watch
them in there, so when you turn up to

the lake it’s normally one of the first
places to go and look to see if she is in
there.
On this particular weekend, which
was the one before the wedding, I

36lb 4oz.
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29lb 4oz.

48lb 4oz.
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turned up at the lake, and one of the
known swims that she gets caught
from at that time of the year was free,
so I parked my car in there and went
for a look in the out-of-bounds. Rob
and a few others were wandering
about if I remember rightly, and I had
stopped, as I had seen a few fish
milling around in the edge of a swim
that we had nicknamed the Butlin’s
as all the old boys used to drive their
camper vans in the two swims that
were close together and sit in there
for days, which meant you could
never get in there. I think they had
gone that morning, and after a bit of a
meeting with the other guys I
decided to move the car and set up
for the night. Everything was being
done while creeping about, as there
were some good fish in the edge
about 30 yards down to my left. Just
before I was ready to cast out I fired a
few boilies into the area and then proceeded to cast out a couple of my
favourite hinged stiff rigs and settle
down quietly for the night.
The next part I will never forget… I
was woken at about 2.30am to an
absolute screaming run, and as soon
as I picked the rod up I knew it was
Baby Face. I have never felt power
like it; she had gone from being 30
yards down to my left to 60 yards out
in the middle. I did the usual and
prayed and prayed and prayed some

23lb.
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26lb 4oz.

more, and as she was coming to the
net I realised that the water in front of
the swim was too shallow for her to
get into the net. So in I jumped, which
was only knee height luckily, and in
the net she went along with a massive cry of “GET IN THERE!” My
phone was in my pocket so I quickly
rang Rob and he kindly came straight
round. He took over thankfully, ‘cos I

was a mess, and we weighed her in at
a new PB of 48lb 4oz – job done!
We s a c k e d h e r a n d I t e x t e d
Leighton straight away, not expecting
to get a response for a bit, but got a
reply to say he was on his way, which
I could not believe, and half an hour
later he turned up with a bottle of
bubbly, which we sat there drinking
till light, keeping a watchful eye on
the prize in the sack. I have to say
thanks to Leighton and Rob for their
help that day, and also that I didn’t
really enjoy my time on there, but job
done.
As I was driving out the gate I got
out of the car and chucked the gate
key into the lake never to return. The
wedding went well and the congratulation wedding book has more welldone comments for the capture of
Baby Face than getting married – ha
ha! Leighton, Rob and Paul all went
on to catch her, so all was good, but
she recently died.
The rest of the year was socials
elsewhere and flitting around, and
before I knew it, it was spring 2010
and I didn’t know what to do. I found
myself joining a little club water to
fish a very low stock lake but could
not get into it and ended up fishing
one of the other lakes on the complex,
which had a few more carp in, and
one very pretty fully scaled mirror. (At
this point I would just like to say that
I changed my bait to Mainline thanks
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40lb 8oz.

to my mate Spug and my catch rate
changed dramatically. I have now
used most of the baits they make, and
in my opinion it’s the most instant
bait I have ever used, so thanks to Kev
and the boys at Mainline.)
I did a few nights and had a few of
the recently stocked carp, then I
turned up one Saturday with the wind
was hitting into a corner and fish
were showing like mad. I baited
heavily and had fish from the off – a
few stockies and a few originals – and
then at six in the morning I was in
again and it felt a good fish. After a
good fight, in the net went the Fully –
29lb 4oz of stunning Norfolk carp and
another one off the list. I carried on
flitting around, not really getting the
feel for anywhere until at a family get
together my step granddad started
talking about a lake that was on the
land he worked on. He was a gamekeeper and didn’t know much about
fishing, but after a while I realised that
it was a lake that a mate called Jonboy was fishing, and I started to do a
bit of digging into the stock of the
lakes and how to join.
After speaking to Jonboy I found
out that there were three lakes all

linked by channels, but the top lake as
I call it only became properly joined
whereby fish could swim from lake to
lake in flood conditions, and there
was a big common that had found its
way up there and had stayed up there
for a few years now. The lake was
covered in lilies like an old estate lake,
which sort of added to the character
of the lake, and it sounded like there
weren’t that many carp up there,
maybe 40 at the most in about four or
five acres. This sounded good and
suddenly the buzz was coming back
again – a big Norfolk common? Yes
please.
In September of that year Jonboy
had the big common at 36lb spawned
out and by now all I could think about
was getting a ticket. I made the relevant calls and it wasn’t until December that I finally paid my money ready
for the February 2011 start, but this
season was going to be different to
t h e n o r m a l 3 0 - m a n s y n d i c a t e.
Because of the farmer’s son spending
too much time by the lake and it
being his exams year they had
decided to shut the syndicate and
allow only half a dozen people to fish
just to keep the vermin away. I could

not believe my luck and Jonboy was
also asked back, so all was good. As
Jonboy had caught the common, he
said early on that he would not be
fishing the top lake and was going to
concentrate on the other lake, which
meant after speaking to the other
members I was going to have the top
lake all to myself as none of them fancied it. This was getting better by the
minute and February could not come
round quickly enough.
The first few weeks of the season I
mainly walked round the top lake just
looking and trying to get a feel for the
place. I was in no hurry and started by
doing a few socials on the other lake
with Jonboy just to take it all in really,
then on one Sunday in March I got a
horrible phone call from Jonboy. He
had found a big common dead up the
top lake on a walk round and had a
nasty feeling it was the big girl. My
heart sank and I got straight in the car
and raced over there. On looking at
the carcass I didn’t know what to
think; it looked big and I took pictures
to try and scale match what was left,
but with commons it’s hard, so I
resorted to measuring, as the big girl
was a long fish. On doing this, and
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after weeks of wondering, I decided
that I was just going to fish and hope
really, as I had the lake to myself,
which is a once in a lifetime opportunity, and I will probably never be that
lucky again.
I had been told that the fish up
there liked bait, so I began by baiting
a swim at each end of the lake and
fishing with wind conditions or sightings. My first chance came while fishing from what I called the inlet bay
end. The fish were near the inlet in
numbers one day and I managed to
stalk a low twenty, which was a nice
start. I was bivvied up in the trees
down that end, and the following
morning I saw a really dark mirror
lump out about 20 yards to the right
of my baited area. I said to myself if it
did it again I would move a rod. It did,
so I reeled in and changed over to a
chod rig, as I knew that where it had
shown was over a big dead lily bed
and wanted to make sure the presentation was good. The cast went spoton and half an hour later the rod was
away. I could not believe my luck
when into the net rolled the dark mirror I had seen, and at 26lb 4oz I was
made up.
A few weeks later I bumped into
one of the other members, and he
showed me some pics of a couple of
fish he had caught the week before
from the bottom lake. My head was
now a mess, as the fish last year had
been caught from the top lake and
were my backup. They must have
moved down in the winter in the
floods, so my thoughts straight away
went to whether the big common
was alive and if it had moved too.
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Again I carried on and upped the
baiting campaign putting a lot of
mixed particle into the margin of the
s o u t h w e s t e r l y c o r n e r, a s f r o m
research this was a known area for
the big common to get caught. I
started to catch most weekends and
had some nice commons to 24lb and
mirrors to 23lb. I just kept saying
every fish is one step closer, and was
so confident I was really enjoying my
fishing.
One Thursday in June I had a committee meeting for the club water so I
tied it in with putting some more bait
in. I had been busy that week and
normally liked to bait up on a Tuesday
or Wednesday so putting in 15kg of
bait the night before I was due to fish
was in my mind, but it all went in and
looked good. At the meeting one of
the old boys said that the weather on
the Friday afternoon was going to get
nasty with a strong southwesterly,

rain and low pressure. I was rubbing
my hands together thinking I have
got to finish work early and get down
there.
I managed to leave at 1pm, and as I
got in the car park of the lake the
heavens opened. The owner’s son
was about, and for some reason,
which I still don’t know why I took
the bivvy round to set that up first.
The boy followed, and as we got
closer to my swim I saw a fish lump
out over the spot, then again and
again. I have never put a bivvy up so
quickly and quietly in my life, and I
left the boy pegging out as I ran back
to the car to get the rest of the gear.
Back at the swim I was shaking trying
to put a pop-up on while fish were
still going mad over the bait. A chod
was readied and the fish were lumping in a bit of a pattern. An under-arm
flick and down it went with a donk. I
slackened off and quietly got back in
the bivvy out of the wind and the rain.
By now it was about 3pm, and as I
was sorting out the second rod my
dream was about to come true. The
rod rattled off and I was in. I had seen
the dark mirror that I had already
caught lumping out and half
expected to see that come up, but
then a big, long, dark common rolled
at the net and it all sank it. I only had
the big common on, and in the net it
w e n t t h a n k f u l l y. T h e “ G E T I N
THERE” cry echoed out, and I could
not believe that I had her after only a
few hours of fishing. Jonboy and a few
others were called, and in the rain we
proceeded to do the weighing. The
scales swung round to 40lb 8os, and I
was over the moon – a Norfolk 40lb
common. That’s what dreams are
made of and another job done. n

starmerbaits.com
High oil marine pellets

Halibut marine

Salmon marine

Tuna marine

Mixed marine

Halibut & coconut

Sardine & anchovy

Green lip mussel

Designed for maximum attraction and food content, these pellets are perfect for leaving large areas and beds of food. With a near instant
release of nutrients and a longer break down time than attractor pellets you can be sure that carp will still find a bed of food to get there
heads down on. Sizes available: 2mm & 5mm in all types.

Method mixes & groundbaits

Bloodworm

Beastie ball

Coconut cream

Big fishmeal

Green lip mussel

Halibut marine

Hempseed

Hot chili & hemp

Red carp

Firm tough texture, quick break down times, high leakage. Our versatile method mixes can be moulded into tough balls for your catapult,
or even be used dry as a ground-bait. Either way your swim will benefit from a large cloud of bait with high nutrients and high attractant
value. Perfect for either carp or coarse fish!

Low oil attractor pellets

Bloodworm

Coconut fish

Fishmeal

Hot chilli & hemp

Strawberry cream

Sweetcorn

Tiger nut & maple

Multi mix

web: www.starmerbaits.com
ebay: stores.ebay.co.uk/starmerltd
amazon: search for starmerbaits in the amazon product search box.
tel: 01268 690 300
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Check out our massive bait range on any of our web stores
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Unlike our high oil feed pellets, our low oil attractor pellets are designed for maximum release of nutrients and a quick break down time.
Perfect for attracting carp & coarse fish, but leaving as little food as possible ensuring your hook bait has as high a chance as possible of
being picked up. Sizes available: 5mm in all types.

Exclusive

Syndicate
Stunners
By George West

Into another.

Syndicate Stunners

A

fter spending a
couple of months
fishing two nights
a week on my syndicate, I fancied a
change of scenery
so my mate Tom and I decided to sort
out a social trip over to Farlows after
hearing a lot of good things about it.
We spoke to the bailiff the week
before, and he informed us that the
lake would be quiet when we arrived
on the Friday morning. How wrong
was he? After arriving at the lake nice
and early it was apparent it was very
busy. After doing a circuit of the lake
it was evident there wasn’t a single
swim free, and people were even
queuing up behind others to get into
a swim – what a joke, and really not
my sort of thing!
In the long run this turned out to be
the best thing that could have happened for me, but after a quick chat

with Tom, we decided to head over to
my syndicate for the planned four
nights. We made the long drive back
down south towards Ringwood, and
the syndicate was a complete contrast to Farlows with only one other
angler on.
After a quick look round, we both
saw a number of fish sticking their
heads out in a swim known as Armchair, so decided to set up there for
now. I quickly attached a single white
pop-up on and cast to the showing
fish, which had worked well for me in
the past on there. Within 20 minutes
the rod was away and a fish known as
Cluster was landed at 26lb 4oz – what
a start!
After a quick lead around I found a
small gravel strip in amongst weed
down to my right hand margin, and I
had noticed a few fish moving in and
around this area, so quickly tied my
ever faithful multi rig up with a white

26lb 10oz.

26lb 12oz.

Big finned linear – 17lb 8oz.

Fingers.

How they should be, mint!
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pop-up over a kilo of Steve Renyard’s
Contrast and cast onto the spot. The
rain was relentless, and a big
southerly wind swept across; it all
looked so good for a bite.
After a quiet night I decided to redo
the banker rod and got a nice hard
thud on the rod tip, which indicated I
was on the gravel and not in the
weed. I noticed a few dark shapes
gliding over the spot, and an hour
later, the rod bent viciously round to
the right and I was attached to my
second fish. After a hectic battle
under the tree line to my right, an
angry male carp of 26lb 10oz was
landed, and what a stunner it was!
Another two fish were landed on
this rod within the next couple of
hours, and it was evident a lot of fish
were moving down to my right into a
shallow bay and that I was picking
them up as they came through. The
bright white pop-up was clearly
catching their attention as they
drifted over, and I was intercepting
(Top) HND, 32lb 14oz.
(Top left) No wonder she fought so
hard – massive wrist and tail on her!
(Left) Back she goes.
(Right) Huge buzz!
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them as they moved into the shallow
water for the day. The other two fish
were nice scaly ones at 27lb 9oz and
17lb 8oz.
After a hectic afternoon, Tom and I
were just about to get stuck into
some gammon steaks, when my right
hand rod pulled up tight yet again.
Again the fish kited into my right
hand margin, but as ever the multi rig
did its job and the fish was nailed.
Previously I was speaking to Tom
about one particular fish I desperately
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wanted, and he kept joking around
that he was going to have it before
me. The fish was landed and safely in
the net, and we both guessed it as an
upper twenty. I went up to sort the
scales and sling out and it wasn’t
until I heard, “You haven’t seen the
o t h e r s i d e y e t ” f r o m To m t h a t I
realised I may have landed something
special. As I peered into the net and
looked at the distinctive scale pattern
on one side, it quickly clicked that I’d
only gone and caught my target fish.
We were both buzzing, as the fish was
simply stunning. The fish, known as
HND weighed in at its top weight of
32lb 14oz. It was well worth delaying
dinner for anyway. We got some good
water shots and then watched her
waddle off in the crystal clear water –
what a buzz!
The action didn’t stop there, and I
had a recapture of a fish called Fingers at over 36lb, which wasn’t ideal.
The worrying thing was there was
otter damage to it, which could spell
disaster for the fishery unless something drastic is done. Worrying times!
T h e p r e v i o u s d a y, t h e a c t i o n
slowed up, which was expected as
the weather had changed for the
worse, with increased pressure and
light winds. I did manage another one
at 26lb 12oz late afternoon though,
which gave me a real beating. If I had
lost it I would have thought it was
definitely one of the big girls, but I still
wasn’t complaining, as it was another
stunner.
That was it on the carp front for the

Cluster 26lb 4oz.

rest of the session, but I did manage a
tufty and a tench in the early morning
– not the one! We woke up to a lovely
sunrise on the final morning so the
lack of action for that night really didn’t bother me; it was just nice being
out there and away from work! The
fishing and the social side of things
were spot-on and thank god Farlows
was rammed! n

27lb 9oz.

One in the sling.
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Yateley
Volumes
3 and 4

I

n the time since the
Cemex sell-off, Yateley
has had a new lease of
life. Although those
legendary carp like Bazil,
Heather and their
buddies are now long
gone, the new stock has
grown and returned
Yateley to its former
glory. Likewise, its banks
may not now be trodden
by the likes of Terry
Hearn and me, but the
anglers that fish Yateley
now are just as
passionate about the
Yateley carp as we were
20 years ago.
Every lake has come
on leaps and bounds in
this time: The North
boasts commons up to
54lb with a handful
approaching 50. The Car
Park too has numerous good forties. The Split
Lake is a real eye-opener with a good head of
big fish up to 47lb! You would never have
dreamed it. The Pad Lake, South Lake and even
the diddy little Horseshoe and Pump House all
contain big fish. The Pad has numerous fortypluses.
Over the other side of the road there is a
similar story: multiple forties in the Match, some
beasts now in the Copse and The Nursery
holding fish to 47lb and maybe bigger, as its
anglers keep very secret squirrel about what
goes on over there. The Nursery is certainly
Yateley's secret jewel in the crown.
Hence the reason for this book… It’s been six

years since the first two volumes, and the
changes are phenomenal, the fish huge, and
only living five minutes from the complex, I felt
duty bound to record the history further on
these lakes, the UK's true heritage waters. The
format remains much the same: the page
numbers continue through the volumes. Maybe
in another ten years, there will be more history
to record, even perhaps a Yateley British
record… who knows? Now wouldn't that be
something?
I have also decided to include the Yateley
lakes on the edge of the old Cemex complex,
these being Little Moulsham, Mill Lane, Swan
Valley and Sandhurst. Each contain their own

treasures including a couple of fifties!
Because of the sheer size of this project and
to do justice to all the lakes there will once
again be two volumes.
Volume 3 contains chapters on the North
Lake, The Split Lake, Horseshoe and
Pumphouse. The Pads Lake, Car Park,
Moulsham and Mill Lane.

Volume 4 contains the chapters on The South
Lake, Match Lake, Copse Lake, Nursery Lake,
Sandhurst and Swan Valley.
There are some great introductory pieces from
Martin Gardener, owner of Yateley West
Fisheries and Ian Gray, Honorary Secretary of
Farnham Angling Society, the owners of Yateley
East, plus a chapter featuring the famous
Stoney and Friends
MacMillan bashes each
year. There are stock lists
with photos of as many
of the new residents as it
was possible to get and
chapters from the guys
who fish there at present
– ordinary guys with
some great tales to tell
of their captures on each
of the lakes.
All this is combined
with fantastic colour
photography
throughout, some
amazing paintings of
each lake and a host of
special drawings
commissioned for these
volumes. These volumes
are as much if not more
of a work of art as the
predecessors. The first
two volumes were
amazing and received
worldwide praise… but
dare I say, in my opinion,
these two volumes could
be even better? A
massive thanks to all
concerned, and long may
Yateley continue! Long
live the king of English
carp fishing history!
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BraceYourself
– LeeValley
By Christian Cox – Bank BUG!

I

arrived at the Railway Pit in
t h e L e e Va l l e y a r o u n d
1.30pm, and there were a
few anglers on the most
popular bank, which divides
the Lee Pit and The Railway,
so I decided to park up and have a
wander. I walked the best part of the
lake for an hour in search of fish and
decided on Swim 2 after seeing some
movement on the First Reed Point. I
know this is a popular choice during
the warmer weather; I’ve spent quite
a bit of time in this swim, not fishing,
but visiting a good friend Nick who
can often be found in this peg during
the year. After unloading, I dropped
the van back to the car park and
walked down to get the gear set up.
Once this was out of the way I

40lb 5oz mirror.
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wanted to lead around and find some
clearer areas in the weed. I don’t use
a marker rod on this water; I find it far
too weedy, and I don’t believe it benefits me in any way. I was just about
to cast out the first rod, when straight
ahead of me I saw a large fish exit the
still water on the opposite side of the
lake, right in front of Swim 19. I was
thinking this water might be warmer,
as it was on the back of a strong, cold
wind, was much shallower and the
sun had been out most of the day.
That was enough for me; I immediately packed up all the gear, went for
the van, and before you knew it, I was
at the bottom of Slipe Lane unloading
tackle onto my wheelbarrow. This is
the easiest way to get to the opposite
side of the lake, as you can park your

vehicle and don’t have to then go
back and put your car/van in the car
park.
I finally reached the swim; I
couldn’t believe the change in temperature from one side of the lake to
the other. For late February, it really
did feel nice to finally have some sun.
I made the barrow stable and sat for
five minutes with the sun in my face.
I could have stayed in that position all
afternoon if I’m being honest, but
there were far more important tasks
ahead – get set up and get fishing.
Half an hour later, I was ready to
start leading around in search of
those clearer spots; it took about 20
casts with a 3oz pear lead to find the
first area. It was about forty yards out,
four to five feet deep and the weed
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36lb 8oz common.

was very thin. This was my left rod.
Feeling the lead down on a tight line
is very important; getting an indication from the lead when it makes contact with the lakebed is a must. This
is an art and does take some practice,
but once you’ve mastered it, it will
serve you well whatever lake you
choose to fish. Using a strong fluorocarbon line makes this job much easier as the stretch is minimal and
vibrations are carried better than
when using supple monofilaments.
This was clipped up ready for a baited
rig.
I repeated what I did with the left
hand rod and found another clearing
in the weed; although the bottom

wasn’t as hard, the weed was much
thinner in this area. The right hand
rod was also clipped up. I’ve never
been a user of the hinged stiff rig with
a semi-stiff boom, not that I don’t like
it, just, for some reason, I’ve not used
it in this way, until now. One young
angler I admire who fishes in the Lee
Valley is Luke Vallory. He catches
some amazing fish, noticeably
quickly, from a number of waters, and
this is the reason at the back end of
last year I really did start looking into
the rig set up in this fashion. Luke,
among others, was kind enough to set
me on the right road; you never stop
learning in this game, and all advice
was very much appreciated.
Both rods were armed with my new
rigs, and making the cork ball popups sink as slowly as possible is also
very important when using this rig. I
want the dissolving foam to withstand the cast and the line to tighten
up on the clip and enter the water
steadily on a tight line so I can feel the
lead hit the deck. Once submerged,
the foam will release from the chod
style end section allowing the critically balanced bait to drop slowly. The
semi-stiff boom will then push the
bait away from the lead, and with a
little help from some weight in the
centre of the boom, will rest nice and

straight on top of any weed or debris
with the hookbait hovering proud. I
marked both lines with marker elastic
and thought about getting some free
food into the water.
I waited patiently until dusk and
put a spread of mixed Receptor-1 and
new Receptor-1TT boilies over each
spot with the throwing stick, the TT
version of R-1 is a bait currently being
tested. As it was near enough dark by
this time, I knew all baits hitting the
water would reach the bottom, away
from prying eyes of the resident seagulls and coots. I must admit I was a
little worried the water might still be
too cold for fishmeals, but I have so
much confidence in the range of R-1
baits, I carried on regardless. Around
50 baits were put out over each area;
I wanted a spread of bait so if there
were any fish milling around the
areas, they would come across food
over a larger area. The majority of
other anglers who fish the Railway
choose a spod or Spomb for a tight
baiting approach; I just wanted to be
different, and also when using this
kind of rig, I prefer a larger area of bait.
During the night I was awoken by a
series of very heavy line bites, I knew
that by using a fluorocarbon my line
was flush to the bottom, so either fish
were coming past in the margins and
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hitting the slack line from my rod tips,
or they were skimming just above
bottom causing the line to raise, after
the third or fourth time, I was tempted
to bring in the left hand rod and position it a rod length out, but good job I
didn’t. At 5am I was awoken by a
screaming take on, you guessed it,
the left hand rod. After a short but
exciting battle in the pouring rain, the
fish came over the landing net string,
and I noticed it was a lovely looking
common. I looked down and said to
myself, “That will do.” After unhooking the fish in the net, I clipped up the
line guided by the marker elastic and
rebaited the rig. After a single cast in
the dark and feeling the lead down I
knew I was back on the spot, but if
not exactly on it, very close. This was
followed by another helping of mixed
R-1 boilies. I always like to keep my
fish in the net for a while after a fight,
as it gives them time to recover from
any stress the capture might cause.
I called my friend and colleague
Dan asking him if he would be so kind
as to come and take some photos and
help me weigh the fish; it’s local to
him so time wasn’t a problem. No
sooner was I off the phone the same
rod was off again. This take was faster
than the first, and with a gentle lift of
the rod; the second fish was hooked.
The fight only lasted five minutes; at
first I thought it was either a bream or
tench covered in weed adding to the
weight to the line, as there didn’t
seem to be any kind of heavy struggle. My prize was getting closer, and
when my headtorch caught the fish in
the gin clear water, I knew it was a
big carp. In fact I was concentrating
so hard in lining up the beam of light
with the fish, playing the carp
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became irrelevant. I’m so glad I carry
two landing nets at all times; I don’t
quite know what I’d have done if I
didn’t have a second.
The fish made a final lunge for freedom, but I could see it was absolutely
nailed on the all-new Silent Assassin
size 6 chod hook; I also noticed it was
considerably bigger than the first fish,
and this time it was a mirror. Just as I
was unhooking the fish in the weed
filled landing net, Dan arrived to lend
a helping hand. The first thing I said
was, “I’ve only got a brace of fish, and
I think they’re both over thirty.” We
got on with proceedings, starting
with the common, as it had been in
the net the longest. We slid her into
the weigh sling and gently lifted her
up. I was amazed; the Ruben scales
were reading 38lb 8oz. 2lb for the
sling meant the first fish of the brace
was 36lb 8oz – not a bad start. I said
to Dan, “If that weighs over 36lb, what
the hell does that one weigh?”
We returned the common to the
water in the net. I was eager to see
what the scales would read for the
mirror. Dan lifted her up and said,

“You’re not going to believe this.”
After taking 2lb off for the sling, it
weighed 40lb 5oz. I was stunned; so
stunned in fact, I needed to take a
look myself. I lifted her up, and he was
spot-on – my second UK forty, and
this time backed up with an amazing
common. This is what dreams are
made of, I was thinking. Still in a
phase of confusion, I asked Dan to
remove the scales, zero them again
and triple check. He did, and we had
the same reading for a third time. I
could not believe I’d just banked such
an awesome brace of carp.
To have such a stunning common
and then a UK forty, I must have been
doing something right. Perhaps it was
the rigs that I owe thanks for, as previously mentioned, or possibly the
bait or simply the spots I found – who
knows? All I know is, this will go
down as one of my all-time memorable captures in the Lee Valley for
years to come, and when I look back
at the pictures, I’ll smile and think just
how lucky I was to experience this
kind of pleasure doing what I love.
Tight lines n
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Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st June, 2021

– SO GET LIKING!

Chronicle Fishing
April 2014 Lake Diary For A12 Cuton Lakes, Chelmsford

T

his month sees a good
change in weather for
carp anglers everywhere. With no real
winter to speak of
spring has well and
truly sprung, and after some prolonged days of warm, some might
even say ‘hot weather’ A12 Cuton
Lakes has really switched on, bringing the anglers, but more importantly
the carp back to the bank and in high
numbers. The carp are becoming
increasingly more active across the
site and willing to feed with fish being
produced from all the lakes. Specimen
Lake 1 has produced some quality
fish; this month in particular Swims 8
to 12 have been fishing exceptionally
well where a well-placed rig across to
the reed line and open water could
keep your alarms busy and your nets
wet. Pegs 17-18 are also doing great
with two anglers netting 15 or more
carp in 24 hours to the high 20s fishing and baiting close to the far margins. Specimen Lake 2 has also had
its fair share of the action with plenty
of carp slipping over the net cord with
some stunning mid doubles and
plenty of 20lb-plus fish coming out to
keep any angler coming back for

Kevin with a golden mirror at 17lb 2oz.
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Richy Mills with a couple of beautiful Commons from Cuton Lakes.

more. Most tactics can do well here,
but a good quality boilie fished accurately or even spod mix over zigs can
be devastating.
During this month team members
Kevin and Ricky managed a few sessions on Cuton Lakes on Specimen 1
to see how their luck was holding up.
Ricky on his short session managed
to grab himself a lively mid double
while Kevin on his 48 hours netted
seven carp to 17lb-plus with all carp
falling to Galaxy Baits boilies over
Baitzone spod mix. This lake is truly a
great runs water, and with the right
tactics can give any angler a fantastic
session netting quality carp up to the

current lake record of 40lb 4oz with
several known 30s present.
Carp angler Richy Mills contacted
Chronicle via Twitter to give us his
session report from his recent visit to
A12 Cuton where he managed three
commons all taken over a bed of
roughly 2kg of Nutcracker boilies at
about 10-15yds range from peg 2 on
Specimen Lake 1 fished close to a
fallen tree.
Chronicle will be announcing
future lake diaries via social media so
if you want you or your venue to be
mentioned in BC get in touch.
For all the latest info and details on
this venue visit www.a12lakes.co.uk

Largest of the session at 17lb 8oz .
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658

Crays
Part 2 by Brian Lewsey

A

fter the success of
having Bulla I
could relax a lot
more, as my main
target fish had
been caught. I was
back a few days later for my normal
midweek session and lost a fish soon
after arriving, which was bad enough
in itself, but to make matters worse I
managed to put a hook in my finger.
To anyone that has ever done this,
and this being my third time in my
angling life, it bloody hurts, but luckily
enough a trip to the hospital or a
night with a hook stuck in my finger
till my missus picked me up the next
day wasn’t on the cards, as I managed to push it right through, crush
the barb and pull it back through.
Luckily it was the tip of my finger and
not a bit further down. A makeshift
plaster was made from a baby wipe
and elastic band.
A new rig was tied, and whilst
doing so a really good fish showed
just off the bottles that stopped people from casting too tight in between
the snags from other swims on the
pool. First cast went bang on the
money and one catapult full of K was

17lb 8oz common.
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15lb 4oz Scaly.

pulted out. I decided I would leave
this rod for the night and moved my
other rod onto the spot I had lost a
fish from earlier. It was about 30 minutes from dark when the alarm
screeched on the rod that was cast at
the show. The bobbin smacked the

butt and I knew almost straight away
which fish it was but hoped that it
wouldn’t be, as I had already had her
earlier in the season. Another epic
battle was had, and after a good 20
minutes’ tussle my suspicions were
confirmed when SP’s was close to
being netted for the second time, but
she had other ideas, bow waving
back out about 20yds again. It was a
good five minutes before I got her
within netting range again, and she
went straight in without too many
dramas. Like most I’m not one for
recaptures, but sometimes it
inevitably will happen. It was just
getting dark now and hoisted up on
the scales a weight of 37lb 4oz was
recorded and a few snaps were taken.
It was early June, and my mind was
starting to wander. I was starting to
think of pastures new and couldn’t
help but notice good fish were being
caught regularly from Horton. It’s
always been a dream water of mine
that I have always wanted to wet a
line in, Shoulders being my favourite
fish of all time. Now if that was alive
my decision would have been a nobrainer. I’ve always presumed Horton
to have a waiting list to join but on

Crays

speaking to Ian this wasn’t the case. I
knew a lot of the special ones had
gone to carpy heaven but there were
still a lot of good’uns left.
At the present moment I already
had two quite expensive tickets,
especially as I hadn’t used one yet,
and having a third would have really
broken the purse strings. I was also
running out of bait. When I enquired
about Horton, Cemex offered to let
me have a Horton ticket minus my
Cray – a good offer, but when asked if
I could come back to Cray for the winter it was a blunt, “No” so my decision
was again 50/50. I was still undecided
if I was going to stay put and start trying to get among some of the originals. Round about this time my hair
was getting long. After I had my first
session I said I wasn’t going to get my
hair cut again till I blanked, thinking it
would be quite soon, but it was now
early June and the hair was a mess
and still growing.
Now I had my head back in gear I
started to put a little more bait than
normal in one of my chosen swims
that I had yet to wet a line in. When
walking around on my next trip the
usual suspects were in Hutchy’s and
just along where I had put a little
more bait I saw a few fish swimming
around the marginal slope. They were
all commons that looked over 20lbs. I
had a little go for them, but decided
after a little while my time would be
better spent a little further up, and I
was rewarded just before dark with
another bite resulting in Two Tone at
26lb 12oz (repeat).
Cray’s carp seem to be territorial,
like on most waters, and certain fish
seem to be seen in certain areas, and
it’s these areas I felt I would have to
target more to get amongst the few
remaining originals that were left. It
was hard, as my other two swims
were both still producing regularly. I
was back out for my midweek pilgrimage and in Hutchy’s, as there
were a few fish out in front and as
usual holding up in the snags to the
left. I had to move soon after, as the
ants and insects were unbearable; the
swim was really overgrown and sitting in there in shorts was not the
one. So I went round the corner and
after staring at the water for a while
the commons from last week were
still swimming around and rolling
occasionally on the sandy coloured
margin. Waiting for them to disappear

24lb 2oz Baby Long.

I then flicked a 2oz gripper lead on to
the slope and one at the bottom of it.
The fish did return a few times but
nothing occurred.
Then I had a gentle pull on the rod
at the bottom of the slope so decided
to hit it and there on the end was Mr.
Crayfish. I pulled my other rod in and
there was nothing left on there but a
bare hook, which maybe explained
the lack of action. Up until now the
crays hadn’t really been much of a
problem. On the odd occasion I reeled

in to only half a bait etc, but I was still
fishing so felt like it was not a problem. I tended to reel in on first light
anyhow the last few weeks to make
sure I was fishing. I would much
rather disturb the swim to be fishing
with my chosen hookbaits than fish
plastics, cork etc. I had so many bites
so quickly on turning up that the
sound of the lead on their heads wasn’t spooking them at all… well not for
long anyway.
I decided to fish further up again

25lb 12oz Lumpy.
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26lb 12oz Two Tone.

after reeling in, and after a fruitless
night I reeled in both rods to find no
baits on either. This is the first time
this had happened, and I was especially surprised about my left hand
rod, as on the spot it was fishing the
bait hadn’t even been marked before.
I rebaited both rods at first light and
around 8am the Siren sounded, and
after a good little scrap the scaly
Shirley was in the net at 26lb on the
nose. I wasn’t aware at the time
which fish it was but hoped it was
one called Beauty, but on sending the
pic to Ian he confirmed it as Shirley.
To be honest I still had Horton in
my head, and I thought, sod it, I’m

26lb Lumpy.
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going to leave the Cray and forget
about Lumpy et al, but really and truly
I had to have Lumpy. I had a guesty
session coming up soon on a prestigious Colne Valley water and decided
I would continue to stick around until
at least after then.
It was coming to the end of June,
and the crays that I didn’t think were
much of a problem could be seen
crawling around on the bottom
through the clear water and liners
were now becoming more common
due to these critters. I had been here
around an hour when the Siren
screamed and I bent into what would
turn out to be my smallest Cray carp

to date. I was joined by Fox head
bailiff Tony Parker who happened to
be walking past the Point swim opposite me at the time of my run. He did
the honours for me and netted a fish
called Scaly at 15lb 4oz. What she
lacked in size she sure more then
made up for in looks – a proper peach
of carp.
As you can see from the photo my
hair was starting to make me look like
Herman the monster. It was good to
meet Tony, as only a few weeks previously I was talking to him on the
phone about joining Fox Pool and had
sent a deposit to secure a place on the
waiting list. This was another water
that I had my eye on after a heads-up
from Ian. We talked all things fishy,
and it was nice to get a little insight
into Fox. I set up my bivvy and
decided to stick the night out there,
and the following morning after reeling again at first light I found I didn’t
have any hookbaits, which was
slightly worrying, as I had used hardened hookbaits and meshed them
too. Not to worry though as soon after
recasting I hooked my first original in
the shape of Ronny at 24lb 2oz. The
fight was pretty uneventful until close
in when he really did put up a good
account of himself and nearly
snagged me on the scaffold poles that
held the boards together that made
the swim more accessible for landing
and netting fish. It was uncanny too,
as the swim had changed a lot over
the few months I had been fishing
there. Netting fish was becoming very
hard, as we were experiencing one of
the best summers for a long time.
Maybe that’s why the crays were non
existent at first, as we had experienced one of the worst winters in history, and in my opinion we were
maybe a month or more behind in
temperatures. I think it was as low as
seven degrees when I first started
angling on here in April.
I had a good guest session where I
had five bites in a mad little couple of
hour morning feeding spell. My sister’s father-in-law who guested me
had yet to have a bite since April. A
double take caused me to lose one,
and I had another double take. I
ended up with three 20s in not ideal
conditions for fishing – 30-plus
degrees – the hottest day of the year
so far. He ended up having two Italians just before leaving. How I would
love to have a proper bash on there!
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin
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PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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26lbs Shirley.

The five we banked were all different
in characteristics too. The one thing I
have enjoyed about Crays is that
they’re not all peas in a pod; you just
never know what you’re going to
hook. It could be a Sutton strain,

31lb 12oz Bob.
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Simmo, Leney or I.O.W original –
there’s a little bit of everything.
I was back on Cray after my session
elsewhere and things had somewhat
slowed down recently, when I had a
take in the torrential rain. I can

remember jumping into my Crocs and
slipping on my backside. When hitting the rod the fish had gained too
much ground and snagged me up. I
put the rod down for a little while to
see if it swam out, but nothing happened. I left it again, picked up the
rod and gave it a little pressure, but
the line must have weakened, as it
parted straight away. Nothing else
occurred, and that meant one thing –
my first blank for a while, and thankfully my head could be shaved! I was
starting to look like Wurzel Gummidge. There was no doubt it was my
thought – I’d blanked as I slipped at
the vital moment, and like a beached
whale, I was helpless.
I always say I’m at my most dangerous when I have a bit of a ‘mare of
a session, and this week was to prove
that, as after the previous week’s
mishaps I managed three bites and
three fish. I can remember fish were
showing out of range, and I was going
to move if it showed again, but a
scream of the Siren resulted in a 17lb
8oz common, and soon after I had
Ventnor at 31lb 4oz (repeat), and to
top it off a few hours before I was
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29lb 2oz, Split Tail.

leaving Baby Long at 24lb 2oz.
Although I had a good session the
crays were manic. Peering in the
edge, I could see groups of them
roaming everywhere. I remember
speaking to Mark via text who was
fishing the Point, and he said his lines
were twitching like a crack head. I

hadn’t had the common and Baby
Long before, which was good but
Ventnor really lived up to his name as
the ugliest fecker in the pond. I can
remember one comment on Facebook
when I posted a photo of him – someone said, “What the feck is that?”
But then again beauty’s in the eye

of the beholder, and where was
Lumpy and his other original
mates? The crays were really
a c t i v e, a n d t o b e h o n e s t I
needed a bit of fishing away
from the locked-up fishing I had
been doing lately. It would be
nice to loosen the clutches and
sit back and relax – a far cry
from the locked-up fishing on
Cray, walking back, hanging on
and hoping the hook didn’t pull.
For that very reason I visited
Farlows for a spot of normal fishing. Friends of mine had been
fishing it since opening day, as it
had recently been taken over by
a new company.
It seemed crazy really to be
paying day ticket prices when I
had two syndicate tickets, but I
did need to be refreshed, as I
was feeling a little fished-out. A
few weeks would be enough
and I would jump back on the Cray
and my other syndicate. My first 24hour session back on Farlows was a
pleasant surprise; the place has
changed a lot and seems to be in very
good hands with the new owners. I
think I had three to high doubles, so
not a bad night’s fishing. But Cray

31lb 4oz Ventnor.
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35lb East Cowes the third time.

37lbs 4oz.
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CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.

ALL BOOKS ARE
SIGNED BY JIM

Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”

£35.00 plus £3.00 post UK

Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
3,000 copies. Carping Re-Cut sold out, and secondhand copies are now £100!!
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was still in the back of my mind, and I
decided after loosening my clutches I
now wanted to get back for Lumpy.
So the next week couldn’t come
quickly enough and I was back on the
Cray. It was very warm and a few
were in their usual hiding place in
Hutchy’s snags basking in the summer sun. I flicked a few floaters on
their heads to no interest at all, so I
decided to have a look further along
and come back in a few minutes to
see if they had changed their minds. I
peered out of the Lawn swim and didn’t see anything so carried on and
came to an area called Swampy,
which is between Reedy and the
Lawn, and as such is not a really a
swim. As the name suggests it has
until now been covered in water and
was previously very boggy. But now
you were able to walk on it with no
problems. I crept down, and lo and
behold there was Lumpy just sitting
there on the marginal slope. I crept
back to my barrow on the path,
assembled my landing net and
grabbed my son’s Grey’s 7ft stalker
rod, which already had a trimmeddown pop-up on it and a small controller float. I crept back down, net

29lb 2oz.
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and rod in hand. I flicked my float out
just past and slowly drew the pop-up
closer.
It must have been in the water no
more then a few seconds and bang,
she hit it straight away. I would like to
say after an awesome fight on light
tackle my target was eventually
banked, but I think she was more
shocked then me, and 30 seconds
later she was in the net. To be honest
my floater fishing skills leave a lot to
be desired; it’s a technique I’m never
that comfortable with, but here I was
mugging off the queen of the pond for
my first and only floater-caught fish of
the season. I would have much rather
caught her from the bottom. She was
also very down in weight from previous seasons, and a weight of 25lb
12oz was recorded.
I settled in for the night, and what a
night it was, as I was plagued with
liners from the crayfish constantly.
Not surprisingly I didn’t have another
bite, and I needed matchsticks for my
eyelids in the morning. It was then
that I decided that I was going to stay
away, as the school holidays were just
starting, and I would come back in
September. My son and I were going

to spend this on my other syndicate
brushing up my son’s carp catching
skills, and I would do a few more sessions on Farlows when he didn’t feel
like coming. A good few weeks were
had, and we ended up having 34 fish
between us with commons up to
28lb-plus and mirrors to 27lb-plus. It
was good to actually see Stan play
out the whole fight and also strike the
daytime bites himself. I did go back to
Cray when Stan went back to school
for one bash, which resulted in me
blanking and again being driven mad
by the crays.
It was coming up to my birthday
which fell on the Wednesday, my day
off, so Tuesday night and Wednesday
morning were going to be spent on
Farlow’s. Can’t remember exactly, but
I had a few fish before dark and a few
in the dark, losing one in the weed
and managing to snap my net cord. It
was whilst fixing it that the rod rattled off again. Luckily enough I had
just fixed it in time, and a nice 22lb
10oz mirror was soon being photographed. I can remember scooping
out the weed with the back of the
landing net handle, as every fish I
hooked seemed to bring in a good
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clump. I was up to maybe four fish by
now when I was visited by Lewis
Daneshi, who along with his brother
Dan had been doing a bit of time on
here of late. Lewis was with me for a
good couple of hours, and we chatted
about the old place we had fished
together and whatnot, and it was
lucky he was there, as I had a couple
more takes that I don’t think I would
have managed to land if he hadn’t
been with me. We even joked how
hard it would be to land a decent one
if I was to get the opportunity. Lewis
left and I was responding to a Facebook private message from my friend
Jason’s son Bradley who was meant
to pop down and see me when the
bobbin pulled up tight.
I struck into what felt like a good
fish; it kited left into a weedbed, but I
managed to move it again and get it
in front of me. One thing I didn’t do
was clear the weed that was in front
of me after landing the two fish whilst
Lewis was with me, and this was to
cost me dearly. Anyway to cut a long
story short I managed to get the very
heavy fish that I was attached to in
line with my other rod that was on my
bank stick. When I pulled, the fish
rose to the surface, and I could see it
was one of Farlow’s finest commons,
the Smudge, or looked to be; it was as
black as your hat with an orange
underbelly. I put the net into the
water and began to try and scoop my
prize, but it was just out of range, and
there was too much weed to scoop
up. She was wallowing, and her head
was pointing to the bottom – she
looked immense. I was in a bit of a
conundrum about what to do. I
should have taken the net head off
and jumped in, but I decided to put
the rod down and hand-line the fish
in. Why I did this god only knows.
I quickly grabbed my mainline and
began pulling my prize towards me. I
was gaining line with every pull when
I saw a bare hook with my bait on the
hair, and for a few seconds I couldn’t
believe that she was gone. I was now
scooping the weed thinking I was still
attached for some strange reason
when it hit home she was gone. Gutted is an understatement, and for
some reason I stabbed the weedbed
at my feet with the other end of my
landing net pole in frustration. As if to
rub salt into the wound she was still
there stuck in the weed and she powered off in to the depths. In hindsight

26lb mirror.

I should have rung the shop, but I
never thought it was going to come
off. It was the last hour before going
home and I had lost a good’un on my
birthday too. Being honest it still guts
me talking about it now, and maybe it
was the reason I overstayed my time
on Farlow’s when I should have really
been on the Cray. The following week
I had the luxury of a 48-hour session
and a good start was had again. I
managed 14 bites, landing 11, but like
both my previous 48-hour sessions
nearly all the bites came in the first 24
hours. I also hooked and landed my
best Farlows fish of the season at 29lb
2oz, a mirror called Split Tail that reg-

ularly goes over 30. Just as the previous week, I managed to get it weeded
but it just so happens that I got lucky
this time, as someone happened to be
walking past, and after stripping back
the weed it was netted.
Now I was to go on a nice little run,
and although I didn’t manage to have
a 30 in my short time on there, I did
manage a fish over 25 for a good few
weeks on the trot. Also the area I targeted did most of the better fish. Over
the few months I got caught up on
there the Pretty One, Farlow’s biggest
resident that I have been lucky to
have at a record low weight of 32lb
8oz, came from there, as did the fish I

28lb 4oz mirror.
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believe I lost at 37lb 4oz. Here are a
my first fish from a new water that
few of the better ones I managed to
doesn’t do many if any fish in winter.
land before I got itchy feet and
It was soon just out in front of me, but
decided to go back to my syndiI couldn’t see it yet. As it broke surcates…
face to be honest it looked like it was
It was sometime in November, and
only a low double. I was a little disapI was thinking of going back on the
pointed; here I was fishing a lake full
Cray after having an enjoyable few
of monsters and I go and hook a doumonths on Farlows – a lot longer than
ble. But a fish is a fish, and it broke my
I expected, but it was nice to fish
duck. It was netted without too much
closer to home with a few friends that
fuss and a weight of 15lb-plus was
I haven’t fished with for a long time. I
recorded for the little common.
can’t remember how many fish I had,
The following morning just as I was
but I did end up having 19 fish over
about to leave I was joined by another
20lbs with commons to 29lb 2oz and
member, and whilst packing away
mirrors to 29lb 2oz – both spawnedchatting the same rod rattled off
out 30s. I missed seal-clubbing month
again. I hit it and what felt like a good
(October) on Cray, and it was starting
fish kited left. I played it very softly
to get really cold when for the first
again and my adrenalin was pumping
time of the year I decided to work my
when all of a sudden it locked up in
day off and miss my normal Tuesopen water. Here I was thinking I’d
day/Wednesday 24-hour session. I
gone and lost a good’un. I applied a
was thinking of hanging up my rods
bit of steady pressure and I soon
for a well-earned break. Everyone
came back into direct contact. There I
was expecting a big freeze, which at
was thinking the fish had found some
the time of writing, now the middle of
underwater snag when it had just
February, still hasn’t happened.
managed to bury itself in some dying
It was the weekend in the middle of
weed. An upper double mirror broke
November, and reading my syndithe surface, and to be honest if I did
cate’s forum page I saw the main lake
happen to lose the fish I would have
had now been opened up to all memdefinitely estimated its weight to be a
bers. It was a water I had been itchlot more. It weighed in at 17lb 10oz –
ing to fish for the last four
seasons. So putting my rods
away was going to be a nonstarter, but now I had the
problem of not having a day
off for ten days, so I decided
to see if I could book a day’s
holiday and wet a line
sooner. Lucky enough work
was obliging, and I managed
to get the Thursday off. Nothing occurred, which is not
surprising, as it has a reputation of not doing any fish
from early November
onwards, but it was nice to
angle somewhere different,
and my enthusiasm was
back.
It would nice to see if I
could just get one, and I was
back out the following week
for 24 hours when in the early
hours of the morning my
buzzer sounded and my
hanger pulled up tight. I was
on it in seconds, which for
the time of morning it was
surprising, as it was around
2.30. I gingerly played it,
shaking like a leaf as it was 26lb mirror.
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two fish and both doubles. I was
thinking to myself, where are the
big’uns?
So after breaking my duck I was
back out again on the Tuesday for
another 24 hours and decided to go
back in the same swim when just
after dark the same rod rattled off
again, This definitely felt better, and
after a good little tussle what looked
like a 30lb common was soon in the
net. Up on the scales a weight of 32lb
4oz of glistening gold common carp
was recorded and a winter 30 to boot.
I managed another two fish: an upper
twenty common at 28lb 4oz and
another 13lb mirror. Just goes to show
there is some etiquette left in angling,
as just before I was due down for my
24-hour weekly session a fellow
member called me to say would I
mind if he fished the area I had been
fishing. “Of course not” was my reply.
I’ve never been one to hide what I
was doing and would always share
spots and info with other anglers. I’m
just as happy for others to catch, and
sometimes it’s just nice to see them
on the bank. I knew it was due a
big’un and congrats mate on a winter
40!
The 13lb mirror was to be my last
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
ONLY 500 SIGNED COPIES AVAILABLE – FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
SO ORDER QUICKLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
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fish the week before Christmas, so in
five nights I managed to have five
bites – not too bad for a water that
doesn’t do winter bites. Rods were
definitely being put away for Christmas, as some Brownie points needed
to be earned. I was going to call it a
day on here and try and get the
remaining few from Cray that I
wanted; one being Ray and the other
being Bob, not to forget Uppy and the
Thorpe Park Common. Ray and Bob
are not named after anyone I know
personally, but Ray is named after
Alex Fernandez’s brother Ray who at
a young age died of cancer so it’s a
special fish indeed and had only been
caught twice – once by another
angler at 8lb and once by Alex at 16lb.
Bob was named after Bob the Bus,
and as the name would suggest he’s a
bus driver that used to fish the Cray.
But the names Bob and Ray are very
apt in my own fishing, Ray being an
angler I used to fish with on a club
water in Colnbrook. We became very
close friends and we still are today.
Some of the texts we have exchanged
over the last ten years have been
uncanny in predicting captures, and
he’s been truly inspirational.
I recall one instance I was fishing
my syndicate and I had a quiet night,
which isn’t unusual, as it very rarely
does consistent night time bites. I
walked the lake to see if I could see
anything, and on passing the halfway
point you wouldn’t believe the difference, as the half that I was fishing
was devoid of fish and in the other
they were like dolphins. I texted him
to say I was moving. I can remember
texting, “Geez – good common just
showed” and he replied, “You’ll have
it, Geez.” Shortly after, maybe 30 minutes at the most it rattled off and the
lake’s biggest common was in the
net. It wasn’t a huge fish but at 31lbplus it was more than welcome.
Another fish showed close in and I
can remember saying that I could
almost count its scales. I put a bait on
its head and it rattled off, and a lovely
looking mirror was in the net after an
epic fight. It spun the scales round to
24lbs. Soon after another fish showed
in a different spot and a bait was
whacked on its head. After a short
wait the Siren was screaming off and
another 21lb-plus fish was in the net.
So after a night without a touch, a
one-hour spell after moving saw me
bank three quick fish. A few more
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25lb 4oz Baby Long.

were had too, and this was just typical of the text messages we send to
each other. A nicer guy you couldn’t
wish to meet, but I’m glad to say I
don’t miss him rattle my bivvy at 5
o’clock in the morning with, “What
you had, Geez?”
Now getting on to Bob: he was a
bailiff at my syndicate and he cooks a
mean curry – restaurant quality. We
had became good friends and we
spent a lot of time together when I
decided to spend my 2012/13 season
at my syndicate and not join anywhere else. One of my most memorable sessions was with Bob was
when I turned up at the lake to do a
24-hour session and one member that
was fishing had two 30s, which
meant that my chances of getting a
bigger one were reduced as the water
had been fishing well. The water had
only done two different 30s so far this
year. All the fish were a little down in
weight, but the majority of the fish
were whacking it on again one of the
recognised 30s hadn’t been caught by
the other member, and the other was
a new one. When Bob entered my
swim I had been there a couple of
hours, and he said, “You’re slacking,

boy. Why ain’t you had a take?” No
sooner had the words left his mouth
than the rod rattled off and I was soon
playing what felt like a good’un. After
playing it for a few minutes I hoped it
would soon be ready for netting, but
just then the other rod decided to rattle off. Uncannily, the first fish was
netted and it was the biggest fish in
the lake at 32lb 4oz, which meant the
last three bites in the lake had all produced 30s. The other was one also
safely landed – a mid double.
It was now January and I was back
fishing Cray, which was going to be
my sole water until either my ticket
ran out or I got the last few remaining
on my hit list. The missus dropped me
off, and I loaded the barrow for a quick
walk round. I opened the gate and I
couldn’t believe what greeted me…
One of the trees was down, and pushing a barrow through was out of the
question. Getting through would be
hard enough in itself – 30 minutes of
taking every bit of gear through one
piece at a time. I had to flip my bedchair over the top of the branches a
few times till it reached the other side.
I was now finally through and ready
to have a look round. One thing that
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was at the back of my mind was that
I would have to do this all again to
leave, but hopefully with a fish under
my belt. Effort equals reward, or so I
hoped. I can remember messaging
Ian about water level etc prior to
arriving, and he said, “Wear your
wellies.” I replied, “I’ll be there around
one o’clock and I’ll have a fish in the
net by three.” “That’s the spirit, son”
was his reply.
Well it was after 2pm and I decided
on the Green Bank swim. The water
was up and I had no wellies so couldn’t really fish any of the others. It’s the
one that was in the back of my mind
anyhow. Both rods went out on their
spots second cast; it’s like I’d never
been away. On one spot I found, if you
can clip the tree you would be almost
guaranteed as long as the crays didn’t
get it first. But with the water higher
and the gap smaller it was a tricky
cast, and you guessed it – I got lucky.
My phone rang and I sat down on my
bucket chatting away when the rod
went off, and after a spirited fight I
had one in the net that I didn’t recognise. A quick pic sent to Ian and he
confirmed it as Bob. Yes, what a result
and it was 3.02pm – okay, two minutes late, but it would make the struggle back through the fallen trees
when leaving a lot easier.
A weight of 31lb 2oz was recorded,
and it was my thirteenth 30 from the
Cray so far – hopefully I wouldn’t get
stuck on that number for long. Nothing else occurred, and Bob was the
only fish of the trip but another one
was chalked off the list. I was chomping at the bit to get out again next

24lb, Ray.

week, and I had a chance just on dark,
but unfortunately the hook pulled and
that was my only chance, so I would
have to make the most of next week.
The coming week I was desperate to
make amends for last week’s loss, and
thankfully the path was fully clear
now and the rods were both back on
their spots. Admittedly it took a little
time with a strong wind and a few did
end up in the tree above, as the gap
was getting smaller and smaller by
the day. The rain was constant in the
area and the wettest January/February was coming. Anyhow I was made
to wait until 2.30am for a repeat capture when the pukka looking Baby
Long graced my mat at 25lb 4oz.
I was up early to recast the rod I
had Baby Long on thru the night, as
although I was confident I was on the
right line I wanted to be more precise.
At around 11am I had a liner, which
made me sit upright on my bedchair
and ten minutes later it rattled off. A
good little scrap resulted in another
fish I didn’t recognise, which looked
like a miniature version of SP’s. Up on
the scales she went 24lb and was a
fish called Ray. A weight of 24lb was
recorded, and this was only its third
recorded capture.
Another one chalked off the list,
and my mind was now wandering to
Cowes and Uppy. They made me wait
a little longer this session, but to have
two gave me hope that it may
improve again next week, and hopefully they were on the feed.
I was back out again next week
and was rewarded with East Cowes
a g a i n a t 3 5 l b. “ W h e r e i s y o u r

brother?” I was thinking. I did manage another through the night in the
shape of the legendary Lumpy at
26lbs, which although it was repeat
was more then welcome, as previously Lumpy was the only fish I had
from on the top. I’m of the notion that
they count more when caught from
the bottom. Just a shame that like an
idiot I forgot to charge my camera
battery and only have a poor iPhone
pic. The next three 24-hour sessions
have been totally uneventful on the
fish side of things and to be fair the
rain and wind have been horrendous.
To even be out there and fishing
when people had their homes flooded
in the area is a feat in itself and shows
you how high the banks are on the
Cray.
One week we had to come in from
a different entrance point, as the road
leading to it was flooded and I nearly
l o s t m y Te m p e s t A i r, b u t l u c k y
enough it hit the Cemex sign and didn’t manage to make it to the razor
wired fence. Also a tree branch
snapped and narrowly missed my
rods – the joys of winter
fishing. I carried on for a
few more sessions, but
mysteriously the fishing
dried up, and I spent the
whole of February fishless.
By now it was early
March, and I also heard
that I had all my syndicates for the following
season that I had applied
for and been waiting for.
We were also in the process of modernising our
bathroom so some
Brownie points again
needed to be earned, and
to be honest my mind was
thinking of hippos elsewhere, so I decided to
called it a day on Cray. n
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Linch Hill
By Marc ‘The Traveller’ Twaite

Linch Hill

M

y aim this season was to
chase and target as many
proper old
English carp as
possible. With all the otter issues and
flood problems we are reading and
seeing all over the Internet this has
given me even more of a reason to target them. Linch Hill Fishery, as we all
know, holds some of the best looking
carp in the country. It’s a fantastic
complex featuring three stunning
lakes, all unique in their own right. To
say you could possibly spend ten or
so years of your angling life chasing
proper old English carp on the complex isn’t far from the truth. Willow
Lake and Christchurch came back to
being day ticket waters with
Stoneacres still run as a syndicate. Of
course like any angler hearing the
stories about the jewels that swim
around in all three lakes, it’s great to
start on the smaller the most stocked
lake and work your way through
keeping your ears and eyes to the
ground on the other two for future reference.
On my first few sessions on Willow
Lake in 2013 I had multiple captures.
It’s a stunning water with some awesome looking carp and plenty of
snaggy, carpy areas of the lake, which
really keep you on your toes. The first
session using the SS4 I landed six

carp to 24lb from the swim they call
Humps. The session after I was on a
tutorial with one of the team members, Andy, from the Deaf Society, who
had a brace of 20s and a high double,
again on the SS4. This is my own
range of baits from Pukka Squirrel
Baits; the 100% natural ingredients is
definitely an advantage to me, as
so many were using the going baits
on there – Cell and Sticky. I’ve always
tried to be different on every lake I
fish due to doing my own hard work
and reaping my own rewards in the
process, not off the back of someone
like so many anglers tend to do this
day in age.
As a team I wanted to get a few of
the guys on there early this year for a
social. We planned a weekend in April
2014 and hit it hard with bait! Yes, I’d
be keeping my eyes and ears to the
ground, and so many were going
down the maggot and particle route. I
wanted to be different; many team
members were saying, “Smurf, shall
we bring maggots, corn, pellet etc?” I
said, “No! They are possibly bored of

that; it’s way into spring now and
over the last four months they’ve
been fed that. They want food; they
want nutrition they’re hungry carp
craving for certain essential ingredients for them to survive.” This is why
14 of us opted for the SS4 due to my
success the year before. We walked
around the lake and I talked about
areas and spots where naturals would
still be in abundance along with hiding places they would visit or hold
during our 48-hour session.
We opted for two rods apiece to
keep the line pressure to a minimum,

(Top) Team PSB social, Half Lin and
new PB for Webby at 39lb, the SS4
doing it.
(Above right) Dwain smashed it – this
his new PB common using the Secret
Oil and Stick mix in a solid bag over
2kg of SS4.
(Right) Smurf with a stunner from
Willow Lake on the team social
caught from a clear spot in open
water on the SS4.
(Above) Wil and Rich, the characters
of the team keeping us all
entertained. Sshhhh!!
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which seemed to work well from the
off. We baited with one or two kilos of
SS4 on the two rods. Some went with
the odd zig in open water swims, and
some went with the yet to be
launched SCS4 Sweet Candy Squirrel. The first afternoon there had been
a few carp out, and I managed a stunning black plated scaly mirror over a
kilo of SS4. Ian had a fully scaled mirror on a zig and Dwain had a new PB
common of 35lb on a solid bag of stick
mix and Secret Oil with a scattering
of SS4 freebies. The team was upbeat
and looking forward to the evening, as
there had only been a few carp out all
year prior to our arrival. The morning
after at 6am, my old mucker from
school, Webby, came running to my
swim next door saying, “I’ve got one,
mate.” I said, “Nice one, buddy. How
big?” He said, “Not sure – looks a right
lump.” As I walked back to his swim,
knowing that it was Webby’s first session on Linch and first time on the
SS4, it would possibly be one of the
jewels, as he’s a very good angler
who’s very publicity shy; you know
the ones!
As I look into the net I said, “It’s the
Half Lin, mate. It’s one of the most
sought after carp on the complex – a
real gem.” His face was a picture –
pretty much in shock. We lifted her
out the water to lay her on the mat
ready to weigh. I said, “What did you
have it on?” Just as I said it, I saw the
15mm hard hooker in the bottom lip.
Webby said, “One kilo scattered in
silt, bud. I waited till dark and baited
up again.” Several of the team ran
round quickly to witness the weighing. It was 39lb on the nose, a new PB
for Webby, and we all got in on a
proper team picture. The social was
kicking off big time, and we were all
buzzing for him.
That day we managed 14 bites and
landed nine carp with Dwain catching another 30 mirror and a few mid
20s to Terry, Joe and Dave along with
a few high doubles – all stunning,
scaly carp. I told the guys, “They’re
having it! Bait up and sit back…” We
all did exactly that with around 1kg of
(Top) Profoundly deaf Team PSB
member Joe with a minter using the
SCS4 range on the social.
(Middle) Terry happy with this one –
another Linch Hill carp that put a
smile on his face.
(Bottom) The awesome SS4 hasn’t let
Dave down yet.
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?
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(Above) Beers flowing on the social.
(Right) Smurf off the mark with a
scaly mirror to start his session off on
Christchurch.
(Bottom) Smurf with the near leather
caught on his simple pop-up rig
giving ‘em plenty of SS4.

SS4 on each rod. Again the bites kept
coming – a total of 16 bites to 11 of
the 14 anglers, who landed 12 carp in
the 48 hours. We were all made up.
We h a v e s o m e r e a l c h a r a c t e r s
amongst us. What a team social to
start the year with the awesome food
Julie cooks in the café, plus the stamp
of carp we caught we couldn’t have
asked for a better weekend.
Those big scaly mirrors and black
commons were tempting me to leave
Willow for a while and target some of
the proper old English warriors next
door in Christchurch. The previous
year, 2013, I’d done four sessions from
October to December and caught a
stunning mid 20 common first session
on the SS4, but then blanked the last
three when I went with the bait. Most
other anglers were Spombing pints
and pints of maggots, which made
things really hard for me, but I did my
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homework and research. I mapped
out the contours of the lakebed in certain areas of the lake I’d like to be in
early spring this year and set my
sights on certain carp. I focused
on my game plan to be different, and
just hopefully get on there at the right
time when they’re having it.
So many talk about known spots
and short rigs, small baits, using par-

ticle etc, but I didn’t take any of that
on board. I went totally opposite to
what everyone was telling me. I
wanted to do things my way on my
own bait with my own methods
resulting in my own captures on my
terms. Some may think I’m being
arrogant for this, but the deeper you
look into being different from the
crowd and the going tactics or baits
is when your success starts to be a little unique where not many anglers
would follow suit or catch on.
At bite times I baited up when
other anglers wanted to keep their
area quiet. Guys were reeling in and
resting swims from 10am and going
for breakfast, but I kept my lines in.
Some I watched were Spombing particle and using small baits, but I went
with 18mm SS4. There were so many
little edges I found to be different on

there. Talk about them getting away
with it! Yes, I know they do possibly
more than any other lake I’ve fished,
and you have to respect the fact that
they’ve seen it all there and are the
most pressured carp I know of. I opted
for enough rope to hang themselves,
but many went with short and finicky
rigs, but this told me their spots and
their baiting strategies. Like I said I
wanted the carp to see, hear and taste
s o m e t h i n g d i f f e r e n t – a s u p p l e,
braided 9in hooklink with matching
pop-up to my freebies on an inline
drop-off system was my rig. I’ve
always said that it’s the way you feed
carp; the way you skim your freebies
across the surface enabling them to
roll onto your spot or in your area.
Stealth is and always has been my
approach. There are times to ring the
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changes and make noise and there
are times you don’t; its knowing
when to ring that change, especially
on baiting up, and baiting up with a
quality boilies only.
After the social on Willow with the
team I knew these carp were hungry,
but they will never get fat on maggots
and black foam. I wanted to feed
them but also give them something
they actually require as part of the
diet at this time of year. Too many
anglers again go with the going bait
or one bait for the whole season
thinking this is going to work all year
round. Yes there are some awesome
baits out there, and I’ve lived and
learned from some of the best bait
buffs around over the years. This is
what has made me start my own bait
company. I wanted to be different,
and I wanted to give the carp more

than anyone else was giving them.
This hopefully was going to be to my
advantage by catching the once a
year carp or those very unique carp
that don’t always come out on bait –
only zigs or surface baits.
It always pays to be different. I hit
an area of the lake hard with the stick
going through 7kg of 18mm SS4 and
fishing 15mm pop-ups over the top
for three days. My first take came on
the second day at 3pm in the afternoon when six anglers on the lake
had their lines in resting their swims.
It was a stunning scaly mirror – not
huge, but very welcome and off the
baited spots. I opted to keep it going
in, knowing there were at least two
groups of carp on the feed after
watching their early morning activity.
If they were there I wanted to hold
them there and pick them off one by

(Above) Smurf with one of the big
scaly jewels in Christchurch at 43lb
4oz. St George’s Day was a red-letter
day.
(Bottom) St George’s Day misty
morning.

one. The morning after it was St
Georges Day, a traditional English
day, and what better way to wake up
in the morning than overlooking the
water and seeing carp activity? The
fizzing was like nothing I’ve never
seen before; they were troughing, and
they was hungry carp.
There were two fish out from the
far bank, but I’d seen a real big head
and shoulders slide up to its midriff
and slide back down. If you’d blinked
you’d have missed it. So there I was
dipping choccy Hobnobs in my second brew of the morning when my
middle bobbin smashed my rod and
the spool was melting. I hit this fish; it
kited left, and I was straight into my
chesties. It was 5am, a little misty,
and I had a savage carp on the end of
my Torrix. My heart was pumping;
there’s no better feeling! After 15 or
so minutes I slipped the net under a
mint looking near leather carp. The
feeling is awesome – women just
don’t understand! Ha ha!
After the weighing and pics were
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done by my mate Jordon next door,
who’d had a lump of a common on
the SS4 already, I quickly got my rod
back on the spot and baited up. Some
would leave the swim quiet, but I
made noise with the cast and made
noise with the baiting up. Again I was
being different to anyone else I
watched on the lake, especially those
on the opposite bank. 9.30am and my
left hand bobbin again smashed my
rod and it ripped off. This time a huge
tail waved at me on the surface; the
lead dropped off and the carp came
right up to the surface. I knew it was
a proper one, and again the carp kited
left to a known snag. I had to give it
some but knew my hookhold would
be strong. I slipped into my chesties
again, jumped into the water and
fought the carp under my rod tip for
quite a while. It didn’t rise again until
it was ready to land. When I’d got the
head and shoulders into the net, I
stretched out, pulling a long, deep,
scaly mirror across the cord. When
the tail came and flopped over at the
end my heart was racing and I let out
a huge sigh of relief. I knew it was a
jewel; it was a proper one, and possibly the one I’d seen show over the
bait earlier.
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I made sure the carp was safe, and
Jordan came running round. I showed
him in the net, and he shouted, “Yes
Smurf – that’s massive!” I got the
sling wet, zeroed the scales and got
the camera ready. We weighed the
fish and the needle went straight over
40 – Yessssss” It was 43lb 4oz. I called
the bailiffs, and they came within a
few minutes. They said they didn’t
recognise the fish, but I wasn’t too
bothered about the names. It was an
awesome creature, possibly over 40
years old and the best looking carp I’d
ever caught, and from an iconic water
like Christchurch on St. George’s Day
– I was made up. Nick the bailiff did
me proud with the pics. He got in the
water and made a real effort with
what is such a stunning carp. I couldn’t stop smiling at the intensity of the
moment. I’d not felt like it since my
old ice hockey days; I was proper
buzzing.
That afternoon again I landed a
mint looking chunky common off the
same rod. It was turning into a session I’d never forget. We all talk about
red-letter days, and this was mine,
from what can be a very tricky water
on my own bait, the awesome SS4.
My aim is to carry on where I left off. I

feel being different helped me big
time. I have many little tricks for pressured day ticket waters. I’ve got more
of the A-Team in my sights; there are
some really stunning fish in there.
Even the low 20s are some of the best
looking carp I’ve ever seen, so any
carp will be a result. I’ll be happy just
knowing that whatever happens for
the rest of this season, I’ll never forget
St George’s Day – one for my memory
book for sure – and whilst I can chase
dreams on iconic waters like Linch
Hill I’ll have a smile on my face :)
Be Lucky, Smurf ‘The Traveller’ n
(Above) Julie’s awesome breakfast
from the café.
(Below) Smurf with a chunky
common to finish his session, again
on the SS4.

NIGHT-FISHING BAN
LIFTED AT LAST!
BACK ON THE BANK IN TIME FOR
SPRING! TIME FOR A GOOD BOOK TO
GET YOU IN THE MOOD!

NEW BOOKS

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk/online-shop.html
NEW AND OLD BOOKS:

www.ebay.co.uk/usr/rarecarpbooksunlimited

Totally safe and virus free – there’s nothing
quite like reading a good book to free your
mind from all this anxiety.

Spring Diary of
the Urban Myth
Rob Maylin talks to Terry Dempsey

R

ob: Well, it’s the middle of May and I have
met up once again
with the Urban Myth
himself
Terry
Dempsey, down at
our normal haunt, the coffee shop on
the A23. They do the best frappuccino
in the country, and we are on our third
large ones already. It has been a fantastic year so far for Urban Bait. None
of you could have failed to see what
was going on the internet, on Facebook, Twitter, everywhere – the bait
has really taken off, and I know that
Terry has lots to tell us about since
we last met up in the winter. The poor
guy has hardly been fishing; it’s all
work, work, work. He can see the a bit
of light at the end of the tunnel now,
and I am sure he will be back out now
that the weather has turned to the

carp time of the year. So without further ado, I’ll pass you on to Terry:
Terry: It’s been a great year so far,
Rob. I can’t believe how much things
have turned around from this time
last year. This time last year, I was
working out of my back garden selling the odd kilo of boilies, trying to
convince everyone what a good bait
the Nutcracker was and what a good
bait the Tuna Garlic was. I was really
working hard with a few handfuls of
customers, and now a year later the
baits are taking the lakes by storm.
Every single day I am being told of
serious amounts of fish being caught
on the bait – 30s, 40s, 50s, 20s – you
know, the whole lot are being caught
on the bait while I am sitting here not
being able to fish.
All I do all day is check through
photographs of fish being caught and

the different stories.
A lot of hard work has gone in; we
had a lot of changes since I last saw
you, and one of the biggest changes
is that we’ve got Jim Shelley on our
baits. Jim as you and I know Rob, is a
serious catching machine. He’s a
great asset to any bait company, and
overnight we took on another legion
of anglers even though the
Nutcracker was doing really, really
well before Jim. He added more to it,
and it can only get better for us. As
we are coming into spring now, a
busy time of the year, my fishing has
been down to a complete minimum. I
think I have done six nights since I
was fishing at Savay last autumn on
the guest.
The first night I blanked totally; it
was freezing cold, and I went to the
syndicate that I was fishing last year

Andy Ruthven is kicking things of in style with this ancient looking mirror. Fishing a large, pressured southeastern pit, he
tempted the beast on the going bait.
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Oliver Moon has been consistently catching on Urban Baits and this gorgeous mirror called Millers at 39lb 10oz just goes to
prove how much the fish are liking the Urban Bait.

Tel has managed to muscle in on the action of late. Not big, but what it lacks in size it makes up for in beauty. This stunning
little fully scaled mirror could not resist the Nutcracker from Tel’s current water.
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Urban Bait consultant Stuart Daborn has been in fine form of recent catching this
mint looking mirror at 41lb along with three other 30s whilst on an overnighter
at Swan Valley.

Whilst on the subject of Swan Valley, Stuart has not been having it all his own
way down there and his good friend Carl Ayres muscled in on the action with the
Korda Fish at 37lb 8oz on an 18mm Nutcracker caught over a kilo of freebies.
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and I did not see a fish; it was proper
grim. The second night I went down
there, a good month or later in early
April, I climbed a tree, and I was lucky
enough to see a big common only
about twenty yards out in a shallow
bay. This fish went around, doing a
few circles, and then started tipping
up and feeding at the bottom on
whatever was down there. I was
buzzing; I’d just got the lake and I
was watching this common. About
twenty minutes later I saw another
fish from another angle in the same
place, so I knew I was on the fish.
I moved into the swim further
down the bank, and to the entrance of
the bay there is about a 90-yard cast.
So I got my rod out there to the
entrance of the bay. I didn’t want to
cast right on top of the fish because I
knew they were so spooky in here
because of the gin clear water. Once I
got my rod in place I started firing a
bit of bait out there, 20mm Nutcrackers, with a throwing stick. I must have
put about 80 to 100 baits out there at
the entrance of the bay, which is
known as Quicksand Bay. There is
apparently a lot of quicksand around
there so people don’t really go down
there. I had only been sitting there for
one hour when the tip pulled right
round. I pulled into the fish, but it
steamed off to the right, and it took
me right into the bay. On the opposite
bank about sixty yards away there
were a lot of branches that had fallen
into the water, and the next thing I
knew, I could see it swirling up in the
middle of a tree that had fallen into
the lake. The branches were being
violently pulled, and this big old kipper was sitting in the middle of the
tree just splashing around.
So, being amphibious and totally
insane, I stripped off, jumped in the
freezing cold lake and started making
my way out to where the fish was
with my net. Knowing that the quicksand was around, I was using my net
to help me move along the bottom,
and this is gospel truth – I’d just got
to the tree and I saw a massive wave
coming out of it, and I knew he had
gone. Being a long time in this game,
I knew he had done me; he had
wrapped me around the tree about
ten times. I have seen that so many
times over the years; as soon as the
carp are in the woodwork, they spin
around the branches, and then they
use the actual branch as a disgorger.
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Mary's Mate
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Here is Tel again with another Nutcracker, this time with an unknown mirror at 35lb 8oz. This fish powered off on
unstoppable runs and Tel feared that the fish’s power may overcome him. But in true Urban Myth style, luck (skill, some
would say) was on his side, and what a stunner this fish is. Not bad considering he’d left his rods at home to start with!

Oliver Pullen caught this stunning scaly mirror on the Nutcracker recently.
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Spring Diary of The Urban Myth

Richard Turner caught this lovely mirror on the going bait.

Thomas Pashley caught this stunning mirror at 41lb 2oz from a large Colne Valley Pit.
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Spring Diary of The Urban Myth

From overseas, Tommy de Cleen has been getting in on the action with this mint looking common.

They will always get off so easily. I
remember when I was a kid fishing
Hainault Forest; every time those fish
got in the woodwork. Anyway I was
sick as a pig; I was gutted and I was
freezing cold. The bait was gone, and
there wasn’t a fish left in the bay.
The following week, I went back
over there and I fished all afternoon in
the bay again, but I never saw a fish.
It had just gone dark and I saw the
odd one pop out right at the other
end. I only had one night, so I moved
right up the other end. I got my rods
out just on dark, feeling for my drops,
and found a couple of decent spots to
put my rods out. I woke up at first
light to the sound of the buzzer going;
there were about five bleeps and the
bobbin was right up at the butt. I
thought I was in, so I jumped out and
played him in – a lovely big common
and my first one of the year. He
weighed 32lbs 12oz and had a big
humpy back; I was chuffed to bits
with him.
Then the following week I had an
absolute beauty… I went down to the
same swim where I had caught the
common and fished same sorts of
spots. About twelve o’clock at night I
had a belting take, an absolute mad
one. I must have played this fish for
about twenty minutes, and it took me
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through a tree. It tried to do what I
was talking about earlier; I could see
it spinning around on the surface in
the moonlight. I could see right down
the margins, and luckily enough the
light was shining on me and I got it
in. It was around 35lbs, and he was a
beauty.
I have never, ever seen a picture of
him before, so that is the season’s
worth for me. The following week I
caught a 19lbs fully scaled, again
another fish I had never seen before in
this particular lake. So yes, on the
fishing front it’s been good, but now
the Nutcracker has just taken over.
We are spending all our time trying to
send bait out, meeting people and
just being totally busy.
Rob: And as you said, loads of good
fish are coming out on your bait. Terry
has kindly sent us over some of the
pictures of the better ones from the
guys using the bait now. Like Terry
says, I can’t believe how much things
have turned around for him. He has
worked really hard, and I for one
couldn’t be more pleased. I wanted
him to succeed with his bait business, and I think even he would say it
has gone beyond his expectations.
The sky is the limit for Urban Baits.
Terry: Definitely, Rob. I mean some
of the catches that have been coming

out on the bait means that the bait is
speaking for itself. The lake that I am
fishing at the moment has a 50
pounder that has been caught three
times on the Nutcracker now. Even
the big Elphicks fish has been out
about four times this year on the
Nutcracker. It was out twice in a
week earlier in the year on the
Nutcracker, and that is what has been
happening up and down the land; it is
being used, and it is doing the business. And not forgetting the two other
baits are also doing really well. So on
all fronts, we are strong at the minute.
Rob: And with Jim Shelley on your
team as well, you have the best carp
angler in the country using the bait
now, so I am sure we are going to see
the true potential of it. I think Jim is
on for a record season this year. I
should be meeting up with Tel regularly from now on. It has been a while
since he has been in the magazine,
but I won’t let that happen again. I
will try to come and see him once a
month and catch up with how his
fishing is going. Also I’ll follow how
Jim’s fishing has been going and all
the other guys that are on the Urban
Baits. Take a look on Terry’s website
or his Facebook page www.urbanbaits.co.uk. Thanks, Tel.
Terry: Cheers Rob. n

CARPING RE-CUT

Jim Shelley

Jim Shelley is the UK’s most prolific hunter of big
carp. He is a carp fishing force of nature and no carp
can withstand his pursuit for long. He has carved
out a career in carp fishing with an iron will and
perspiration, and this book is the physical
embodiment of that drive. Every single word is
testament to the fact that Jim won’t ever give up. He
taught himself to write so that he could genuinely
say that he’d written this huge book unaided. That is
just what he has done too.
Inside you’ll find the truth… the whole truth.
Nothing has been airbrushed and at times Carping
Re-Cut can make for uncomfortable reading. It’s
gritty, it deals with difficult situations that Jim found
himself on and off the bank. Let’s not forget,
throughout a portion of this book, Jim’s wife Jane
battled with cancer and if the strain took its toll,
then Jim has written about the consequences, and
left nothing out! Carping Re-Cut tells the story of a
man driven to catch the biggest and best carp out
there. There are colourful and touching moments
along the way and of course, there are the fish! This
book holds beautiful images of many of the fish that
captured the hearts of carp men throughout the last
decade or so. Eventually, Jim worked out how to
catch them all, and the way that he did it is laid bare
here for you to read.
So, join Jim on a journey that starts in ‘bandit
country’ near Heathrow, passes east through
Cambridgshire and Norfolk before swinging back via
Royal Berkshire, and plunging deep into the jungle
that is the mysterious Colnemere, as Jim searches for
the ultimate prize, the Black Mirror. One thing’s for
sure, it won’t be dull!
At last the long awaited second book from carp
fishing’s No.1 angler is available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications. Carping Re-Cut is the
follow up to Jim’s highly successful first book
Carping Un Cut and is a mammoth size publication
containing over 400 beautiful colour plates, exclusive
stories and an incredible amount of huge carp from
waters far and wide. Jim always was a great carp
angler but over the past few seasons he has evolved

into the ultimate catching machine. Water after
water, target after target and record after record have
fallen to this sometimes controversial angler,
nevertheless no one can deny his ability and no carp
is uncatchable once Jim sets his mind to it. Jim’s first
book was a great read and it’s sometimes hard for an
author to match the quality of his first book,
however this is not the case with Carping Re-Cut.
This book is a revelation and no carp angler of any
ability, age or status should miss out on what is
definitely the book of the decade from the world’s
greatest carp angler.
PRICE £34.99
CHEAP POSTAGE £4.99 UK £15 EUROPE

Call: 01252 373658
Or order online www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Johnsons
and Fox Pool
By Steve Briggs
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Book Extract

The following story is an extract
from the Big Carp Legends
series, this volume is the life
story of Steve Briggs and is taken
from his chapter on Johnsons
Railway Lake in Kent and Fox
Pool in Staines, Middlesex. This
book, and all the other volumes
in this series are available to purchase in the Big Carp Magazine
Website shop, price £24.95 www,bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
o anyway, after that, we
got back and I fished
with Pete Noonan a few
more times, but I
remember that he sort of
blew himself out. He lost
his job and did a year on Darenth,
fishing two weeks on and two days
off. He caught loads of fish, but he
blew himself out – at around the same
time as the Cassien trip. He virtually
hung up his rods after that, so I was
left in limbo a bit, but Pete Jones was
still about. I was still seeing him
down at Darenth; we had met up
down there and he had pictures of my
60lb’er and all that. We got more and
more friendly and started fishing
together. He mentioned two lakes;
one that he wanted to have a go at
and one he had already fished, Johnson’s, also a Kent water. He had been
down and had had a few little goes on
it; I think he and Travolta had both
caught a Johnson’s carp, and he said
how good it was down there – very
hard, but very good. The other water
we wanted to have a go at was Fox
Pool; we had both read about it; a
water up in the Colne Valley that was
known to hold some very, very good
fish, but was very difficult, similar to
Johnson’s. They were small, deep
waters, but very hard.
I suppose at the time it was just
what I was looking for; I had caught
some good fish, and I was on a bit of
a roll I suppose. I had caught some
good fish out of Darenth, some good
fish out of Cassien; things were going
well, and I was looking to move it on
a little bit, so we went down to Johnson’s. I know the first time I went
down there, I didn’t fish, but Pete and
Travolta took us for a walk round. We
bumped into a guy called Richard
who had caught the Leather. The
Railway Leather was the main fish in
the lake, and I think Pete had seen it
caught, or he had seen the pictures.
Anyway, Richard was there; it’s all a

S

They wouldn’t always take floaters, but when they did it offered perhaps the
best chance.

It wasn’t too hard to spot the fish and they could often be found in the pads.

There were only a few of us fishing the Railway, and the atmosphere was good.
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My first Railway carp of 24lb 12oz, which came off the top.

bit fuzzy now, but I know that he and
his mate were on there, and this guy
had already caught the Leather. I
think it was the following weekend
we fished there, and he brought down
pictures to show us. We looked at this
leather, and it was fantastic. I don’t
think I had ever seen a leather that

big at the time, as in Darenth and
Brooklands the fish were all mirrors or
commons, so a 34lb leather was one
of the biggest I knew of. It was a very
impressive looking fish, so we fancied
having a go for it. I think his mate
caught one about 23lb that weekend;
we blanked, but I enjoyed it. It was a

It wasn’t just the fishing that was hard at Johnson’s – sometimes it was difficult
just to get there!
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different thing altogether to the
waters I had fished previously – very
deep, and very weedy. There were
quite a few fish in there, but there was
a lot more natural food, and it was
going to be a lot more difficult, I could
see that from the start, but again I
was up for the challenge.
To start with I think we fished it
from the autumn through to the end,
and I didn’t catch a fish at all, but the
place had got us going, and we fancied a bit more of it. The plan was to
do the start of the season; we still had
the proper closed seasons in those
days. The season started on June 16th
and we had a three-month wait until
the start of the season. The plan was
that Pete Jones and I would do the
start on Johnson’s with Steve Wade, a
guy who we had met on Darenth. He
was only a young guy, still at school
then, or just finishing school, but a
good little angler, and he was alright.
A week before the start, Pete and I set
up in the Bridge swim, and Wadey set
up in the swim above. I went back to
work, Pete went back to Brighton, and
Wadey stayed on the lake for a week
on his own. By the time we turned up
for the start, he’d already done a
week’s session without the rods in
the water, poor bloke; I mean he
looked ready to go home, and he hadn’t even started fishing yet. A week
was a long time for a school kid to sit,
but he saved our swims, bless him.
We had two different plans of
attack; one was with particles, sweetcorn mainly. We knew the fish didn’t
mind particles, but hemp and tigers
had been done, and not many people
used sweetcorn, so we fancied giving
it a go. You were allowed to use more
than two rods on Johnson’s, which
was unusual back then. Every other
water we fished was two rods only,
but on Johnson’s you could use three
or four if you had the licences, so it
gave us a chance to try different
things. We had one or two on sweetcorn and the other two were on
boilies, protein baits or whatever, and
we were just making them up on the
bank. I remember taking all the ingredients down, buying the eggs up the
shop, and we’d just make them up as
we went along. I think I was using
cinnamon flavouring or something; I
forget what they were now, probably
our own mix, but I can’t even remember. Travolta was there as well.
The first couple of days we didn’t

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Carp Fisheries

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Day Ticket Carp Fishery

Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

Web: cottingtonlakes.co.uk
Email: cottingtonlakes@outlook.com
Tel: 01304 380691

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st June 2021.

Good luck!
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have anything. I think Pete had a
tench of about 9lb, which was the
biggest tench we had ever seen, and
Wadey lost a fish, and said, “It wasn’t
very big; it might have been a tench.”
That would come back to haunt him a
few days later, but the first run was to
Travolta. We had thought long and
hard about how to catch the fish, as
they were so much on the naturals.
We t h o u g h t a b o u t t h e p a r t i c l e
approach to compete with, or complement the naturals, and boilies to
give them something different. Travolta, with his typical type of idea,
said, “Well they’ve got everything
they need in the lake; there’s nothing
we can possibly give them that will
compete, but after you’ve had a good
meal, what would you like? What I
like is either a nice dessert or a selection from the cheeseboard.” Then he
said, “Well, they haven’t got that in
the lake, but I’ve got some peaches
and cream boilies, and some blue
cheese boilies.”
It was a load of nonsense, and typical Travolta, but lo and behold on the
third morning, it went rattling off, and
he caught a 24lb leather. We all went
down to look, and it was a lovely fish;
I mean they were stunning fish, the
Johnson’s fish. All the Brooklands fish
and all the Darenth fish had a bit of
history; they had all been caught
quite a few times, and although they
were nice fish, you could see they had
been caught a few times, but these
Johnson’s fish all looked brand new.
They had hardly ever been caught,
and they just looked incredible. They
were lovely fish, and so we were well
impressed to see Travolta with this
fish. God knows how he caught it but
he did, and he had to go. He had
caught his fish after his weekend, but
Pete, Wadey and I were still staying on
there for the week. Travolta left, and
these two other guys moved in his
swim.
Pete had always said that they didn’t mind a floater or two if they were
in the mood, but they wouldn’t have
them all the time. I think in the closed
season we’d had them going on
floaters a few times, and since nothing was happening, we wandered
round, and in one corner I saw a couple of fish mooching about. No one
was fishing there, so I fired out a few
mixers, but nothing seemed to happen, and the fish ignored them, so we
went up to chat with the guys who
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Pete Jones with the fantastic Railway Leather.

A previously unknown Johnson’s mirror of 29lb 10oz, and a surface-caught best
for me.
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Travolta with one of his Railway carp.

had moved into Travolta’s swim,
which was the next swim up. We
were chatting away to them, and I
happened to glance down the bank
where I saw this big pair of lips come
u p a n d t a k e a m i x e r, a n d t h e n
another, and then all of a sudden
there were a few swirls. They were
h a v i n g t h e m , s o I n u d g e d P e t e,
because I didn’t want everyone to
know the fish were there, because
their swim was further up the bank. I
nudged him, and he saw them as
well, and we made our excuses, “Better get back to the rods,” and all that,
and we crept out of the swim and
legged it as fast as we could back to
the rods.
Pete was the only one who had a
controller (I never had a controller),
but he didn’t have a rod that was suitable for setting up with floater gear
and I did, so between us we set up a
floater rod. We crept past the swim
where the other guys were (they still
hadn’t noticed the fish), sneaked in,
and they were having them big time.
There were mouths everywhere, so I
got a good cast in, well over the fish,
and drew it back. Just as it got to
them, a pair of lips came up, and wallop, that was it – I was in straight
away in about five seconds. I got that
one in, and it was 24lb 12oz, my first

Johnson’s carp. I was over the moon
with that – I had got a carp the opening week of the season, my first Johnson’s carp, but there were still loads
of fish out there, so it was Pete’s turn

to have a go, as I’d had my one.
Pete had never floater fished before
with mixers or anything like that; he
had done a bit of freelining, but it was
a bit different to what he had cast out
before, what with the long hook
length. We used something like 5ft
hook length down to two little soaked
mixers that were soft, to put on the
hook easier. He tried casting that out,
and it hit one straight on the back
straight away and spooked it. He
couldn’t get it right at all; he was
thrashing the water to a foam and in
the end, and all the fish were disappearing. He was casting all over the
place, on their heads, on their backs,
drawing line across them, and it just
wasn’t going right. The more he tried
to get a good cast in, the more it went
wrong, and in the end there was one
fish down in the corner that was still
having them where these mixers had
drifted down into the corner. It was
the only one left, so he crept down
there, cast, and it was perfect, the
best cast he had done, close to the far
bank, but enough so he could draw it
back, and sure enough this fish came
up and took it, and he was in.
My landing net was still back up
the bank somewhere, so I legged it up
and got it, and by the time I got back,
Pete was up to his chest in the lake.

Early fishmeal success at Sutton with a 25lb mirror.
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The fish had kited up near the trees,
and the only thing he could do was
jump in the lake, which he did. It was
important to get the fish in, so I
jumped in next to him with the landing net. It was fighting hard, and as it
came closer and closer, I saw it roll on
the top, and I knew which fish it was;
it was the Leather. I said to Pete, “Go
easy mate, you’ve got plenty of time –
it’s the Leather,” which didn’t help
matters, but sure enough we got it in,
and it was the Leather.
I remember putting it on the mat,
and when we went to unhook it, there
was another hook length hanging out
of is mouth. I thought, Christ, it’s been
hooked before, and Wadey looked at it
and he said, “That’s my hook length,
and it was. I knew what he was using,
so this fish that Wadey had lost at the
start was the Leather, and he was
gutted. Imagine how he felt; he had
sat on the lake for a week without the
rods out, got a take, lost it, and then
seen the fish landed, and it was the
L e a t h e r, h e c o u l d h a v e h a d t h e
Leather straightaway out of there, but
fair play to him. We all went up the
pub like you do, and had a drink, and
Wadey came up with us, and we all
celebrated. It was a good start to the
old Johnson’s fishing; we had both
got off the mark.
It was good to see some of the old
guys down there. I remember just
when we were photographing Pete
with the Leather, Fred Wilton came
round. I had never met Fred Wilton
before, even though I had always
been around that area, growing up
with the protein baits, but he was just
a name. Anyway, he just happened to
turn up in the swim and said, “Oh
alright, you’ve got the Leather,” and it
was fish he had caught years before.
It was just quite a nice little moment,
a little moment of proper Kent fishing.
So we’d got off the mark, and I kept
trying different things every week. I
mean I was still working full time, so I
would go back every weekend and I
was trying all sorts of things to catch
one off the bottom. The thing I was
struggling with in those days was the
pop-ups, and looking back, what I
really needed to do was sort out some
decent pop-ups, which I did in the
end, but at the time I was trying all
sorts of different baits. We were trying
different pop-up mixes, and they
were rubbish to be honest. To make
the old pop-ups we used to put them
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My first session at Fox Pool, set up in the Pier swim.

Steve Allcott plays the first of his Fox Pool carp.
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My first 20lb-plus common at 22lb – one of the things that I went to Holland for.

in the oven, which was all right for the
shallower waters like Darenth and all
that, as they would stay up most of
the night, but in deeper water like
Johnson’s, after a couple of hours
they were just sinking; they just
weren’t any good.
So I was really struggling, and my
second fish came off the top again. It

was quite a few weeks later, well into
the season, and again there was one
of these rare moments where they
were all in one corner, and they all
started having the mixers after a
thunderstorm. I remember a big thunderstorm, and then it all went dark
and flat calm, and all of a sudden the
fish were there on top, and they were

I arrived on December 28th just in time to see ‘Nod’ with Fox Pool’s most famous
resident, Jack, at just over 40lb.
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having it. I pulled out of a few, and
missed a few, but then all of a sudden
I hooked one, got it in, and it was 29lb
10oz, far and away the biggest fish I
had ever caught off the top. In fact it
is still the biggest fish I have ever
caught off the top; I don’t do a lot of
floater fishing these days, and you
know, I have never beaten that one,
but at that point, it was an unknown
fish. There were a few of the old regulars there; Derek and a few of the
other guys, and he came up and photographed it. He showed the pictures
to other guys who had fished there,
and they all said, “Um, I don’t know
that one.” So that was quite special,
but again it was off the top, and I was
struggling to get them off the bottom.
We started having a few little dabbles on Fox Pool, and the first time I
went up there was in September or
October. I fished in the Pier Swim, and
nothing happened. I just remember it
was quite weird, because we turned
up on the Friday evening, and there
were loads of cars in the car park, and
loads of bivvies around the lake, but
there was no one there – the place
was deserted – it was like the Mary
Celeste. We couldn’t work out what
was going on, so we set up anyway in
the Pier Swim, but I didn’t know it
was the Pier Swim at the time, but it
was empty. The thing I remember
about it was that the fish were jumping. I always expected not to see any
fish, or maybe one or two every few
weeks, but these big fish were actually quite active and showing a lot,
which was really good. I remember
setting up in the evening, listening to
them, and then it got to about
11.30pm, and I heard all this noise. It
was the Longfield Drinking Team
coming back from the pub, and I
thought, oh that’s where they’ve all
been. I remember someone, I think it
was Johnny Allen, shouting across
the lake, “There must be some serious
carp anglers on here,” because there
were two of us sitting in our bivvies
fishing, and everyone else had been
away.
It felt a bit funny because we didn’t
know anyone there, and the second
weekend, we fished adjacent swims
on the right hand bank. There was a
guy a bit further down; I don’t know
who he was, but he was in with that
sort of crowd, and he didn’t seem to
really want to speak to us. He was in
with that lot, and we were imposing
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on their little group, so he didn’t want
to know us. I remember the following
morning, waking up about 7am, looking out, and a fish rolled in my swim.
I had a bag of Richworths, as I still
had a bit of confidence in them, so I
reeled in and put one on, cast to this
fish, and it just landed in the rings
nicely about 50yds out. I made a cup
of tea and went up to sit with Pete in
the next swim, and we were sitting
there having a cup of tea when that
rod just blitzed off all of a sudden, a
one-toner. It absolutely screamed off,
and literally by the time I had run
10yds back to my rods, it had gone
through about three weedbeds, and
you could see the big trail of bubbles.
It was absolutely solid, and I tried for
ages to get it out, but I just couldn’t
move it. I left it a couple of hours, but
in the end I just had to pull for a break,
as the fish was obviously gone anyway by then.
All of a sudden this bloke who
didn’t want to know us was in the
swim, and he was our best mate. He
wanted to find out what we were
using, if it was on a boilie or a tiger
nut and all that. Then a few of them
started to come round, and to be fair,
they were all really nice guys. The
twins were on there; Nigel and I can’t
remember the other guy’s name; John
Holt’s friend Ian Booker was on there;
Colin Martin – it was all that early
group, with Johnny Allen. I think it
was probably Johnny Allen who
broke the ice, because I had met him
at Cassien, and he said, “Oh yeah, I
remember you from Cassien.” Then
we all went down and celebrated
together down the pub; it was a good
little scene to be in, and I was enjoying it there. I was gutted I lost that
fish, on the second weekend on there.
I’d had a chance and they all said,
“Well that’ll be your chance for the
year,” and I thought, yeah right, I’ll be
having a few more of them, but of
course, they were dead right. It was
my only chance of the year and it’s
something that has happened to me a
lot over the years when I look back at
waters I’ve fished, especially English
waters, and hard waters. I tend to go
in full of confidence, and quite often I
get a take first or second night, or certainly in the first few nights, but a lot
of them I have lost, and that was one
of them at Fox Pool.
As the weeks went on, the takes
weren’t happening. Other people

Dave Whibley had got it right on Fox Pool and had a great season. Here he is with
the lovely Big Scale at high-30’s.

I experimented with my own fishmeal mixes and came up with a winner!
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I took a break from Fox Pool to fish back at Sutton Lakes.

Sutton was a nice water to fish, and had not been done with the fishmeals yet, so
I felt it was there for the taking.

Back on the Railway and the key to success was getting a microwave to make
some proper pop-ups!
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were catching the odd fish, and I was
starting to lose confidence in what I
was doing. I know Rob Maylin wrote
about it in Fox Pool when he was fishing there before he caught the Parrot;
you’re winding yourself up about
whether you’re doing the right things.
I read it again myself the other week,
and I thought that’s exactly what I
was doing, but I didn’t really know a
way out if you know what I mean. I
didn’t know what the answer was, so
I kept plodding away, and really, really
struggling. The following year, well, I
met Rob and the other guys of the
Famous Five, and although I wasn’t
catching myself, they were fantastic
times. I saw virtually all of the fish
that year; Rob caught most of them,
and I remember Clive Williams having
a great year that year, catching Jack
and a few of the others. It was the
most disappointing time of my whole
angling career I think, because the
lake ended up being drained, all the
fish were taken out, and I never did
catch one there. I fished Fox Pool for
two years, and I never caught one in
that time. I really wanted to catch one
too, so that was one of my real frustrating times. The same thing was
happening at Johnson’s; I was struggling there too, so I needed something that was going to get me out of
that, if you know what I mean. I
couldn’t find an answer on either of
those lakes, so the only thing I could
do was go and fish another lake, and
do something a little bit different for a
while.
I still kept my Dartford Angling
Club permit, but I hadn’t fished any of
their waters for years. It was about
that time when the fishmeal boom
was happening and Terry Dempsey
and Tony Moore were the ones who
brought it to Darenth. I was going up
and seeing them, and even helping
roll the boilies sometimes, because it
was just good to see, and they were
absolutely taking the Tip Lake apart.
The fishmeals were a fantastic bait,
and even better after a bait like the
Richworths had been on there. It
seemed like the Richworths would
work for a year and then stop; the fish
just didn’t seem to want them too
much any more, and it was almost like
as soon as the fishmeals went in, it
was everything they were looking for
in a bait, and they loved it. They
couldn’t get enough of them; they
were taking the Tip Lake apart on the
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Book Extract

Premier Baits with the Fish Feed Oil,
and the fish were putting on weight.
Well just down the road from Darenth
was Sutton Lake, a very similar sort of
lake, a shallow gravel pit, with loads of
gravel bars in there. I knew the Richworths had been used on there for the
last couple of years, but I knew too
that no one had been using fishmeals
o n t h e r e, w h e r e a s D a r e n t h w a s
always a bit ahead in the bait stakes,
because people from all around the
country were fishing there. Sutton
was still a local carp water, and so the
people were slower to get onto
things.
I thought to myself, well, if I can go
to Sutton with the fishmeals, I reckon
I’m going to catch a few there and get
my confidence back. My confidence
needed a boost, but I still had that
stubborn streak in me, and I didn’t
want to use the Premier fishmeals; I
wanted to make my own fishmeal.
God knows why; it’s daft really, but
I’ve always had this stubborn streak,
and I want to do things my own way,
not someone else’s way. So I was
making all these fishmeal mixes, and
most of them fell to bits, ending up in
the bin, and then all of a sudden one
day, I made this mix and it rolled
nicely. It had loads of fishmeal in –
more fishmeal than most other baits
around at that time. I was using the
Premier Fish Feed Oil but this mix
was mainly capelin and sand eel
meal. It isn’t available now, but it was
one of the main ingredients then, and
it was a good one, along with sardine
and anchovy, and a bit of Sluis and
CLO, which was from a Dutch company, a bird food but it was a good
one, a bit of casein, and bit of Codlavine, which was like a cod liver oil. I
put it all together, it made a good bait,
and the fish loved it.
So I went down to Sutton armed
with my fishmeals and that first

I was so confident in the rig and popups that I knew I would catch!
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Mick Daly and I with four Dutch carp. Once we started catching it became almost
constant action.

weekend, I caught one. I remember
catching a 20lb linear, and you know,
it was just a weekend session, but I
caught one, and I was so pleased to
catch a fish. It was like I was never
going to catch one again on Fox Pool
and Johnson’s; they were too hard,

and I’d gone down and caught a fish,
and I thought brilliant, I’ll have some
more of that. The next weekend I
went back and caught two or three, or
it might even have been four, and the
more I put in of the fishmeal, the more
the fish came. Some of the other guys

After losing the first three, I then landed these two commons at the same time.

Book Extract

My Dutch friend John with a high-20 from that first trip.

were still on the Richworths, and
they’d had had good years the year
before, but they just stopped catching. As soon as the fish found the fishmeals, they wanted them and nothing
else, and I sort of knew it was going to
happen because I had seen it happen
at Darenth, and the lakes were so

similar, only just down the road. I
thought well, it’s there for the taking if
you know what I mean, and as soon
as they went in, I started catching.
Over the next few weeks, I suppose I
had about 15 or 20 fish, all good fish
too. They were the same sort of strain
as the Brooklands fish, the old Gali-

Not a big’un but an important step in my fishing at the Railway.

cian strain mirrors, with big blade-like
scales. They were lovely fish, and
quite old fish too, probably stocked in
the 50’s or 60’s, but they were great,
and they just loved these fishmeals.
It didn’t seem to matter where I
fished, if I could find little bits of
gravel I would just bait up the spots
and fish would come to it. There were
a few other guys who started to come
down – Paul Madden who had fished
on Darenth, and a few other guys like
Stevie Gee and Colin, and they all
started to get on them as well. We
were all catching fish and plenty of
them, and 20’s were about top of the
range. I fished next to a guy called
Sam one weekend, who now works
for Martin Locke, and I caught a
brace, one of which was 28lb 2oz. I
remember that, because it was actually a lake record mirror, and I had
them both in the net at the same time.
I also had a few other 20’s that weekend, and it was, I wouldn’t say too
easy, but it almost seemed like that.
Wherever I was putting the baits, the
fish were coming and picking them
up, and other people were have a bit
of a tough time. But it was just those
fishmeal baits, because four or five of
our little group who were using them,
were all catching good fish, and it
was just a really, really good little
time.
It was all halted in the end, as we
had a bit of a drought that year. It was
quite low water, and I went down
there and set up one day and the
bailiff came round and he said, “You’ll
have to pack up; we’ve shut the lake,”
and that was it. I had to pack up and
go home, and that was the end of my
little stint, but it was a fantastic two
or three months’ fishing, and I had got
myself back on track after all the
tough times that I had had before. I
had done something that I needed to
do, and gone out and got a few fish
under my belt.
I suppose it was a bit of a funny old
time. I went back to Cassien that year,
a n d o f c o u r s e, I w a s e x p e c t i n g
Cassien to be quite easy. I had caught
a 40lb’er and a 60lb’er in my first two
trips, and on my third trip, I was looking through all the pictures of what
people had caught, wondering which
ones I’d catch this time, but I went
back there and blanked. I went in the
August, and it looked lovely, as good
as ever, but I sat there for two weeks,
and never saw a fish show. I moved
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all over the lake, and in the end I was
moving every day, trying to find fish,
but never did, and never caught a
carp. All I caught was bream, and I
came away from there and it was like
a real reality check; they were normal
carp after all. It wasn’t this Promised
Land where you just go and bag up
with loads of big fish; it was carp fishing the same as everywhere else. Yes,
they were naïve carp and you could
catch them, but when they weren’t
having it, you weren’t going to catch
them, and it was a long way to go for
a two-week blank, just to sit in the
sunshine.
But there were other things going
on at the time, and I also had my first
trip to Holland. I had met two Dutch
guys while we were down at Cassien
on my second trip; they had come up
and seen a couple of the fish we had
caught. We got chatting and they did
say that any time we wanted to come
over to Holland, they could sort us out
with something perhaps on the
canals or something like that. I had
never fished any of the canals, but
one of the things Holland was really
known for in those days was for 20lb
commons, and you know, it doesn’t
seem possible now, but in those days
we didn’t catch 20lb commons. If you
caught commons they were singles or
doubles; there just weren’t many 20lb
commons about, and quite a few people actually went to Holland to get a
20lb common. Anyway, we went over,

Back on the Railway for the start of
the season in the End of the Willows.
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We had a few sessions on Johnson’s Road Lake. Wadey was the first to score with
this nice mirror.

and I think it was in 1988. I went over
with Mandy and Mick Daly who we
had met on Darenth, and we fished on
the Twente Canal, and I remember

putting out all this maize. They said
you’ve got to bait up with maize, and
it was a bit of a slow start, which surprised me, because we could see

Most of the Sutton carp were old, but they were real scaly stunners.

Book Extract

I fished midweek nights and would often have a couple of
20’s before packing up for work.

these fish swimming up and down,
and I thought as soon as we’d put a
bait in the water we were going to
catch them.
We literally had to cut our swims
out of the reeds, as no one had fished
anywhere along this stretch of canal
before. I thought it was going to be

It wasn’t easy, but I caught some decent commons from the
Road Lake.

easy, but for the first 12 hours, we
never had a bite, and I thought something is going on here. I thought they
had stitched us up, put us in this
stretch where no one ever catches
anything, but then after about 12
hours, I caught one. It was only a little
one, but I thought at least we’ve got

one, and then all of a sudden we
caught another one, and it just gradually built up, and soon we were catching loads. All these carp suddenly
turned on to the maize that we were
putting in, and we caught loads of
them. I got my first 20lb common, it
was 22lb, and you know, like I say, it

Three of the best guys I fished Sutton with (from left) Colin, Stevie Gee and their friend Andy with the result of their night’s
work.
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was what I had gone there for. I don’t
know how many carp we caught, but
it was a lot. It would normally be
quiet during the nights, but then in
the morning, they would start to feed,
and that would carry on for most of
the day.
You had to watch out for the barges
and all that, because there were great
big barges going up and down the
canal, and if you didn’t see them coming, you’d wake up to a screaming run
thinking you’d got a fish, but you’d
got a 20-ton barge on the other end,
and that did happen a few times. But
it was good, and I remember the last
night, John, the Dutch guy who we
had gone over with, had a 27lb or 28lb
common, which sort of showed some
of the potential of what was in there.
It was still a very big fish, and I think
it was the biggest common I had ever
seen then, and to put it in perspective,
Albert Romp had had a 34lb common
out of Cassien, which was a lake
record at the time. Big commons just
weren’t about then, so a 27-28lb’er
was a big common, and it looked
r e a l l y n i c e, s o w e w e r e q u i t e
impressed with all that, and quite
enjoyed it.
But then it was back to the other
lakes really, and a few things happened. I remember coming home and
finding this letter from Leisure Sport; I
opened it up, and it was something
like, “We are sorry to inform you that
you’ve broken this rule, and that rule,
and you’re banned from Leisure Sport
for life.” I thought, Jesus Christ, what
have I done? I’m no angel and I’ve
done a few things, but I haven’t been
caught for any of them, so I was gobsmacked to get this letter. So first
thing, like you do, I went down to see
the head bailiff, and he said “You need
to speak to the regional coordinator.”
So I rang him up, and he said, “No, you
need to speak to the head bailiff. In
the end, I rang up Jack Ashford, and I
said, “Look, I know I haven’t broken
these rules, so what’s going on?” He
said, “Well, it’s down here that you
have broken these rules,” and I said,
“Well, you just tell me when it was
reported, and when it was meant to
have happened, and I can tell you
exactly where I was, and why it
hasn’t happened.” Anyway, he said,
“Well it doesn’t matter – if we want to
ban you, we can ban you.” So I said,
“Well is there nothing I can say to
change your mind?” He said, “No,
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One more good mirror of 28lb-plus towards the end of my Sutton stint.

A cracking Railway mirror that came during a hectic afternoon.
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Same time next afternoon and another fish! All of a sudden it was so easy.

you’re banned” and that was it.
I was gobsmacked because I knew
I hadn’t really done anything to
deserve getting banned. It was year
later when I actually spoke to a few
people who let on that they were old
Darenth bailiffs, and they let on who
was behind it all. I’m not going to go
into the whys and wherefores, but it
was a stitch-up. I knew the bloke who
had put the spoke in for me, and it
was nothing to do with any rule
breaking. It’s the old story; I was
probably catching a few too many
fish and upset a few too many people
– it always happens. It was the first
time, but it wasn’t the last time. It was
a shock though, because it was the
first time it happened to me, and I
wasn’t expecting it. Looking back it
was probably a good thing in a way,
because it got me out fishing other
waters. I probably would have gone
back to Darenth and carried on fishing there when really I needed to get
out and fish other waters. So that was
the boot up the arse I needed.
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The other water I had was Johnson’s, so I carried on fishing there for
a while, and to be honest, in the end I
did get it together. The thing that
changed all of my fortune around was
getting a microwave. It sounds daft
now, but I was always struggling with
pop-ups before. I knew I needed popups; I needed them on Fox Pool, and I
needed them on Johnson’s, but I
didn’t know how to make them.
Again, there were no pop-up mixes
out there; everyone made their own
pop-up mixes. I remember Rob
Maylin having them at Fox Pool, and I
thought God, he’s got some good
pop-ups, but I had no idea how he
used to make them. I didn’t have a
microwave, and I couldn’t afford one,
simple as that. By the time I had paid
the rent on my house, and put bit of
petrol in the car, I couldn’t afford a
microwave, so I just had to go without, but eventually I got myself a
microwave and I made these blue
cheese pop-ups. I went down Johnson’s with Wadey, and that first weekend, I caught one straight away. It
was only 9lb 15oz, but it was a very
special carp for me, as I had been fishing the Railway for three years by
then, and all I had caught were the
two off the top, even though I tried
and tried to catch one off the bottom.
Bearing in mind it was getting on for
winter; the start of November, I went
down the next weekend and caught
another one! So all of a sudden I knew
what I needed to catch them, and I
had finally done it; I had finally got
there. The only problem with that
was, by then it was winter and you
know, Johnson’s was hard enough in
the summer. I had a few little dabbles
in the winter, but people normally just
pulled off.
I do remember the next time I went
back was the start of the following
season. I know I had been down to
Brighton to see Pete Jones, and he
had just made up these little pop-ups
with Martin Locke’s Esterblend 12
f l a v o u r, a n d I s m e l t t h e m a n d I
thought, God, that’s just what I need
for the Railway. I said, “Can you me
make up a little batch of pop-ups
while we’re here?” I wasn’t going to
be able to do them back home, so we
made up some there, and I took them
down to Johnson’s. On opening
week, I hooked eight, landing five and
losing three. The first three of them I
lost because I was using these star

Fishing Holland for the first time on the Twente Canal.

point hooks. Before the start I said to
Pete, “Look at these hooks, they’re
nice,” and he said, “Don’t use them. I
know people who have been using
those hooks, and they reckon they’re
rubbish; they keep losing fish on
them.” Anyway, I went with them, and
I lost the first three I hooked, so I
changed over to some Mustad
O’Shaughnessy hooks, and the next
five I landed. I didn’t have any of the
big ones; they were all 20’s I think,
with maybe a couple of double figure
commons, but I remember the
Leather got caught that week. There
was one guy up in the corner, and it
was the only fish he caught, but he
had the Leather, which was the one I
really wanted. I never got it, but I was
so pleased to get those fish that I did

catch after struggling for so long.
To be honest, that was the end of
my fishing on Johnson’s. I should
have stayed on I suppose and tried for
the Leather, but other things were
happening. We had all fished on Johnson’s during that time, and Rob
Maylin had come down there with
the other guys; Steve Alcott, Dave
Whibley, Phil Harper, and they had all
caught good fish, and by then had
moved onto Harefield in the Colne
Valley. I had stayed on to do the start
on Johnson’s, but once I had caught
those fish, I thought well, that’s it; I
know I can catch them now. I almost
I felt that I had overcome the barrier,
and I wanted to come up to the Colne
Valley and fish with Rob again, so that
was the end of Johnson’s. n

It was quiet and unpressured on the Twente Canal – we even had to cut our own
swims out.
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